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Season 2017 was not without its challenges both on and off 
the field. The financial deficit in 2016 clearly demonstrated 
that we were living beyond our means and that a combination 

of cost-cutting and revenue-raising was required to stabilise our 
position. This was successfully done and new sponsors, Anderson 
Shaw and Gilbert (The MacTavish Cup) and Tulloch Homes 
(The Camanachd Cup) have come forward respectively to provide 
support for these historic competitions. 
This season also provided us with a timely reminder that 
behaviour on the field is not beyond the scrutiny of the law nor 
the tolerance of what society now views as acceptable risk for 
injury. Other major sports have responded to similar recent 
scrutiny by modifying rules, improving equipment and introducing 
treatment and assessment protocols. Our sister sport of Hurling 
approved the universal adoption of helmets and face guards to 
minimise facial injuries. 
Shinty players and coaches need to be better versed in their 
personal responsibility for the safety of their opponents whether 
it be by controlling their own aggression or by making allowance 
for their opponents being inexperienced. Similarly the Association 
and Member Clubs need to give due consideration to setting a 
date for the universal adoption of helmets and faceguards for the 
senior game. 

President’s 
Foreword

In October 2017, Marine Harvest (Scotland) 
Ltd agreed to a renewed three year 
sponsorship deal for shinty.

The agreement which sees the company 
invest a six figure sum into the sport extends 
the partnership between Marine Harvest and 
the Camanachd Association to 33 years and 
represents one of Scotland’s longest running 
sport sponsorships. Ben Hadfield, Managing 
Director of Marine Harvest (Scotland) Ltd, 
sees the agreement as a natural extension 
of an existing sound relationship. “Having 
supported shinty for 30 years we are very 
pleased to announce our continuing support 
for the game for another three years at all 
levels. It has been very rewarding to see 
how the game has developed and grown 
particularly with Women’s shinty and the 
work and commitment that we’re seeing 
invested in Youth shinty. And of course, 
we are delighted to continue supporting 
the annual Marine Harvest National Shinty 
Awards which recognise the hard work and 
dedication of players, coaches and others in 
the sport.” 

Marine Harvest extends its sponsorship commitment 
to shinty for another three years 
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However, there was also 
much to celebrate as well in 
season 2017, not least the 
performance of Kinlochshiel 
in winning their first 
Premier League title and 
congratulations too to this 
season’s other successful 
sides whose successes are 
celebrated elsewhere in this 
Yearbook. 
It was good year for 
the Women’s game in 
general and the Women’s 
Camanachd Association 
have continued to increase participation apace while our annual 
clashes with the Irish hurlers at all levels, have also been a very 
positive benefit to the sport. 
Lastly, we celebrate the commitment by Marine Harvest to extend 
their sponsorship of all our Leagues, the International Programme 
and the Awards Night for a further three years amounting to a total 
of thirty three years of continuous support. 
In closing, I wish to record my thanks to the CA Board and Staff 
for their support during my 9 year term of office as Director 
and latterly as President and in particular to my Vice President, 
Keith Loades. Keith has been an active and committed Director 
as well as a trusted personal counsellor over the last 3 years 
and I am delighted he has been chosen as my successor. I have 
every confidence that he will excel as the CA President and 
will provide Shinty with the leadership and direction which 
it deserves.
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we are delighted to continue supporting 
the annual Marine Harvest National Shinty 
Awards which recognise the hard work and 
dedication of players, coaches and others in 
the sport.” 

The company will increase its investment 
and profile in shinty by continuing as title 
sponsor of the Premier League (“Marine 
Harvest Premiership”), National league and 
North/South area leagues. The agreement 

also sees Marine Harvest maintain their 
support for Women’s and Youth shinty, the 
Scotland Senior National Shinty Team, the 
annual Shinty/Hurling International match 
and the annual Shinty Awards night.

Marine Harvest extends its sponsorship commitment 
to shinty for another three years 
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2017 Camanachd Association 
Corporate Summary

The Camanachd Association is always mindful that its core 
remit is to promote the unique sport of shinty throughout the 
whole of Scotland and to bring it to the public’s attention as 

the attractive and skilful team sport that it is. Shinty is one of Scotland’s 
important heritage sports and its history is rooted in numerous 
communities where it remains both popular and relevant.

The Camanachd Association’s 2016 Annual Accounts reported a 
£38,573 reduction in turnover and a deficit for year of £48,066, 
which left the Association with total reserves of £75,962 at 31st 
December 2016. The Association had signalled a potential loss in 
the order of £44,000 at the 2016 AGM and disappointingly the final 
figure was slightly higher than expected. 

As a consequence of the financial position, the Association was required 
in 2017 to re-base its activities, increase its efforts to attract commercial 
sponsors, improve its business processes and make economies across 
the board in order to balance the books for 2017. 

How has this financial situation come about? 

The 2016 Annual Accounts show that Grant funding has been 
reduced overall by £23,743 from 2015. The sportscotland grant, the 
largest single contributor to shinty funding, only suffered a small annual 
reduction which can be accounted for by the December salary of the 
outgoing Chief Executive Officer, Torquil Macleod. However, local 
authority based grants were reduced in line with the general squeeze 
on budgets. In addition, specific activity events/grants from Awards for 
All (£10k) and Colmcille/BnG (£5k) were not forthcoming. 

Sponsorship income also reduced in 2016 down by £21,368 largely 
attributable to the loss of SSE sponsorship for the Camanachd Cup, 
though this was partially offset by the establishment of the Shinty 

Business Club.

Not for the first time, 
Marine Harvest 
were the principal 
commercial sponsors 
of shinty in 2016, 
combined with 
additional support 
from the Royal Bank 
of Scotland, Gilmour 
Sports and the BBC. 

Supplies (HIS), Russwood, Liberty British Aluminium, GS Campbell, 
Tulloch Homes and Anderson Shaw and Gilbert.

Support from Ferguson Transport & Shipping, Loch Ness Gifts and JIG 
Groundworks (Kiltarlity) was also gratefully received. 

Finally, each Scotland squad player (Senior, U21, Women) secured 
an individual sponsor to support their participation in this year’s 
Marine Harvest Shinty/Hurling (Camogie) Internationals. 

The Camanachd Association also received grant funding from a 
wide range of organisations, including: Inverness Common Good Fund, 
Highland Council, Argyll & Bute Council and Highland Council Discretionary 
Ward Funding. This funding from sponsors and grant providers 
significantly extends the Association’s support for the promotion and 
development of shinty and we thank all those who have contributed 
over the past year.

Participation in the senior leagues in 2017 increased to 54 
teams from 52 in 2016. This was as a result of Strachur re-
joining the league and Strathglass entering a second team. The 
Marine Harvest Premiership comprised ten teams. There were 
eight teams in Marine Harvest North Div 1 and eleven teams 
in Marine Harvest North Div 2 following the introduction of 
the Strathglass second team. There were ten teams in Marine 
Harvest South Div 1 but only seven teams in Marine Harvest 
South Div 2.

In total there have been 689 senior fixtures scheduled in 2017, 
compared to 618 in 2016. 39 fixtures were unfulfilled due to team 
raising difficulties, an increase from 27 in 2016. 125 fixtures were 
postponed and rescheduled, of which 103 were due to unplayable 
fields and 13 due to bereavement. A further 9 were rescheduled 
at the request of both clubs in compliance with the Byelaws. This 
compared with 75 postponements in 2016. 

The Camanachd Association’s Development Team has continued 
to maintain strong relationships with the clubs within their designated 
regions. 

The Team is as follows:

Graham Cormack National Development Manager 

Ronald Ross Regional Development Manager 

Euan McMurdo Regional Development Officer – West

Paul MacArthur Regional Development Officer – Central

Katie Drain Regional Development Officer – North 

Total expenditure in 2016 
was £595,655, an increase of 
£1806 on the previous year. 
Key areas of expenditure 
remain: Competitions, 
Development, Wages and 
Office Expenses. The £27,256 
expenditure increase on 
wages is principally as a result 
of having the central belt 
Development Officer in place 
for the full reporting year. 

The Association’s 2017 
budget has been very challenging but we do expect to record 
a profit in excess of £20K which will go towards rebuilding our 
reserves to the target of £90k which is appropriate for the size of 
our business. The 2017 Annual Accounts will however provide the 
appropriate detail and will be distributed to member Clubs when 
finalised early in 2018.

sportscotland, the Scottish Government’s National Agency for Sport, 
remains the single largest funder of the Camanachd Association. In 
2016 sportscotland invested £182,000 in the Camanachd Association, 
principally to cover key staff costs but also to provide some additional 
resource for agreed Development and Coaching activity.

Marine Harvest (Scotland) Ltd is the principal commercial 
sponsor of shinty and in 2017 the Camanachd Association was 
delighted to agree a new three-year sponsorship agreement with 
the company. 

In 2017, Tulloch Homes became the title sponsor for the Tulloch 
Homes Camanachd Cup and signed a four-year sponsorship 
agreement from 2017 – 2020 with a view to developing a 
partnership that raises the profile of Tulloch Homes and that 
of the Camanachd Cup. Inverness based legal firm Anderson 
Shaw and Gilbert were the 2017 sponsor of the MacTavish 
Cup final and we were grateful for their support provided as it 
was, at short notice. 

The Camanachd Association’s in-kind partnership with Gilmour 
Sports continues to add value to the sport. This is the fourth year 
of their appointment as Official Kit Supplier to the Camanachd 
Association, providing clothing and equipment to four National Shinty 
Squads and CA Development staff, 
plus a number of youth events and 
initiatives. 

Aberdein Considine continued 
their longstanding title sponsorship 
of Aberdein Considine Sutherland 
Cup competition in 2017 and 
we are also grateful to the large 
number of companies that 
support the Association through 
membership of the Business 
Club, namely: Highland Industrial 
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2017 Camanachd Association 
Corporate Summary

The Clubmark Accreditation Scheme, launched to all clubs 
in September 2016, has provided a clear framework for the 
Development Team and their Clubs to work through.

Detailed information on the Club Mark Accreditation Scheme, 
including Case Studies of engaged Clubs, is available on the website 
https://www.shinty.com/mens/membership-and-clubs/help-for-
clubs or from the Camanachd Association Development Team 

Positive media coverage of shinty is a key platform for the promotion 
of shinty; it reaches large audiences engaging both current and new 
supporters. 

Nationally, BBC Scotland continued their excellent coverage with 
three televised broadcasts plus regular coverage on radio and online. 
The televised matches were the Artemis Macaulay Cup Final, the 
Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup Final and the Marine Harvest 
Shinty/Hurling International. The Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup 
Final also received live commentary on Radio Scotland and Radio 
nan Gàidheal while BBC ALBA broadcast five live matches this 
season: the MacTavish Cup Final, Gregor Cameron Celtic Society 
Cup Final, both Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup Semi-finals and a 
Marine Harvest Premiership match.

The above is further enhanced by coverage on a number of important 
local radio stations:- Cuillin FM, Oban FM and Moray Firth Radio.

Shinty also benefits from excellent national and local printed media 
reporting. We are pleased to have maintained regular profile for 
the sport in several national newspapers throughout the season, 
including The Press & Journal, The National, The Herald and The 
Scotsman. Local papers like The Oban Times, The Highland News, 
The Badenoch & Strathspey Herald and The West Highland Free 
Press also provide extensive coverage of the sport, a reflection of the 
important role shinty plays in the life of their communities. 

The Association would like to note the contribution Norman 
Strachan makes in raising our capacity to profile shinty on TV and on 
social media channels including the association’s YouTube Channel. 
This channel has now received nearly 573793 views, an increase of 
more than 33% from 430,000 in 2016. 

The Camanachd Association launched an updated version of its 
website (www.shinty.com) in October 2017 and this provides a wide 
range of relevant information and resources. Our social network 
channels also function as an important communication platform, with 
more than 6836 “likes” on Facebook and 4656 “followers” on Twitter. 
Both channels continue to grow in popularity and the Association is 
making increasing use of then to keep members informed on the 
latest developments.
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New Team at the Camanachd Association 
ready for the challenge 

(The C.A. takes on a new look with Keith Loades stepping up to replace Jim Barr as President of the 
Association while Derek Keir takes over the CEO role vacated by Torquil Macleod)

The new CEO of the Camanachd 
Association is 36 year old Falkirk 
native Derek Keir who took up his 
duties in June 2017 shortly before the 
MacTavish Cup final. Married to Fiona 
and father to two youngsters, he is a 
keen cyclist. He was also a talented 
junior footballer, and enjoyed a spell 
as manager (2012-2016) of Scone 
Thistle F.C., Scotland’s 2nd oldest 
junior side, taking over the helm 
after the club had spent the 2011–12 
season in abeyance.

Derek has come to the C.A. from 
his previous post as a Partnership 
Manager for sportscotland (2013-
2017) where his remit involved 
contributing to the development 
of a world class sporting system. 
Part of this involved managing the 
investment in school and community 
sport for four local authorities.

Previously, Derek worked in International Development, as 
the co-founder of Umutima who later became a registered 

Recently retired as Scottish 
Commercial Director for Morrison 
Construction, Keith is a native of 

Wester Ross and first embraced his lifelong 
passion for shinty at Auchtertyre Primary 
School just along the road from Kinlochshiel’s 
Kirkton ground. After attending the local 
secondary school at Plockton, student life 
in Aberdeen followed and he was a key 
member of a University side which won the 
Sutherland Cup in 1973 and 1974. There 
he won the first of his three Scotland caps.

Returning North, Keith played out the rest of 
his career with the club Kinlochshiel, retiring 
at the age of 39 after a knee injury after 
which he immersed himself in managing and 
running the club.

His appointment caps a memorable 
year for the new President. “2017 certainly has been a year to 
savour – there was a reunion of the 1977 Sutherland Cup winning 
team and then ‘Shiel won the Premier League and then there 

was my election to the chair of the 
Camanachd Association, something I 
am very proud of. 

I have been Vice President for three 
years so I am pretty well versed in 
the running of the Association. The 
outgoing President Jim Barr has laid the 
foundations to take the sport forward. 
He has confronted all the big issues at 
the Association including finance which 
backdrops just about every decision 
we take.

The recent road-shows were well 
attended and encouraging so we have 
to build on that and get people to buy 
into our 2018-2022 strategic plan for 
the sport.

I see a bright future and I look forward to working with all our stake 
holders including our excellent sponsors”.

(This is adapted from an article in the Inverness Courier by David Calder)

charity providing education through 
sport for young people in Zambia.

“Over the past year I have had the 
privilege of being part of the Camanachd 
Association and thoroughly enjoyed 
getting to know many of the clubs and 
people that make shinty such an iconic 
team sport. I am always impressed 
by the commitment of volunteers 
that sustains our game. Despite the 
challenges we all face I am comforted 
by the fact that many clubs are already 
delivering incredible opportunities for 
their whole community including the 
next generation of shinty players.

The new strategic plan for shinty – 
created by our own members – acts 
as a guide that will highlight how we 
can move forward and keep focused 
on three clear outcomes – to be well 

organised with good governance, to do all we can to retain the people 
we already have in the sport and to grow our game. I look forward to 
playing my part in making that happen”

President of the C.A. Keith Loades

Chief Executive Officer, Derek Keir
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An excellent display of finishing early in the game by present 
holders Lovat provided the platform for a convincing 5-2 
victory for the Kiltarlity side over local rivals Beauly in their 

annual Lovat Cup Match. This New Year derby clash has been a 
highlight of the shinty calendar since the trophy was first put up for 
competition back in 1904 - and though the shinty season does not 
begin nationally until March - this game has long had its place as an 
appetiser for a shinty public starved of the sport since the last caman 
was swung in earnest back in October.

Though the match took place at Beauly’s own Braeview Park, the 
home side, who play in the lower National Division, were always pre-
match underdogs given that they were facing a team with a Premier 
League pedigree. In the event though they gave a good account of 
themselves on a heavy surface which at times made ball control tricky, 
Beauly were undone by the clinical finishing of the Lovat frontmen 
who racked up a four goal lead before the Beauly defenders had 
got themselves properly organised. Indeed Lovat scored in the first 
minute when an early free hit by former Ross County youth footballer. 
Danny Kelly fell to winger Graeme MacMillan and he smashed the ball 
home for the opener. If Beauly keeper Josh Grant could have done 
nothing about the first goal, he might have done more to prevent 
Lovat’s second, but his defence allowed a long high ball to drop in 
front of Lovat half–forward Lorne Mackay and his direct shot beat the 
keeper who was slow to react to the danger.

Minutes later Greg Matheson put Lovat three up when he gathered 
the ball under pressure and turned to send his strike in off the inside 
of the post – and when Graeme MacMillan got on the end of a 
Ryan Ferguson cross to fire the ball into the roof of the net for number 
four in the 16th minute, things began to look decidedly bleak for 
the home side. This seemed especially true when MacMillan, who 
strained a hamstring, was replaced up front by Scotland international 
front man Kevin Bartlett who was playing his last game in a Lovat shirt 
before returning to his home club Caberfeidh.

The Lovat Cup remains at 
Balgate for yet another season

However, as often happens games can turn around and after 
Beauly keeper Grant had atoned for his earlier sin by pulling 
off two exceptional saves from rocket shots by Greg Matheson 
and Lorne Mackay, his teammates began to grow in self-belief 
and push forward. Before the half-time whistle they had their 
deserved reward when they pulled back a goal through winger 
Sandy Elrick who fired a shot past Lovat’s teenager keeper 
Ronan MacMillan from the narrowest of angles to make it 4-1 
at the break.

This goal gave the home side a lift and they opened the second 
half on the offensive getting a second goal not long after the restart 
when a shot by full-forward Conor Ross came back off Lovat 
keeper MacMillan into the path of fellow striker Jack MacDonald 
and he made no mistake from close range. However any thought 
of a comeback were soon dashed when Bartlett manufactured 
Lovat’s fifth goal of the 
afternoon when he 
forced his way past his 
marker and knocked 
the ball into the net off 
the unlucky Grant who 
slipped on the wet 
ground as he tried to 
keep it out.

Though Beauly kept 
pushing hard for the rest 
of the match they were 
unable to create further 
clear chances – and in 
the end Lovat were 
worthy winners with 
their Premier League 
experience in front of 
goal the decisive factor.
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2017 League Tables
Marine Harvest PreMiersHiP

 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Kinlochshiel 18 13 4 1 49 17 32 30
Kyles Athletic 18 13 2 3 56 28 28 28
Lovat 18 12 1 5 37 31 6 25
Newtonmore 18 10 4 4 43 20 23 24
Kingussie 18 9 3 6 32 27 5 21
Oban Camanachd  18 8 1 8 44 30 14 18*
Glenurquhart 18 3 4 11 28 49 -21 10
Lochaber 18 4 2 12 22 52 -30 10
Kilmallie  18 3 1 13 19 48 -29 8*
Glasgow Mid Argyll 18 2 2 14 21 49 -28 6

* Kilmallie v Oban Camanachd: Points shared on 4th Nov.

Marine Harvest nationaL Division 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Skye 14 12 2 0 50 9 41 26
Caberfeidh 14 9 2 3 47 18 29 20
Fort William 14 8 2 3 40 22 18 18
Inveraray 14 6 1 6 32 26 6 13
Beauly 14 5 3 6 29 41 -12 13
Oban Celtic 14 4 2 8 30 44 -14 10
Strathglass  14 2 4 8 21 35 -14 8
Inverness 14 0 2 12 14 68 -54 2

Marine Harvest nortH Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Newtonmore  14 11 2 1 61 14 47 24
Aberdeen University  14 9 1 2 53 27 26 22*
Kingussie  14 8 2 4 49 28 21 18
Skye 14 5 3 6 27 23 4 13
Fort William  14 3 4 6 27 23 4 11*
Kinlochshiel 14 4 0 9 13 36 -23 9*
Glenurquhart 14 2 3 9 16 42 -26 7
Beauly  14 3 1 8 16 51 -35 2*

* Beauly v Aberdeen University: Aberdeen awarded the points on 28th Oct. 
* Fort William v Aberdeen University: Points shared on 4th Nov.  
* Kinlochshiel v Beauly: Points shared on 11th Nov.  
* Beauly deducted 6 points for failing to fulfill a fixture on 29th April, 15th July & 23rd Sep. 

Marine Harvest soutH Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Lochside Rovers* 18 13 3 1 74 12 62 30*
Aberdour 18 9 4 5 50 35 15 22
Kilmory* 18 7 3 4 44 31 13 22*
Bute* 18 11 4 1 52 16 36 21*
Tayforth*  18 7 2 7 30 44 -14 19*
Ballachulish* 18 4 5 8 27 47 -20 15*
Kyles Athletic* 18 4 2 9 27 54 -27 14*
Taynuilt* 18 4 4 9 30 37 -7 13*
Col Glen* 18 2 5 9 18 40 -22 13*
Glenorchy* 18 1 2 9 18 54 -36 2*

* Bute deducted 8 points for electing to play in South Div 1 rather than National Div in 2017.
* Glenorchy deducted 2 points for failing to fulfill a fixture on 9th Sep.
* Ballachulish, Bute, Col Glen, Kilmory, Kyles Athletic & Tayforth awarded 2 points following 
   Glenorchy’s withdrawal from the league.
* Kyles Athletic v Tayforth & Taynuilt v Col Glen points shared on 4th Nov.
* Kilmory v Bute, Kyles Athletic v Kilmory & Kilmory v Lochside Rovers all matches points shared.

Marine Harvest soutH Division 2 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Inveraray 12 10 2 0 45 2 43 22
Strachur * 12 7 1 3 35 15 20 17
Oban Lorn* 12 4 2 2 14 10 4 14
Glasgow Mid Argyll* 12 6 0 5 28 21 7 12
Bute*  12 2 5 4 13 29 -16 11
Aberdour* 12 1 2 8 11 41 -30 6
Dunoon 12 0 2 8 2 30 -28 2

* Strachur awarded a walkover against Oban Lorn on 23rd Sep  
* Oban Lorn awarded a walkover against Dunoon on 15th April & 21st Oct 
* Bute awarded a walkover against Glasgow Mid Argyll on 14th Oct 
* Aberdour awarded a walkover against Oban Lorn on 7th Oct

After the match Lovat captain Drew Howie received 
the beautiful silver co up from the hands of the 
present Lord Lovat, Simon Fraser a great-grandson of 
that Lord Lovat who originally put the trophy up for 
New Years day competition between the two clubs a 
hundred and thirteen years ago.
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The Lovat Cup remains at 
Balgate for yet another season

However, as often happens games can turn around and after 
Beauly keeper Grant had atoned for his earlier sin by pulling 
off two exceptional saves from rocket shots by Greg Matheson 
and Lorne Mackay, his teammates began to grow in self-belief 
and push forward. Before the half-time whistle they had their 
deserved reward when they pulled back a goal through winger 
Sandy Elrick who fired a shot past Lovat’s teenager keeper 
Ronan MacMillan from the narrowest of angles to make it 4-1 
at the break.

This goal gave the home side a lift and they opened the second 
half on the offensive getting a second goal not long after the restart 
when a shot by full-forward Conor Ross came back off Lovat 
keeper MacMillan into the path of fellow striker Jack MacDonald 
and he made no mistake from close range. However any thought 
of a comeback were soon dashed when Bartlett manufactured 
Lovat’s fifth goal of the 
afternoon when he 
forced his way past his 
marker and knocked 
the ball into the net off 
the unlucky Grant who 
slipped on the wet 
ground as he tried to 
keep it out.

Though Beauly kept 
pushing hard for the rest 
of the match they were 
unable to create further 
clear chances – and in 
the end Lovat were 
worthy winners with 
their Premier League 
experience in front of 
goal the decisive factor.
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2017 League Tables
Marine Harvest PreMiersHiP

 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Kinlochshiel 18 13 4 1 49 17 32 30
Kyles Athletic 18 13 2 3 56 28 28 28
Lovat 18 12 1 5 37 31 6 25
Newtonmore 18 10 4 4 43 20 23 24
Kingussie 18 9 3 6 32 27 5 21
Oban Camanachd  18 8 1 8 44 30 14 18*
Glenurquhart 18 3 4 11 28 49 -21 10
Lochaber 18 4 2 12 22 52 -30 10
Kilmallie  18 3 1 13 19 48 -29 8*
Glasgow Mid Argyll 18 2 2 14 21 49 -28 6

* Kilmallie v Oban Camanachd: Points shared on 4th Nov.

Marine Harvest nationaL Division 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Skye 14 12 2 0 50 9 41 26
Caberfeidh 14 9 2 3 47 18 29 20
Fort William 14 8 2 3 40 22 18 18
Inveraray 14 6 1 6 32 26 6 13
Beauly 14 5 3 6 29 41 -12 13
Oban Celtic 14 4 2 8 30 44 -14 10
Strathglass  14 2 4 8 21 35 -14 8
Inverness 14 0 2 12 14 68 -54 2

Marine Harvest nortH Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Newtonmore  14 11 2 1 61 14 47 24
Aberdeen University  14 9 1 2 53 27 26 22*
Kingussie  14 8 2 4 49 28 21 18
Skye 14 5 3 6 27 23 4 13
Fort William  14 3 4 6 27 23 4 11*
Kinlochshiel 14 4 0 9 13 36 -23 9*
Glenurquhart 14 2 3 9 16 42 -26 7
Beauly  14 3 1 8 16 51 -35 2*

* Beauly v Aberdeen University: Aberdeen awarded the points on 28th Oct. 
* Fort William v Aberdeen University: Points shared on 4th Nov.  
* Kinlochshiel v Beauly: Points shared on 11th Nov.  
* Beauly deducted 6 points for failing to fulfill a fixture on 29th April, 15th July & 23rd Sep. 

Marine Harvest soutH Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Lochside Rovers* 18 13 3 1 74 12 62 30*
Aberdour 18 9 4 5 50 35 15 22
Kilmory* 18 7 3 4 44 31 13 22*
Bute* 18 11 4 1 52 16 36 21*
Tayforth*  18 7 2 7 30 44 -14 19*
Ballachulish* 18 4 5 8 27 47 -20 15*
Kyles Athletic* 18 4 2 9 27 54 -27 14*
Taynuilt* 18 4 4 9 30 37 -7 13*
Col Glen* 18 2 5 9 18 40 -22 13*
Glenorchy* 18 1 2 9 18 54 -36 2*

* Bute deducted 8 points for electing to play in South Div 1 rather than National Div in 2017.
* Glenorchy deducted 2 points for failing to fulfill a fixture on 9th Sep.
* Ballachulish, Bute, Col Glen, Kilmory, Kyles Athletic & Tayforth awarded 2 points following 
   Glenorchy’s withdrawal from the league.
* Kyles Athletic v Tayforth & Taynuilt v Col Glen points shared on 4th Nov.
* Kilmory v Bute, Kyles Athletic v Kilmory & Kilmory v Lochside Rovers all matches points shared.

Marine Harvest soutH Division 2 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Inveraray 12 10 2 0 45 2 43 22
Strachur * 12 7 1 3 35 15 20 17
Oban Lorn* 12 4 2 2 14 10 4 14
Glasgow Mid Argyll* 12 6 0 5 28 21 7 12
Bute*  12 2 5 4 13 29 -16 11
Aberdour* 12 1 2 8 11 41 -30 6
Dunoon 12 0 2 8 2 30 -28 2

* Strachur awarded a walkover against Oban Lorn on 23rd Sep  
* Oban Lorn awarded a walkover against Dunoon on 15th April & 21st Oct 
* Bute awarded a walkover against Glasgow Mid Argyll on 14th Oct 
* Aberdour awarded a walkover against Oban Lorn on 7th Oct

Marine Harvest PreMiersHiP
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Kinlochshiel 18 13 4 1 49 17 32 30
Kyles Athletic 18 13 2 3 56 28 28 28
Lovat 18 12 1 5 37 31 6 25
Newtonmore 18 10 4 4 43 20 23 24
Kingussie 18 9 3 6 32 27 5 21
Oban Camanachd  18 8 1 8 44 30 14 18*
Glenurquhart 18 3 4 11 28 49 -21 10
Lochaber 18 4 2 12 22 52 -30 10
Kilmallie  18 3 1 13 19 48 -29 8*
Glasgow Mid Argyll 18 2 2 14 21 49 -28 6

* Kilmallie v Oban Camanachd: Points shared on 4th Nov.

Marine Harvest nationaL Division 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Skye 14 12 2 0 50 9 41 26
Caberfeidh 14 9 2 3 47 18 29 20
Fort William 14 8 2 3 40 22 18 18
Inveraray 14 6 1 6 32 26 6 13
Beauly 14 5 3 6 29 41 -12 13
Oban Celtic 14 4 2 8 30 44 -14 10
Strathglass  14 2 4 8 21 35 -14 8
Inverness 14 0 2 12 14 68 -54 2

Marine Harvest nortH Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Newtonmore  14 11 2 1 61 14 47 24
Aberdeen University  14 9 1 2 53 27 26 22*
Kingussie  14 8 2 4 49 28 21 18
Skye 14 5 3 6 27 23 4 13
Fort William  14 3 4 6 27 23 4 11*
Kinlochshiel 14 4 0 9 13 36 -23 9*
Glenurquhart 14 2 3 9 16 42 -26 7
Beauly  14 3 1 8 16 51 -35 2*

* Beauly v Aberdeen University: Aberdeen awarded the points on 28th Oct. 
* Fort William v Aberdeen University: Points shared on 4th Nov.  
* Kinlochshiel v Beauly: Points shared on 11th Nov.  
* Beauly deducted 6 points for failing to fulfill a fixture on 29th April, 15th July & 23rd Sep. 

Marine Harvest soutH Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Lochside Rovers* 18 13 3 1 74 12 62 30*
Aberdour 18 9 4 5 50 35 15 22
Kilmory* 18 7 3 4 44 31 13 22*
Bute* 18 11 4 1 52 16 36 21*
Tayforth*  18 7 2 7 30 44 -14 19*
Ballachulish* 18 4 5 8 27 47 -20 15*
Kyles Athletic* 18 4 2 9 27 54 -27 14*
Taynuilt* 18 4 4 9 30 37 -7 13*
Col Glen* 18 2 5 9 18 40 -22 13*
Glenorchy* 18 1 2 9 18 54 -36 2*

* Bute deducted 8 points for electing to play in South Div 1 rather than National Div in 2017.
* Glenorchy deducted 2 points for failing to fulfill a fixture on 9th Sep.
* Ballachulish, Bute, Col Glen, Kilmory, Kyles Athletic & Tayforth awarded 2 points following 
   Glenorchy’s withdrawal from the league.
* Kyles Athletic v Tayforth & Taynuilt v Col Glen points shared on 4th Nov.
* Kilmory v Bute, Kyles Athletic v Kilmory & Kilmory v Lochside Rovers all matches points shared.

Marine Harvest nortH Division 2 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Glengarry* 20 14 0 2 101 19 82 36
Lochaber* 20 12 0 3 83 24 59 32
Caberfeidh* 20 12 1 5 59 30 29 29
Kilmallie* 20 11 0 4 56 32 24 26
Strathspey* 20 9 2 6 42 40 2 26
Lochcarron  20 9 1 8 46 46 0 19
Lovat* 20 7 1 8 49 43 6 17

Marine Harvest nortH Division 2 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Glengarry* 20 14 0 2 101 19 82 36
Lochaber* 20 12 0 3 83 24 59 32
Caberfeidh* 20 12 1 5 59 30 29 29
Kilmallie* 20 11 0 4 56 32 24 26
Strathspey* 20 9 2 6 42 40 2 26
Lochcarron  20 9 1 8 46 46 0 19
Lovat* 20 7 1 8 49 43 6 17
Strathglass* 20 5 1 13 31 83 -52 13
Inverness* 20 4 0 9 18 47 -29 10
Lewis* 20 0 1 16 11 95 -84 7
Boleskine* 20 2 1 11 19 56 -37 5

* Glengarry awarded walkovers against Inverness on 27th May & 12th Aug & against Kilmallie on 7th Oct & Lovat on 14th Oct
* Lochaber awarded walkovers against Inverness on 20th May & 29th July & against Boleskine on 19th Aug & 14th Oct 
* Caberfeidh awarded walkovers against Lochaber on 7th Oct & against Boleskine on 28th Oct 
* Kilmallie awarded a walkover against Boleskine on 1st July
* Strathspey awarded walkovers against Lochcarron on 10th June & 28th Oct & against Kilmallie on 5th Aug 
* Lovat awarded a walkover against Boleskine on 2nd Sep
* Strathglass awarded a walkover against Lovat on 7th Oct
* Lewis awarded walkovers against Lovat on 20th May, Boleskine on 27th May & against Inverness on 26th Aug
* Kilmallie v Inverness & Inverness v Kilmallie both matches points shared

WCa Marine Harvest nationaL Division 1 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Skye* 12 8 0 1 61 13 48 22
Lochaber* 12 7 0 2 37 19 18 17
Badenoch & Strathspey* 12 7 0 4 47 17 30 16
Glasgow Mid Argyll* 12 3 0 5 25 25 0 10
Aberdour* 12 2 0 9 19 62 -43 6
Fort William* 12 3 0 5 20 49 -29 5
Lovat* 12 1 0 5 16 40 -24 -4

* Skye awarded walkovers against Lovat on 17th Sep & 8th Oct & against Lochaber on 4th Nov
* Lochaber awarded walkovers against Lovat on 22nd Oct & against Fort William on 19th Nov
* Badenoch & Strathspey awarded a walkover against Glasgow Mid Argyll on 8th Oct
* Glasgow Mid Argyll awarded walkovers against Lovat on 27th Aug & against Fort William on 22nd Oct & 12th Nov
* Aberdour awarded a walkover against Lovat on 1st Oct
* Fort William awarded a walkover against Lovat on 15th Oct
* Lochaber deducted 1 point for not fulfilling a fixture on 4th Nov
* Glasgow Mid Argyll deducted 2 points for not fulfilling a fixture on 17th Sep & 4th Nov
* Fort William deducted 3 points for not fulfilling fixtures on 1st Oct, 22nd Oct & 12th Nov
* Lovat deducted 6 point for not fulfilling fixtures on 27th Aug, 17th Sep, 1st Oct, 8th Oct, 15th Oct & 22nd Oct

WCa Marine Harvest nortH Division 2 
 Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Strathspey* 10 5 2 2 34 13 21 14
Lochaber* 10 5 4 1 33 7 26 14
Glenurquhart 10 5 1 4 28 26 2 11
Glengarry* 10 5 1 3 22 22 0 11
Strathglass  10 2 3 5 17 27 -10 7
Inverness 10 0 3 7 15 54 -39 3

* Strathspey defeated Lochaber 2 – 1 in the Play-Off to decide the winner. 
* Strathspey awarded a walkover against Glengarry on 15th Oct 

WCa Marine Harvest soutH Division 2 
Played Won Drawn Lost Goals For Goals Against Goal Diff Points
Ardnamurchan* 10 7 0 0 67 7 60 20
Cowal & Bute* 10 3 1 2 40 16 24 13
Glasgow Mid Argyll* 10 3 0 2 33 21 12 12
Dunadd* 10 0 1 3 21 47 -26 7
Oban Lorn 10 0 1 5 16 40 24 5
Lorn Ladies* 10 1 1 2 8 54 -46 3

*  Ardnamurchan awarded walkovers against Lorn on 14th May & against Cowal & Bute on 2nd July & against Glasgow Mid 
Argyll on 1st Oct 

* Cowal & Bute awarded walkovers against Lorn on 6th Aug & 12th Nov & against Oban Lorn on 20th Aug 
* Glasgow Mid Argyll awarded walkovers against Oban Lorn on 2nd Apr & against Dunadd on 27th July & against Lorn on 8th Oct
* Dunadd awarded walkovers against Glasgow Mid Argyll on 16th April & against Lorn on 13th Aug & 17th Sep  
* Oban Lorn awarded a walkover against Dunadd on 8th Oct & against Lorn on 22nd Oct 
* Lorn Ladies awarded a walkover against Dunadd on 13th Aug



Shinty is fast, physically demanding and 
skilful – but most importantly it’s fun.

Whether you’re participating, volunteering or spectating, 
it’s enjoyable, exciting and sociable.

By supporting the Camanachd Association as it aims 
to progress its development and coaching plans, 
sportscotland is helping to ensure there are more and 
better opportunities for people to get involved in the sport.

Not only is shinty good for your health, confidence and 
wellbeing, it also helps to bring communities together 
across Scotland. So we’re all winners.

EVERYONE

WINS
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Wishing Lochcarron 
Camanachd all the best for the 2018 season!
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Tel: 01397 700350
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move up because of their reserve 
team status. Meanwhile, Glengarry 
winners of North Division 2 are 
promoted to North Division 1 
while Beauly as bottom club in 
that division slip down to North 2. 
Glenorchy as bottom club in South 
Division 1 are demoted and will be 
replaced in that division by Inveraray 
reserves who were winners of 
South Div 2.

In the WCA National League 
Skye Camanachd Ladies were the 
dominant side lifting the Marine 
Harvest title for the second year in a 
row with Lochaber Ladies as runners 
up. Somewhat disappointingly both 
Lovat Ladies and Lochaber Ladies, 

A tremendous start to their season which 
saw Kinlochshiel get their noses ahead 
of last year’s champions Newtonmore 

eventually allowed the Wester Ross side clinch 
their first ever Marine Harvest Premiership 
Championship with their clinching points coming 
on the last day of their season courtesy of a 3-0 
away win over Oban Camanachd at Mossfield. 
This was the first time since Fort William’s victory 
in 2006 that a team from outwith the Badenoch 
area has won a Premiership title. 

Runners-up were Kyles Athletic whose loss of 
two of their last four games was ultimately to 
prove decisive. Holders Newtonmore who had 
an indifferent league season ultimately finished in 
fourth place, while at the other end of the table 
both of this season’s new clubs in the Premiership, 
Glasgow Mid Argyll and Kilmallie eventually succumbed to relegation.

National Division winners Skye have bounced back to Premiership 
status after just a single season in the lower division. On the way up 
they did not lose a single game, their only points dropped being as a 

result of draws with Caberfeidh and Fort William. Caberfeidh are also 
promoted to the Premiership for the first time the clubs history.

However neither Newtonmore reserves, winners of North Division 
1, nor Lochside Rovers winners of South Division 1, are eligible to 

Kinlochshiel – 2017 Marine Harvest Premiership Champions.

Glengarry – 2017 Marine Harvest North Div 2 Champions

Skye – 2017 Marine Harvest National Div Champions

Lochside Rovers – 2017 Marine Harvest South Div 1 Champions 

2017 Marine Harvest 
Leagues Round-up

Inveraray – 2017 Marine Harvest South Div 2 Champions

Ardnamurchan – 2017 Marine Harvest WCA South Div 2 Champions

Skye – 2017 Marine Harvest WCA National Div Champions
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move up because of their reserve 
team status. Meanwhile, Glengarry 
winners of North Division 2 are 
promoted to North Division 1 
while Beauly as bottom club in 
that division slip down to North 2. 
Glenorchy as bottom club in South 
Division 1 are demoted and will be 
replaced in that division by Inveraray 
reserves who were winners of 
South Div 2.

In the WCA National League 
Skye Camanachd Ladies were the 
dominant side lifting the Marine 
Harvest title for the second year in a 
row with Lochaber Ladies as runners 
up. Somewhat disappointingly both 
Lovat Ladies and Lochaber Ladies, 

result of draws with Caberfeidh and Fort William. Caberfeidh are also 
promoted to the Premiership for the first time the clubs history.

However neither Newtonmore reserves, winners of North Division 
1, nor Lochside Rovers winners of South Division 1, are eligible to 

Skye – 2017 Marine Harvest National Div Champions

Newtonmore – 2017 Marine Harvest North Div 1 Champions

Lochside Rovers – 2017 Marine Harvest South Div 1 Champions 

Strathspey – 2017 Marine Harvest WCA North Div 2 Champions

In the Area Leagues Strathspey 
came out on top winning the 
North title from Lochaber 
following a Play-Off. In the 
South, Ardnamurchan were 
the top side going through 
their whole League season 
unbeaten while Cowal & Bute 
were runners up.

In the Development League 
newly formed Tayforth took 
home their first piece of 
silverware.

Skye’s nearest challengers for the title were unable to raise teams 
to complete their final fixtures of the season.

2017 Marine Harvest 
Leagues Round-up

Ardnamurchan – 2017 Marine Harvest WCA South Div 2 Champions

Skye – 2017 Marine Harvest WCA National Div Champions



Holders Newtonmore defeated 
Kilmallie 3-2 in a well contested match 
at Inverness on Saturday 10th June 

to retain their grip on the MacTavish Cup 
for the second year in a row. Sponsored by 
Inverness legal firm Anderson Shaw & Gilbert, 
this trophy is the de facto championship of the 
North shinty area – and Newtonmore were 
always going to be favourites against a Kilmallie 
side which has struggled in the Marine Harvest 
Premiership so far this season. However, the 
game coming after a difficult fortnight for 
Kilmallie, in which they lost top scorer Duncan 
Rodger in tragic circumstances, was in the end 
much closer than might have been predicted 
from the form book.

Both sides opened strongly with Kilmallie opting for the southern 2-2 
formation up front while Newtonmore stuck to their more familiar 
north pattern. This almost paid off for ‘More in the opening minute 
when veteran Glen MacKintosh slipped the ball through to full forward 
Steven MacDonald but his shot flew wide. MacKintosh then contrived 
to miss a more straightforward chance when he fired over the bar 
when he looked odds on to open his team’s account.

At the other end Kilmallie attempted to drive forward with runs from 
youngster Calum MacDougall in particular, testing the ‘More defence 
but against pacy defenders the remaining Kilmallie front men found 
their 2-2 formation forced them to play too far off the “D” where 
opportunities to test ‘More keeper Norman Campbell were hard to 
come by. 

With Kilmallie fully committed to attack they were undone in the 
16th minute when Newtonmore wing-back Ackie MacRae exploited 
the space vacated by the attacking Kilmallie centre-line to fire a long 
ball forward up to MacDonald and he turned to smash it low past 
keeper Shane Gillies for the opener. 

‘More’s second came in 27 minutes when slack Kilmallie marking saw 
a clever free hit by winger Fraser MacKintosh find Drew MacDonald 
and he beat Gillies with another low shot into the corner. 

There was no further scoring before half-time though Kilmallie 
continued to shine in patches but missed out on two chances to narrow 
the gap when a Michael Rodger drive came close and Mark Graham’s 
close range attempt was saved by ‘More keeper Campbell. 

Newtonmore win the MacTavish Cup for 
a record 41st time against brave Kilmallie
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Holders Newtonmore defeated 
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at Inverness on Saturday 10th June 
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Both sides opened strongly with Kilmallie opting for the southern 2-2 
formation up front while Newtonmore stuck to their more familiar 
north pattern. This almost paid off for ‘More in the opening minute 
when veteran Glen MacKintosh slipped the ball through to full forward 
Steven MacDonald but his shot flew wide. MacKintosh then contrived 
to miss a more straightforward chance when he fired over the bar 
when he looked odds on to open his team’s account.

At the other end Kilmallie attempted to drive forward with runs from 
youngster Calum MacDougall in particular, testing the ‘More defence 
but against pacy defenders the remaining Kilmallie front men found 
their 2-2 formation forced them to play too far off the “D” where 
opportunities to test ‘More keeper Norman Campbell were hard to 
come by. 

With Kilmallie fully committed to attack they were undone in the 
16th minute when Newtonmore wing-back Ackie MacRae exploited 
the space vacated by the attacking Kilmallie centre-line to fire a long 
ball forward up to MacDonald and he turned to smash it low past 
keeper Shane Gillies for the opener. 

‘More’s second came in 27 minutes when slack Kilmallie marking saw 
a clever free hit by winger Fraser MacKintosh find Drew MacDonald 
and he beat Gillies with another low shot into the corner. 

There was no further scoring before half-time though Kilmallie 
continued to shine in patches but missed out on two chances to narrow 
the gap when a Michael Rodger drive came close and Mark Graham’s 
close range attempt was saved by ‘More keeper Campbell. 

With Fraser MacKintosh scoring his side’s third goal just after the 
break, Newtonmore looked to have killed the game but Kilmallie 
refused to lie down, getting their reward in 53 minutes when a driving 
run by centre Innes Blackhall finally set up a chance for Rodger and 
he finished well from close range. It was an emotional moment for 
the Kilmallie forward which he shared with the 1000 strong Bught 
crowd as he pulled the number 12 jersey, worn in memory of his late 
cousin, up to cover his face for a brief moment, before returning to 
the business in hand.

The goal lifted Kilmallie and though they had to rely on the bar and 
further saves from Gillies to keep Newtonmore out, they added to 
their tally when good work by the experienced John Stewart, a late 
substitute, set up eventual man of the match Calum MacDougall to 
score Kilmallie’s second in the 72nd minute.

Despite willing hearts however, Kilmallie had nothing further to give 
and Newtonmore held on to claim a record 41st victory in MacTavish 
finals since the trophy’s inception in 1898. Ms Susan Scott from match-
day sponsors Anderson, Shaw & Gilbert presented the medals to the 
winning ‘More squad before handing over the MacTavish Cup itself to 
club captain Rory Kennedy. John Stephens from Wills Bros presented 
Rory with his captain’s silver mounted caman.

The man of the match award however went to one of the game’s 
bright young talents; Kilmallie’s Calum MacDougall, who was a constant 
threat throughout, and he was presented with the Tom MacKenzie 
Medal from Tom’s Daughter Katherine Geegan.

Newtonmore win the MacTavish Cup for 
a record 41st time against brave Kilmallie
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Sadly for Kilmallie the day brought them a double 
disappointment when neighbours Lochaber 
defeated Glasgow Mid Argyll 2-1 at Spean 
Bridge. That result meant that Kilmallie, on cup 
final day of all days, slipped for the first time in 
the season to the foot of the Marine Harvest 
Premiership table.
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5 wins in a row make it a record for 
Kyles in the Celtic Society Cup 

The evening of Saturday 24th June 
2017 was party time in Tighnabruaich 
as Kyles Athletic celebrated winning 

the Gregor Cameron Celtic Society Cup 
for the fifth successive year surpassing the 
achievement of that earlier Kyles side which 
notched up four back to back wins between 
1920 and 1923. Beyond that however 
their 3-1 win over Argyllshire rivals Oban 
Camanachd at Taynuilt saw the Kyles also 
register a record 34th triumph in what is 
shinty’s oldest competitive trophy, originally 
introduced back in 1879.

After the match long-serving Kyles secretary 
Mick Atkinson paid tribute to the five-in-a-row 
champions who carved out their own piece 
of club history. “Over the years Kyles have 
produced some excellent sides but none have 
ever won the Celtic Cup five years running,” he said.“There is real 
sense of team spirit among these lads. Most of them have come 
through the local primary school together and there is no secret to 
their success – it is a case of sticking together and working hard.”

However the real key to the Kyles victory was the play of forward 
Dunkie Kerr who had actually played for local rivals Strachur as a 
teenager before eventually pulling on the famous blue jersey. In the 
final the energetic front man produced a match-winning performance, 
scoring at crucial points in each half to set Kyles on the path to victory. 
Kerr, who received the Donnie MacNiven medal as the man of the 
match for his performance also came through the pain barrier to 
earn his side victory playing with a protective glove to shield fingers 
broken in a recent reserve match. His first goal came in the sixth 
minute after the Oban Camanachd defence had been carved open 
by some slick passing between Donald Irvine and Roddy MacDonald 
with MacDonald’s final inside pass presenting Kerr with a chance to 
open the scoring which he gratefully accepted.

Oban continued to struggle to find any fluency and might even have 
conceded a penalty in the 14th minute but ref Lachie Wood gave 
defender Mark MacCallum the benefit of the doubt when he fell in 
the area preventing a goal-scoring opportunity. Oban then survived 
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5 wins in a row make it a record for 
Kyles in the Celtic Society Cup 

The evening of Saturday 24th June 
2017 was party time in Tighnabruaich 
as Kyles Athletic celebrated winning 

the Gregor Cameron Celtic Society Cup 
for the fifth successive year surpassing the 
achievement of that earlier Kyles side which 
notched up four back to back wins between 
1920 and 1923. Beyond that however 
their 3-1 win over Argyllshire rivals Oban 
Camanachd at Taynuilt saw the Kyles also 
register a record 34th triumph in what is 
shinty’s oldest competitive trophy, originally 
introduced back in 1879.

After the match long-serving Kyles secretary 
Mick Atkinson paid tribute to the five-in-a-row 
champions who carved out their own piece 
of club history. “Over the years Kyles have 
produced some excellent sides but none have 
ever won the Celtic Cup five years running,” he said.“There is real 
sense of team spirit among these lads. Most of them have come 
through the local primary school together and there is no secret to 
their success – it is a case of sticking together and working hard.”

However the real key to the Kyles victory was the play of forward 
Dunkie Kerr who had actually played for local rivals Strachur as a 
teenager before eventually pulling on the famous blue jersey. In the 
final the energetic front man produced a match-winning performance, 
scoring at crucial points in each half to set Kyles on the path to victory. 
Kerr, who received the Donnie MacNiven medal as the man of the 
match for his performance also came through the pain barrier to 
earn his side victory playing with a protective glove to shield fingers 
broken in a recent reserve match. His first goal came in the sixth 
minute after the Oban Camanachd defence had been carved open 
by some slick passing between Donald Irvine and Roddy MacDonald 
with MacDonald’s final inside pass presenting Kerr with a chance to 
open the scoring which he gratefully accepted.

Oban continued to struggle to find any fluency and might even have 
conceded a penalty in the 14th minute but ref Lachie Wood gave 
defender Mark MacCallum the benefit of the doubt when he fell in 
the area preventing a goal-scoring opportunity. Oban then survived 

a further couple of scares in front of goal and Iain Hay’s side did not 
threaten the Kyles goal until the 21st minute but Matt Rippon was 
unable to apply the finish when clear on the edge of the box.

The second half had barely started when Camanachd conceded a 
free-hit close to goal and in a well-rehearsed set-piece routine Kerr 
broke free to score from the edge of the penalty area. Minutes later 
Daniel Cameron had to leave the field after being struck in the face 
by the ball but his team-mates responded well and for a time they 
enjoyed a decent spell of possession.

However, Kyles substitute Sandy MacKenzie made an immediate 
impact in the 64th minute when his 20-yard drive rebounded to 
MacDonald who scored from inside the penalty area to finally put the 
match beyond Oban, although Cameron – who had returned after 
treatment – scored a late consolation goal after a Scott MacMillan 
free hit.

Played in a swirling wind and blustery conditions this game was never 
a classic but that mattered little to winning Kyles captain Gordon 
Whyte who was presented with the Glasgow Celtic Society Cup by 
sponsor Gregor Cameron.
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Fort William 
surprise Cabers to 
win their first ever 
Balliemore Cup Final

Fort William are the new holders of the Balliemore Cup having 
overcome fellow Marine Harvest National League side Caberfeidh 
at Drumnadrochit on Saturday 15th July 2017. This was an epic 

struggle between two well matched sides which with the score tied at 
3-3 at the end of normal time and 4-4 after extra time was eventually 
decided 5-4 in favour of the Fort after a nail-biting penalty shoot-out 
of the highest quality. While the West Highlanders were naturally 
delighted with their victory-their first ever in this competition which is 
reserved for teams below Premier League level-many in the crowd at 
Drumnadrochit’s Blairbeg Park will have spared a thought for Caberfeidh 
frontman Craig Morrison who hit a hat-trick on the day, converted his 
strike in the shoot-out, yet still ended up with a loser’s medal. 

Despite Caberfeidh’s disappointment however, felt the more keenly 
because they were also beaten finalists last year, Fort William were 
just about worth the win if only because their young team finished 
the regulation period of play on the up and as extra time had worn 
on their superior fitness gave them an edge. 

Fort William had got off to a flying start inside five minutes after a 
long ball over from the right from youngster Seumas Gall was 
chased down by full-forward Jack Fraser and his shot on the turn 
flew past Caberfeidh keeper Ewan Pilcher for the opening goal. 
Fort William might have hoped to capitalise on this early advantage 
but in reality it was Strathpeffer-based Caberfeidh who dominated 
the rest of the first half taking control of midfield thanks in particular 
to a fine performance by centre Ali MacLennan. Cabers looked 
to have equalised midway through the first period but Morrison’s 
attempt was ruled out for offside by encroaching forward Martin 
MacDonald. However with Fort William full-back Mark Grant on 
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delighted with their victory-their first ever in this competition which is 
reserved for teams below Premier League level-many in the crowd at 
Drumnadrochit’s Blairbeg Park will have spared a thought for Caberfeidh 
frontman Craig Morrison who hit a hat-trick on the day, converted his 
strike in the shoot-out, yet still ended up with a loser’s medal. 

Despite Caberfeidh’s disappointment however, felt the more keenly 
because they were also beaten finalists last year, Fort William were 
just about worth the win if only because their young team finished 
the regulation period of play on the up and as extra time had worn 
on their superior fitness gave them an edge. 

Fort William had got off to a flying start inside five minutes after a 
long ball over from the right from youngster Seumas Gall was 
chased down by full-forward Jack Fraser and his shot on the turn 
flew past Caberfeidh keeper Ewan Pilcher for the opening goal. 
Fort William might have hoped to capitalise on this early advantage 
but in reality it was Strathpeffer-based Caberfeidh who dominated 
the rest of the first half taking control of midfield thanks in particular 
to a fine performance by centre Ali MacLennan. Cabers looked 
to have equalised midway through the first period but Morrison’s 
attempt was ruled out for offside by encroaching forward Martin 
MacDonald. However with Fort William full-back Mark Grant on 

top form his close marking restricted Caberfeidh’s international front 
man Kevin Bartlett to just a few shots from distance which did not 
overly trouble Fort William keeper Paul MacKay.

Not long after the half-time break however Caberfeidh got back into 
the game with a bang, first equalising and then taking the lead thanks 
to two well taken strikes by Morrison. On both occasions with the 
Fort William defenders obsessing about Bartlett, the Scotland under 
21 international profited from the inattention to steal a march on his 
marker and finish on both occasions with crisply taken shots from 
outside the “D”.

A well taken solo effort by Fraser after he had taken on and beaten 
Caberfeidh full back Gavin MacDonald, brought the sides level before 
Bartlett once again restored his side’s lead when he converted a 
penalty awarded for a kick by the Fort William defence. A goal by 
Fort’s teenage substitute Lewis Clark then managed to take the game 
into extra time where the stalemate continued with a superb goal 
from Fort William midfielder Calum Shepherd being cancelled out 
by Morrison’s third goal.

The penalty shoot-out was equally tense with Caberfeidh faltering only 
once when the unlucky Ali MacLennan struck the post with the third of 
his side’s attempts. Though his team scored their remaining two efforts, 
Fort William maintained their focus to convert all five of their attempts 
with full-back Mark Grant hitting the crucial penalty which finally 
secured the trophy for the Fort side. Afterwards, in front of a large 
crowd of delighted Fort William fans, team captain, James Tangney 
was presented with the An Aird side’s first ever Balliemore Cup by 
Camanachd Association President-elect Keith Loades.
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A large crowd of knowledgeable spectators was present on 
Saturday 16th September at Fort William’s An Aird Park 
to witness an exciting clash between Lochside Rovers and 

Kingussie for the custody of the Aberdeen Considine Sutherland Cup. 
In the end Oban –based Lochside proved to be just too good for 
the Kingussie youngsters, winning 3-1 after what was on occasions 
a close contest.

With both the vastly experienced Kevin Thain and Rory Fraser looking 
on from the bench, the Kingussie side found themselves under 
some pressure from the start, and Lochside’s Craig MacDougall 
thought he had put his side ahead inside the first five minutes but 
his effort which ended up in the net was ruled out by match referee 
Iain Kennedy by virtue of the fact that it had actually found its way 
past King’s keeper Robert Shiells through a hole in the side-netting. 
MacDougall however was not long to be denied and his low strike 
in the 12th minute gave Lochside a deserved early lead. The Oban 
side then continued to force the pace creating a number of good first 
half chances but excellent work by Shiells in the Kingussie goals kept 
his side in the hunt.

The second half swung more decisively in Lochside’s favour when 
youngster Lewis Buchanan scored a second goal for Lochside in 
63 minutes following a well-rehearsed free-hit routine and his tight 
swing from just outside the “D” saw the ball end high up in the top 
corner of the Kingussie net. Kingussie’s veteran substitute Kevin Thain 
was then introduced to the fray and his predatory appetite was 

quickly satisfied in 71 minutes, when he pounced on a rare Lochside 
defensive error and his half swing sent the ball into the top corner of 
the net to make it 2-1.

The Kingussie lads went all out for a leveller but the Lochside defence, 
excellently marshalled by Chris MacMillan were always a match for 
the best that the Badenoch boys could throw at them. Eventually 
Lochside substitute Ruaraidh Horne sealed the win on 82 minutes 
when he latched on to a corner at the back post and on the half-turn 
volleyed the ball firmly past Shiells into the net to make it 3-1.

In the end, Lochside deserved the victory with not only MacMillan 
dominant at the back but team captain Michael MacQueen, an 
influential figure in the centre-line also on the top of his game, 
and he it was who stepped up at full-time in front of a large Oban 
support to receive the Sutherland Cup from the hand of Camanachd 
Association President Jim Barr.

Interestingly, this was the first time Lochside Rovers’ had enjoyed 
success in a National trophy since 1997 when they last won the 
Aberdein Considine Sutherland Cup. Remarkably, Lochside’s full-
back Steven Sloss was also a member of that successful 1997 side 
and his return to the ranks this season after a nine-year absence 
meant that he picked up his winners’ medal alongside his son and 
fellow defender Daniel Sloss. That fact alone is clear testament to 
the power of shinty to knit together not only communities but also 
the generations.

The Sutherland Cup 
finally returns to Oban after 
20 year gap
Lochside Rovers 3 Kingussie 1

Four second half goals from Scotland international Roddy MacDonald 
ultimately ensured Kyles Athletic of a convincing 7-4 win over arch 
rivals Newtonmore in the Artemis Macaulay Cup Final on Saturday 

19th Aug at Oban’s Mossfield Park. It was the twelfth time in their history 
that the Tighnabruaich side has lifted the trophy, but in a season when 
they had already lost twice – in the Premiership and the Camanachd 
Cup – to their Badenoch opponents, it was not a victory on which 
many in the wider shinty community would been willing to bet.

Not that Kyles’ were going to agree with that judgement for the side 
which turned up for the Macaulay final at Oban were a very different 
outfit from the one that faced ‘More earlier in the season. The return 
of defender Cammie Keith allowed Coach James Perlich to move 
Roddy MacDonald out of half-back, and with the big man back in a 
forward role, Kyles were always going to get goals and that’s the way 
it turned out.

It wasn’t Roddy however but full-forward Colin MacDonald who 
set Kyles on the road to victory when he opened the scoring in 
the third minute with a low shot which, on a better day, ‘More 
keeper Norman Campbell might have kept out. The conditions 
underfoot however were uniformly tricky as was proved shortly 
afterwards when Kyles keeper John Whyte slipped trying to clear 
his lines leaving Glen MacKintosh with a simple tap-in to equalise. 
After this set-back, Kyles playing with the wind quickly restored their 
lead with Colin MacDonald again on target. The Argyll-shire side 
then remained on top for most of the first half but despite sustained 
pressure were unable to add further goals. They were made to pay 
dearly for that failing just before the break when, against the run 
of play, ‘More’s Fraser MacKintosh, picking up a Glen MacKintosh 
knock back, fired home a fine goal off the underside of the bar to 
make the half-time score 2-2.

If Kyles were upset by that unfortunate turn of events, it did not 
show much in their second half play. A powerful strike from 
distance shortly after the restart from Sandy MacKenzie, a constant 

Kyles overcome 
‘More in high scoring 
Macaulay final 
Kyles Athletic 7 Newtonmore 4
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quickly satisfied in 71 minutes, when he pounced on a rare Lochside 
defensive error and his half swing sent the ball into the top corner of 
the net to make it 2-1.

The Kingussie lads went all out for a leveller but the Lochside defence, 
excellently marshalled by Chris MacMillan were always a match for 
the best that the Badenoch boys could throw at them. Eventually 
Lochside substitute Ruaraidh Horne sealed the win on 82 minutes 
when he latched on to a corner at the back post and on the half-turn 
volleyed the ball firmly past Shiells into the net to make it 3-1.

In the end, Lochside deserved the victory with not only MacMillan 
dominant at the back but team captain Michael MacQueen, an 
influential figure in the centre-line also on the top of his game, 
and he it was who stepped up at full-time in front of a large Oban 
support to receive the Sutherland Cup from the hand of Camanachd 
Association President Jim Barr.

Interestingly, this was the first time Lochside Rovers’ had enjoyed 
success in a National trophy since 1997 when they last won the 
Aberdein Considine Sutherland Cup. Remarkably, Lochside’s full-
back Steven Sloss was also a member of that successful 1997 side 
and his return to the ranks this season after a nine-year absence 
meant that he picked up his winners’ medal alongside his son and 
fellow defender Daniel Sloss. That fact alone is clear testament to 
the power of shinty to knit together not only communities but also 
the generations.

Lochside Rovers 3 Kingussie 1

Four second half goals from Scotland international Roddy MacDonald 
ultimately ensured Kyles Athletic of a convincing 7-4 win over arch 
rivals Newtonmore in the Artemis Macaulay Cup Final on Saturday 

19th Aug at Oban’s Mossfield Park. It was the twelfth time in their history 
that the Tighnabruaich side has lifted the trophy, but in a season when 
they had already lost twice – in the Premiership and the Camanachd 
Cup – to their Badenoch opponents, it was not a victory on which 
many in the wider shinty community would been willing to bet.

Not that Kyles’ were going to agree with that judgement for the side 
which turned up for the Macaulay final at Oban were a very different 
outfit from the one that faced ‘More earlier in the season. The return 
of defender Cammie Keith allowed Coach James Perlich to move 
Roddy MacDonald out of half-back, and with the big man back in a 
forward role, Kyles were always going to get goals and that’s the way 
it turned out.

It wasn’t Roddy however but full-forward Colin MacDonald who 
set Kyles on the road to victory when he opened the scoring in 
the third minute with a low shot which, on a better day, ‘More 
keeper Norman Campbell might have kept out. The conditions 
underfoot however were uniformly tricky as was proved shortly 
afterwards when Kyles keeper John Whyte slipped trying to clear 
his lines leaving Glen MacKintosh with a simple tap-in to equalise. 
After this set-back, Kyles playing with the wind quickly restored their 
lead with Colin MacDonald again on target. The Argyll-shire side 
then remained on top for most of the first half but despite sustained 
pressure were unable to add further goals. They were made to pay 
dearly for that failing just before the break when, against the run 
of play, ‘More’s Fraser MacKintosh, picking up a Glen MacKintosh 
knock back, fired home a fine goal off the underside of the bar to 
make the half-time score 2-2.

If Kyles were upset by that unfortunate turn of events, it did not 
show much in their second half play. A powerful strike from 
distance shortly after the restart from Sandy MacKenzie, a constant 

Kyles overcome 
‘More in high scoring 
Macaulay final 

torment to the Newtonmore 
defence throughout, put them 
ahead and with the excellent 
Grant Irvine dictating the 
play from half-forward, the 
Roddy MacDonald goal machine 
finally clicked into action. His 
first came in 60 minutes when 
his Newtonmore marker 
Michael Russell gave him just 
enough space to smash in an 
unstoppable shot from the right, 

his second, and his sides fifth, after he accepted a cut back from 
fellow clansman Colin MacDonald to finish from close range.

Though Glen MacKintosh made an attempt to claw ‘More back 
into the fray with yet another goal for the north side, MacDonald 
continued to show his class as a striker with two further finishes, and 
while MacKintosh himself was able to complete his hat-trick with the 
final goal of this high-scoring game, the margin and manner of Kyles 
victory was never less than comprehensive.

The Artemis Macaulay Cup and silver mounted caman were 
presented to Kyles Athletic captain Gordon Whyte by Graeme 
Mitchell from sponsors Artemis.

Kyles Athletic 7 Newtonmore 4
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engine machines. 
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Wishing Lochaber Camanachd 
Club Ladies, Men and Juniors 

all the best for 2018!



Kingussie are the new holders of the 
Strathdearn Cup 

Inveraray win the Bullough Cup 
Strachur 0 Inveraray 3

Saturday 12th August 2017 saw Kingussie 2nds crowned the new 
holders of the Strathdearn Cup, beating their Newtonmore 
counter-parts 4-2 in a competitive match at The Eilan which 

was well controlled by referee Scott McNeil.

Disappointingly for Newtonmore, Cameron McNiven, who had 
scored three times against Glengarry in the semi-finals, missed 
out through suspension but with Kingussie leaving veterans Kevin 
Thain and Rory Fraser on the bench throughout the full 90 minutes, 
both sides were evenly matched.

On Saturday 5 August 2017, Inveraray 2nds won the Bullough Cup 
at Strachurmore beating Strachur 3-0 in the final in front of a large 
and vociferous crowd of home supporters.

The home side won the toss and made the better start but the first 
half ended scoreless. 

Thanks to ‘Rary keeper and player/manager Graham MacPherson 
who pulled off some good stops particularly one excellent reflex save 
from a ball that deflected off the stick of defender Lewis Cameron.

After the break MacPherson re-organised his side bringing on sub 
Euan McMurdo and moving the youthful Campbell Watt onto the 
wing. That change paid immediate dividends as the second half was 
just 5 minutes old when Inveraray’s David Robertson scored from 
the edge of the D after some good forward play. Inveraray went 
on to dominate the play for the next period and on 68 minutes 
Campbell Watt set up Euan McMurdo who made it 2-0. Inveraray’s 
third and final goal followed on almost immediately when veteran 
full-forward Russell McKinlay made sure of the win with an excellent 
shot following a well worked set-piece.

Though the final result was a disappointment for Strachur who 
fought hard for the whole 90 minutes they can be delighted with the 
strides the club has taken this season after their one-year sabbatical 
from competitive shinty. Des McNulty was match referee.

Afterwards, Camanachd Association Chieftain Jock Turner was on 
hand to present the Bullough Cup to Inveraray’s teenage captain 
18 year old Allan Cameron.
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Newtonmore 2 Kingussie 4

Kingussie had the wind 
advantage in the first half and 
despite the action in this period 
being somewhat low- key they 
profited from their advantage 
when Roddy Young put them 
into the lead after 21 minutes 
with youngster Ruaridh 
Anderson making it 2-0 on the 
28 minute mark.

The second half was action-
packed with play rapidly 
swinging back and fore 
from end to end. The early 
stages of this half went with 
Newtonmore who reduced 
the deficit a minute after the 
restart when veteran front-
man John Mackenzie scored. 

The home side however were unable to add to their goal tally and 
eventually youngster James Falconer restored Kingussie’s two-goal 
advantage on 72 minutes.

Though Craig MacLeod clawed one back for ‘More to make it 
3-2 seven minutes later a second strike from Roddy Young in 
83 minutes completed the 4-2 win for Kingussie.

After the match Kings’ captain Sorley Fraser was presented with the 
trophy by Camanachd Association President Jim Barr.



After a second half scare, Newtonmore’s athleticism and their 
greater technical ability saw them eventually retain the Tulloch 
Homes Camanachd Cup for the second year in succession after 

beating challengers Lovat 3-2 in front of an estimated 1,500 spectators 
at Inverness’s Bught Park on Saturday 30th September.

Spare a thought for winning ‘More boss Paul John MacKintosh, though. In 
the week leading up to the big match he had his share of sleepless nights 
as injury and suspension to big players forced him to rejig his defensive 
line-up with midfielder Paul MacArthur pressed into goals to allow regular 
custodian Norman Campbell to perform as full-back for the day.

However, the return from injury of team captain Rory Kennedy did 
restore a resemblance of normality to the ‘More backline, and it was 
clear from the opening exchanges that Kennedy’s eight week layoff 
had not in any way diminished his ability to keep Lovat’s top scorer 
Greg Matheson comfortably under wraps. 

From the outset, the Newtonmore attack appeared more menacing 
especially when in the early clashes veteran front man Glen MacKintosh 
turned Lovat full-back Drew Howie to fire in a strike that Lovat’s 
international keeper Stuart MacDonald was alert enough to tip over 
the bar. Newtonmore continued to keep a grip on the play however 
and this dominance bore fruit in the 16th minute when a swift forward 

move saw the ever alert MacKintosh slip the ball across into the path of 
half-forward Neil Stewart and his drive brought the opening goal of the 
match. Two minutes later ‘More doubled their lead 
when with the Lovat defence looking increasingly 
ragged, ‘More full-centre Jamie Robinson banged 
home a strike at the second attempt from distance. 

Lovat were now toiling to contain the midfield and 
might have gone further behind when Newtonmore 
wing centre David MacLean had the ball in the net 
for a third time, but his strike was ruled out for an 
earlier infringement by one of his fellow forwards. 
Lovat rallied somewhat in the latter stages of the first 
half but though half chances fell to both Matheson 
and Danny Kelly neither player could make them 
count, while the greater physicality and cleaner 
hitting of the ‘More defenders, especially Campbell 
and half-back Ackie MacRae - ensured that whatever 
Lovat pressure was exerted, was never sustained.

The second half looked set to continue in the 
same pattern until the introduction at full-
forward of recent Lovat signing Marc MacLachlan 
changed the dynamic of the game. He quickly 
began to pose problems for the Newtonmore 
backs and profiting hugely from their confusion 
in the 64th minute he touched the ball into the 
net from close range to put his side back in contention. Minutes 
later Lovat equalised somewhat fortuitously, courtesy of a high 

PJ’s Record-breaking 
Newtonmore retain the 
Tulloch Homes 
Camanachd Cup 
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move saw the ever alert MacKintosh slip the ball across into the path of 
half-forward Neil Stewart and his drive brought the opening goal of the 
match. Two minutes later ‘More doubled their lead 
when with the Lovat defence looking increasingly 
ragged, ‘More full-centre Jamie Robinson banged 
home a strike at the second attempt from distance. 

Lovat were now toiling to contain the midfield and 
might have gone further behind when Newtonmore 
wing centre David MacLean had the ball in the net 
for a third time, but his strike was ruled out for an 
earlier infringement by one of his fellow forwards. 
Lovat rallied somewhat in the latter stages of the first 
half but though half chances fell to both Matheson 
and Danny Kelly neither player could make them 
count, while the greater physicality and cleaner 
hitting of the ‘More defenders, especially Campbell 
and half-back Ackie MacRae - ensured that whatever 
Lovat pressure was exerted, was never sustained.

The second half looked set to continue in the 
same pattern until the introduction at full-
forward of recent Lovat signing Marc MacLachlan 
changed the dynamic of the game. He quickly 
began to pose problems for the Newtonmore 
backs and profiting hugely from their confusion 
in the 64th minute he touched the ball into the 
net from close range to put his side back in contention. Minutes 
later Lovat equalised somewhat fortuitously, courtesy of a high 

dropping ball hit from midfield by Lorne MacKay which MacArthur 
lost sight of against the low autumn sun.

Newtonmore then did what they always 
do; they kept on keeping on, and eventually 
such was their application that a long ball up 
field from MacLean was turned inside by the 
irrepressible MacKintosh into the path of Evan 
Menzies and his strike though not his cleanest 
of the afternoon, was the one that ultimately 
counted.

The final period of this tightly contested affair grew 
more fraught but the double dismissal of Lovat 
defender Callum Cruden and ‘More attacker 
Conor Jones by Referee Lachie Wood for a last 
minute loss of discipline brought about a most 
unsatisfactory end to the match for both sides. 

You have to hand it to Newtonmore 
however. At the end of a season that seemed 
to be going slightly awry by their customary 
high standards they have once again written 
their name in shinty’s record books by 
winning the sport’s most coveted trophy for 
an unparalleled 32nd time.

The trophy was presented to Newtonmore 
Captain Rory Kennedy by Tulloch Homes Chief Executive, George 
Fraser himself a former Camanachd Cup Winning Captain.

PJ’s Record-breaking 
Newtonmore retain the 
Tulloch Homes 
Camanachd Cup 
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The Camanachd Association and delighted
to support the International Teams and Coaching Staff ”.

Teamwear - It’s more than just a club strip. It’s part of your identity.
At Gilmour Sports we fully understand this and we help craft the
c l u b  i d e n t i t y  t h r o u g h  p r o f e s s i o n a l  Te a m w e a r  s u p p l y.

Whether you are looking for a one-off kit or the ability to have your
own club ship, operating 24/7 online, we are the business to work with.

The first step is to give us the challenge and let us show you what
we are capable of. We supply all the top brands and all the 
embroidery and print work is carried out in our own factory.
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Ronald Ross’s senior Scotland side kept up their good run of form 
over recent years with a victory by 18 points to 15 over their 
Irish opponents in the cross-code shinty/hurling international at 

Inverness’s Bught Park on Saturday 21st October.

However, it was Ireland who dominated the early exchanges with the 
tone being set when Tipperary’s John McGrath pounced early to put 
his side a point ahead in the 4th minute. Caberfeidh’s Kevin Bartlett 
quickly equalised from a deflected sideline hit which brought up a 
single point but continual Irish pressure allowed them to creep ahead 
with singles from Conor Lehane, Andy O’Brien and Limerick’s David 
Reidy giving them a three point advantage by the 20 minute mark.

At last Scotland’s long hit specialist Newtonmore man Steven 
MacDonald found his range and after having forced Irish keeper Enda 
Rowland to make a fine save from one attempt, he knocked over 
a two pointer to bring Scotland back into contention. Minutes later 
excellent play by Craig Mainland and Roddy MacDonald resulted in a 
side hit which Bartlett knocked over for a further two points putting the 
Scots ahead 5-4 for the first time in the match.

Ireland continued to push forward however linking up well but their 
carelessness with the final ball plus two excellent saves by Scotland 
keeper Stuart MacDonald from Laois man Ross King kept them at bay. 
Finally In the 36th minute Scotland broke through to score a three 
point goal when a John MacRae strike bounced up off Rowland’s stick 
and was fired into the net by the onrushing Bartlett though Scotland’s 
lead was cut to three after Wexford’s impressive Lee Chin was gifted a 
cheap point just before the break.

The second period showed Scotland’s lead to be anything but secure 
and after a bright opening in which Newtonmore’s Glen MacKintosh 
hit the post and Bartlett had an attempt well saved by Rowland, Ireland 
equalised via a single from Reidy and two points from McGrath before 
going three points ahead courtesy of two separate singles from Lehane 
and another from Chin.

Bartlett then clawed back two points for the Scots from the dead ball 
though Chin immediately replied with a single. Eventually Bartlett brought 
the sides level at 12-12 when he popped the ball over for two points 

Bartlett makes his point once again as Scotland 
make it four home wins over Ireland in a row.
Senior Shinty Hurling International
Scotland 18 (2-12) Ireland 15 (0-15)
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Ronald Ross’s senior Scotland side kept up their good run of form 
over recent years with a victory by 18 points to 15 over their 
Irish opponents in the cross-code shinty/hurling international at 

Inverness’s Bught Park on Saturday 21st October.

However, it was Ireland who dominated the early exchanges with the 
tone being set when Tipperary’s John McGrath pounced early to put 
his side a point ahead in the 4th minute. Caberfeidh’s Kevin Bartlett 
quickly equalised from a deflected sideline hit which brought up a 
single point but continual Irish pressure allowed them to creep ahead 
with singles from Conor Lehane, Andy O’Brien and Limerick’s David 
Reidy giving them a three point advantage by the 20 minute mark.

At last Scotland’s long hit specialist Newtonmore man Steven 
MacDonald found his range and after having forced Irish keeper Enda 
Rowland to make a fine save from one attempt, he knocked over 
a two pointer to bring Scotland back into contention. Minutes later 
excellent play by Craig Mainland and Roddy MacDonald resulted in a 
side hit which Bartlett knocked over for a further two points putting the 
Scots ahead 5-4 for the first time in the match.

Ireland continued to push forward however linking up well but their 
carelessness with the final ball plus two excellent saves by Scotland 
keeper Stuart MacDonald from Laois man Ross King kept them at bay. 
Finally In the 36th minute Scotland broke through to score a three 
point goal when a John MacRae strike bounced up off Rowland’s stick 
and was fired into the net by the onrushing Bartlett though Scotland’s 
lead was cut to three after Wexford’s impressive Lee Chin was gifted a 
cheap point just before the break.

The second period showed Scotland’s lead to be anything but secure 
and after a bright opening in which Newtonmore’s Glen MacKintosh 
hit the post and Bartlett had an attempt well saved by Rowland, Ireland 
equalised via a single from Reidy and two points from McGrath before 
going three points ahead courtesy of two separate singles from Lehane 
and another from Chin.

Bartlett then clawed back two points for the Scots from the dead ball 
though Chin immediately replied with a single. Eventually Bartlett brought 
the sides level at 12-12 when he popped the ball over for two points 

Bartlett makes his point once again as Scotland 
make it four home wins over Ireland in a row.
Senior Shinty Hurling International
Scotland 18 (2-12) Ireland 15 (0-15)

following an 
Irish foul. 
Then the 
introduction 
up front of 
K i n gu s s i e ’ s 
R y a n 
Borthwick and 
Lovat’s Greg 
M a t h e s o n 
saw the game 
take a decisive 
swing in favour 
of the home 
side. First 
Kyles’ Roddy 
MacDona ld 
pounced to score Scotland’s second goal when he knocked the ball 
home from close range following another rebound off Rowland. 
Scotland continued to push forward and after a single from Captain 
Finlay MacRae, Bartlett, his country’s top scorer with a personal total 
of 12 points, fired over to make it 18-12.

There was as always a sting in the Irish tail, with Conor Lehane again 
bagging a single but after MacDonald had stunned the 1,500 home 
fans with a fantastic aerial save which denied an Irish goal, Scotland 
hung on to win despite the loss of a final two pointer from a Ben 
Conroy strike with the last hit of the game.

The win marks the fourth occasion in a row that Ross has steered his 
players to victory at Inverness but he was quick to admit that Willie 
Maher’s Irish squad gave his charges a difficult afternoon. “This was 
a match that could have easily gone either way. Perhaps we were 
fortunate that they missed some chances from open play but then we 
too missed a number of opportunities. In the end it was an exciting 
spectacle for both sets of fans and I’m just happy with the win.”

Scottish Captain, Finlay MacRae, Kinlochshiel received the Marine 
Harvest Quaich from Steve Bracken, Business Support Manager, 
Marine Harvest. 

Scotland: Stuart MacDonald (Lovat); Finlay MacRae (Kinlochshiel) 
(Captain), Rory Kennedy (Newtonmore); Mark MacDonald 

(Kinlochshiel), Steven MacDonald 
(Newtonmore), Conor Cormack 
(Kinlochshiel); Craig Mainland (Lovat), 
John Barr (Glenurquhart), Michael Russell 
(Newtonmore); Roddy MacDonald (Kyles 
Athletic), Grant Irvine (Kyles Athletic); 
Keith MacRae (Kinlochshiel), Kevin 
Bartlett (Caberfeidh); Glen MacKintosh 
(Newtonmore); subs Daniel Grieve (Lovat), 
Andrew King (Kyles Athletic), Daniel Cameron 
(Oban Camanachd), Ryan Borthwick 
(Kingussie), John MacRae (Kinlochshiel), Greg 
Matheson (Lovat)

Head Coach - Ronald Ross, Assistant Coach - 
Garry Reid, Forwards Coach - Kevin Thain, 
Head Trainer - Neil Bowman
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A storming display early in the second half earned Ireland U21 a 
close 19-15 victory over Scotland U21 in their Marine Harvest 
Shinty/Hurling International at The Bught Park, Inverness on 

Saturday 21st October 2017. 

On the whole this was a physical encounter but Scotland got off 
to a sound early start when Lovat’s Danny Kelly sent the ball over 
the bar for the game’s opening point before the hosts bagged the 
game’s first goal. This score was largely down to Scotland captain 
Arran MacPhee who won possession on the left and ran in to score 
a fine individual goal, sending his low drive into the net past Irish 
keeper Stephen Murphy of Kerry. 

The lads in green hit back quickly however through a superb 
Chris Nolan solo run from the left which ended with an Irish 
goal which made it 4-3. Waterford’s Patrick Curran then showed 
his talent, taking on the Scottish defence before beating keeper 
Scott MacLachlan at his right hand side. Back came Scotland though, 
and it was Arran MacPhee who punished a slip up in the Irish backline 
to score his second goal of the game and with these points on the 
board Scotland went in at half time with a narrow 10-6 lead.

However the second half was a different story. Whatever manager 
Willie Cleary said to his charges at the break they returned to the fray 

a much changed side. Right from 
the start they showed their class 
Wexford’s Cathal Dunbar setting 
up Curran for his second goal of 
the game. The impressive Curran 
then completed his hat-trick 
following another trademark solo 
run before Chris Nolan got his 
second, blasting the ball into the 
roof of the net from just outside 
the area.

On the day however Arran MacPhee 
was proving to be Scotland’s top 
performer and he added two points to his two goals while Danny Kelly 
notched five points in all. Nick Dalgetty and Savio Genini scored two of 
the remaining points for Alan MacRae’s Scotland side.

As well as his own personal tally of three goals, the excellent 
Patrick Curran also chipped in with three more points making him 
the top scorer of the afternoon. Waterford’s Shane Bennett was also 
on target with a single. 

Irish Captain, Sean Finn of Limerick received the Marine Harvest 
Quaich after the game from Steve Bracken, Business Support 
Manager of sponsors Marine Harvest.

Scotland U21 from: Scott MacLachlan (Inveraray); Blair 
Morrison (Caberfeidh), Alexander MacMillan (Fort William), 
Arran MacPhee (Fort William) (Captain), Calum Shepherd (Fort 
William), Nick Dalgety (Glengarry), Lachlan Smith (Glenurquhart), 
Innes Blackhall (Kilmallie), Savio Genini (Kingussie), Calum 
Grant (Kingussie), Rory MacKeachan (Kingussie), Robert Mabon 
(Kingussie), Barry MacDonald (Lochaber), Danny Kelly (Lovat), 
Iain Richardson (Newtonmore), Craig Ritchie (Newtonmore), 
Will Cowie (Skye ), John Gillies (Skye), Ally MacLeod (Skye)

Head Coach - Alan MacRae 
Coaches - Calum McLeod & Iain McDonald 
Head Trainer - Davie McVey 
Physio - Lorna Forsyth

Ireland’s Under 21s win at the Bught

Scotland (2-9) 15-19 (5-4) Ireland

Marine Harvest U21 Shinty/Hurling

Scotland’s women gained revenge for last year’s defeat in 
Inverness with a fine performance in a high tempo match 
played in perfect conditions at Na Fianna, Dublin on Saturday 

15 July 2017. Though the home side had taken an early lead with a 
single point from open play, a fine strike from Lovat’s Laura Gallacher 
soon put the Scots in front and from then on they never really looked 
like losing their grip on the game. A superb back hand strike from 
Skye’s Lorna MacRae put the Scots further ahead before Kirsty Deans 
fired over the bar for another single point. Badenoch & Strathspey’s 
Deans remained the focal point of the Scotland attack all day, and 
was instrumental in creating chances for her fellow forwards who 
looked a threat every time they attacked. Despite their dominance, 
the Scottish forwards were unable to add to their points total.

That failure left the door open for their opponents and just before the 
half-time break Dublin, who had been chipping away at the Scotland 
lead, cutting it back with three further individual points, finally levelled 
the score at 7-7 with a goal when the ball took a wicked deflection 
off the Astro turf goalmouth leaving Scottish keeper Taryn Neilson 
from Aberdour stranded.

Scotland were also forced into a reshuffle in defence when half-back 
Lucy McNulty from Glasgow Mid Argyll, who had been a dominant 
presence in the first half, picked up a nasty head knock and had to 
be replaced. 

Scotland’s women even the International 
series with fine away win in Dublin
Dublin County Ladies (1-7) 10 – 19 (5-4) Scotland
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a much changed side. Right from 
the start they showed their class 
Wexford’s Cathal Dunbar setting 
up Curran for his second goal of 
the game. The impressive Curran 
then completed his hat-trick 
following another trademark solo 
run before Chris Nolan got his 
second, blasting the ball into the 
roof of the net from just outside 
the area.

On the day however Arran MacPhee 
was proving to be Scotland’s top 
performer and he added two points to his two goals while Danny Kelly 
notched five points in all. Nick Dalgetty and Savio Genini scored two of 
the remaining points for Alan MacRae’s Scotland side.

As well as his own personal tally of three goals, the excellent 
Patrick Curran also chipped in with three more points making him 
the top scorer of the afternoon. Waterford’s Shane Bennett was also 
on target with a single. 
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Quaich after the game from Steve Bracken, Business Support 
Manager of sponsors Marine Harvest.
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(Kingussie), Barry MacDonald (Lochaber), Danny Kelly (Lovat), 
Iain Richardson (Newtonmore), Craig Ritchie (Newtonmore), 
Will Cowie (Skye ), John Gillies (Skye), Ally MacLeod (Skye)

Head Coach - Alan MacRae 
Coaches - Calum McLeod & Iain McDonald 
Head Trainer - Davie McVey 
Physio - Lorna Forsyth

Ireland’s Under 21s win at the Bught
Marine Harvest U21 Shinty/Hurling

Scotland’s women gained revenge for last year’s defeat in 
Inverness with a fine performance in a high tempo match 
played in perfect conditions at Na Fianna, Dublin on Saturday 

15 July 2017. Though the home side had taken an early lead with a 
single point from open play, a fine strike from Lovat’s Laura Gallacher 
soon put the Scots in front and from then on they never really looked 
like losing their grip on the game. A superb back hand strike from 
Skye’s Lorna MacRae put the Scots further ahead before Kirsty Deans 
fired over the bar for another single point. Badenoch & Strathspey’s 
Deans remained the focal point of the Scotland attack all day, and 
was instrumental in creating chances for her fellow forwards who 
looked a threat every time they attacked. Despite their dominance, 
the Scottish forwards were unable to add to their points total.

That failure left the door open for their opponents and just before the 
half-time break Dublin, who had been chipping away at the Scotland 
lead, cutting it back with three further individual points, finally levelled 
the score at 7-7 with a goal when the ball took a wicked deflection 
off the Astro turf goalmouth leaving Scottish keeper Taryn Neilson 
from Aberdour stranded.

Scotland were also forced into a reshuffle in defence when half-back 
Lucy McNulty from Glasgow Mid Argyll, who had been a dominant 
presence in the first half, picked up a nasty head knock and had to 
be replaced. 

A strong start to the second half was key and both sides exchanged 
points before Laura Gallacher’s driving run and cross from the 
right was turned home by Lorna MacRae, MacRae, who was in 
devastating form, then went on to complete her hat-trick as well as 
adding a two-pointer from a free hit to make it 16-8.

Ireland continued to put up stiff resistance but excellent work from 
half-back Caitlin MacLean (Skye) and full back Laura McCafferty (GMA) 
kept them at bay. In the end the hosts did manage to pull a couple of 
points back to make it 16-10 but as they pushed forward late on, they 
were further punished as Scotland broke forward and Badenoch’s 
Zoe Reid found the back of the net from close-range before referee 
Karl O’Brien’s final whistle confirmed the Scottish win.

The result ties the series at one win apiece, with the deciding fixture 
scheduled for Inverness in 2018. 

The player of the match honour was shared between Dublin captain 
Louise O’Hara and Scotland captain Katy Smith who were both 
superb in the middle of the park.

Afterwards Scotland manager Stuart Reid expressed his gratitude 
to long term sponsors Loch Ness Gifts Ltd and JIG Groundworks 
(Kiltarlity) for their commitment to the fixture and also to their hosts in 
Dublin the Na Fianna club, in particular Ann and Tom Ryan who have 
been huge supporters of Shinty/Camogie and indeed Shinty/Hurling 
over the years.

Scotland from:

Jeanette McGregor (B&S), Caitlin MacLean 
(Skye), Christy Doherty (GMA), Zoe Reid 
(B&S), Rona Stewart (B&S), Taryn Neilson 
(Aberdour), Lyndsay Michie (GMA), Niamh 
Donnelly (Aberdour), Rhianna Kirk (Skye), 
Lorna MacRae (Skye), Kirsty Deans (B & S), 
Rachel McCafferty (GMA), Laura McCafferty 
(GMA), Kathryn Moultrie (Aberdour), Katy 
Smith (Aberdour), Lucy McNulty (GMA), 
Shannon Wilson (Fort William), Laura 
Gallacher (Lovat)

Head Coach - Stuart Reid 
Selectors - Ross Brown, Sue Emery (Physio)

Scotland’s women even the International 
series with fine away win in Dublin
Dublin County Ladies (1-7) 10 – 19 (5-4) Scotland
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Scotland U17s Star On Irish Tour

Malawi exchange sees Badenoch 
colours get an airing in Africa

Scotland U17 completed another successful Irish tour  
(23rd - 26th July 2017) recording wins against both Waterford 
U17 and Dublin U17 on their annual four-day visit to the 

Emerald Isle.

The seventeen player squad were accompanied by Ronald Ross, 
Paul MacArthur and Alasdair Bruce, after an inspiring trip to 
Croke Park, the Scotland squad travelled south to play Waterford 
U17 at Walsh Park.

Scotland dominated the game from the start and eventually running 
out convincing (12-7) 43-13 (1-10) winners. Captain Iain Robinson 
from Newtonmore was the Scots’ top scorer with 13 points 
(4 goals and a point over the bar). Kingussie’s Ruaridh Anderson 
notched 11 points (3-2) whilst Skye Camanachd’s James Pringle 
grabbed 8 points (2-2). There were also goals for Kingussie’s 
Roddy Young, Kilmallie’s Calum MacDougall and Glasgow Mid 
Argyll’s Calum McLay who netted within a minute of coming off 
the bench. A 65 yard two-pointer from Skye’s Connor Gilpin 
completed the scoring.

A number of the U17 youngsters, above were involved, amongst 
others, with Kingussie High School’s 2017 African trip. Kingussie 
High School has a long established link with the Muloza Community 
Day Secondary School in southern Malawi which includes a teacher 
exchange programme and opportunities for pupils in both schools 
to visit one another. Here we see the colours of both Kingussie 
and Newtonmore on display. In the pic are six of Badenoch’s finest 
shinty youngsters ; Rachel Borthwick and Mairi Stewart (Badenoch 
& Strathspey Ladies) Andrew Leiper , Ruaraidh Anderson and Roddy 
Young (Kingussie) and Iain Robinson (Newtonmore). 

Imagine Summer Shinty under an African sun. Beats the Eilan in 
July. Maybe not!

The annual meeting with Dublin U17 was switched from Parnell Park 
to the magnificent facilities at the GAA National Games Development 
Centre. In the contest Scotland again came out on top by a score 
of (9-3) 30-11 (1-8). Just as he had done in the previous game, 
Kingussie’s Ruaridh Anderson grabbed a hat-trick and he was arguably 
the Scots top performer over the two games. Skye’s James Pringle 
scored twice as did Kingussie’s Roddy Young and his final effort over 
the bar took his tally for the evening to 7 points. Newtonmore’s 
Iain Robinson collected 4 points (1-1); GMA’s Calum Mclay scored 
another goal whilst Fort William’s Lewis Clark also drove the ball 
over the bar to add his name to the scoresheet.

As usual, the goalscorers grabbed the headlines but there were other 
fine performances with Skye’s John Gillies and Oban Celtic’s Ross 
MacMillan combining to forge a formidable full-back partnership. 
Lochside Rovers keeper Cameron Sutherland only lost one goal in 
each game and he was tidy whenever called into action. Kingussie’s 
Alexander Michie played a key role as defensive pivot whilst 
Oban Camanachd’s Daniel MacCuish was dogged in midfield. 

Ronald Ross’s young squad 
certainly showed that they 
could follow instructions as 
they played the ball on the 
ground and they used the 
width of the pitch to good 
effect. They all returned to 
their clubs the better for the 
experience and the new 
friendships forged will last long 
into the future. 

The travelling Scots, as always, 
are indebted to Marine 
Harvest, Gilmour Sports, 
Seamus Curtis, Waterford GAA 
and the Dublin County Board 
for their assistance before and 
throughout the tour. 
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While there have 
certainly been many 
highs, I have to 

honestly say that 2017 was one 
of the most challenging years 
I’ve experienced in my time 
with the Womens Camanachd 
Association.

The weather particularly in the 
Argyll and Lochaber area has 
been horrendous and this has 

led to more postponements than I’ve ever seen in the Women’s 
game. However, I like to think at the WCA we see the challenges 
this year as obstacles to overcome not barriers and it’s how we 
move forward that’s important. We are already identifying clubs and 
looking to work to help strengthen them. Indeed CA Development 
Officer Katie Drain is already supporting and developing the women’s 
game successfully in the North. 

With 19 Women’s clubs and running 5 leagues it’s been the busiest 
year yet for the committee of volunteers who runs the sport. 
However that comes as part and parcel of an ever growing sport 
which becomes more competitive each season. In particular we 
have again had growth in various aspects of the Women’s game 
particularly a very successful all-girls primary aged national indoor 
shinty Festival where 15 teams attended from all over Scotland.

The money received from sponsors such has Marine Harvest, 
JIG groundworks and Loch Ness Gifts has again made a lot possible. 
The masterclasses in conjunction with the CA as part of the North v 
South and International sessions were very well received. These 
combined with the excellent Ladies Development Camp in July, 
brought forward coaches as well as a noticeable increase in the skill 
level in our young players. The camp at Strathallan was again well 
attended and most worthwhile. Already we are looking forward to 
next year’s camp 
scheduled for 6th - 
8th July 2018.

There are also 
exciting plans to 
expand the camp 
concept and the 
WCA have already 
approached C.A 
D e v e l o p m e n t 
Officer Katie Drain 
to suggest an U18 
elite camp (with 
nominated and 
selected players) 
running alongside 
the Development 
Camp.

Women’s Shinty 
– another challenging but rewarding year
Lisa MacColl, WCA President 
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Scotland U17s Star On Irish Tour

Malawi exchange sees Badenoch 
colours get an airing in Africa

The annual meeting with Dublin U17 was switched from Parnell Park 
to the magnificent facilities at the GAA National Games Development 
Centre. In the contest Scotland again came out on top by a score 
of (9-3) 30-11 (1-8). Just as he had done in the previous game, 
Kingussie’s Ruaridh Anderson grabbed a hat-trick and he was arguably 
the Scots top performer over the two games. Skye’s James Pringle 
scored twice as did Kingussie’s Roddy Young and his final effort over 
the bar took his tally for the evening to 7 points. Newtonmore’s 
Iain Robinson collected 4 points (1-1); GMA’s Calum Mclay scored 
another goal whilst Fort William’s Lewis Clark also drove the ball 
over the bar to add his name to the scoresheet.

As usual, the goalscorers grabbed the headlines but there were other 
fine performances with Skye’s John Gillies and Oban Celtic’s Ross 
MacMillan combining to forge a formidable full-back partnership. 
Lochside Rovers keeper Cameron Sutherland only lost one goal in 
each game and he was tidy whenever called into action. Kingussie’s 
Alexander Michie played a key role as defensive pivot whilst 
Oban Camanachd’s Daniel MacCuish was dogged in midfield. 

Ronald Ross’s young squad 
certainly showed that they 
could follow instructions as 
they played the ball on the 
ground and they used the 
width of the pitch to good 
effect. They all returned to 
their clubs the better for the 
experience and the new 
friendships forged will last long 
into the future. 

The travelling Scots, as always, 
are indebted to Marine 
Harvest, Gilmour Sports, 
Seamus Curtis, Waterford GAA 
and the Dublin County Board 
for their assistance before and 
throughout the tour. 
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While there have 
certainly been many 
highs, I have to 

honestly say that 2017 was one 
of the most challenging years 
I’ve experienced in my time 
with the Womens Camanachd 
Association.

The weather particularly in the 
Argyll and Lochaber area has 
been horrendous and this has 

led to more postponements than I’ve ever seen in the Women’s 
game. However, I like to think at the WCA we see the challenges 
this year as obstacles to overcome not barriers and it’s how we 
move forward that’s important. We are already identifying clubs and 
looking to work to help strengthen them. Indeed CA Development 
Officer Katie Drain is already supporting and developing the women’s 
game successfully in the North. 

With 19 Women’s clubs and running 5 leagues it’s been the busiest 
year yet for the committee of volunteers who runs the sport. 
However that comes as part and parcel of an ever growing sport 
which becomes more competitive each season. In particular we 
have again had growth in various aspects of the Women’s game 
particularly a very successful all-girls primary aged national indoor 
shinty Festival where 15 teams attended from all over Scotland.

The money received from sponsors such has Marine Harvest, 
JIG groundworks and Loch Ness Gifts has again made a lot possible. 
The masterclasses in conjunction with the CA as part of the North v 
South and International sessions were very well received. These 
combined with the excellent Ladies Development Camp in July, 
brought forward coaches as well as a noticeable increase in the skill 
level in our young players. The camp at Strathallan was again well 
attended and most worthwhile. Already we are looking forward to 
next year’s camp 
scheduled for 6th - 
8th July 2018.

There are also 
exciting plans to 
expand the camp 
concept and the 
WCA have already 
approached C.A 
D e v e l o p m e n t 
Officer Katie Drain 
to suggest an U18 
elite camp (with 
nominated and 
selected players) 
running alongside 
the Development 
Camp.

Both Cup Finals were again held in Fort William and as ever we are 
grateful to our sponsors Peter Gow and Marine Harvest. 

In 2018 we will welcome Ardnamurchan and Strathspey to an 
eight team National league, the highest numbers yet, Kinlochshiel 
look set to join North 2 while encouragingly several other clubs 
aim to enter three teams with their sides ranging in standard from 
Development to National. This year the Development League had a 
fantastic 10 teams competing in its new format of East and West area 
competition and with continued growth it already looks like next 
year we might have three area leagues. 

The inter district concept is something we are still trying to get 
right. The seniors fixture appears to still work competitively, as 
did the new U14 match which was very well received. However 
we will have to rethink what we can do to offer representative 
shinty at the 15-17 age range and while we hope that the U18 
elite camp will help in this regard, potentially a game against 
a British Universities team may be a further development 
opportunity.

Here’s hoping for better the weather in 2018 and with new teams 
and another exciting season in prospect.

Women’s Shinty 
– another challenging but rewarding year
Lisa MacColl, WCA President 
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Marine Harvest Valerie Fraser 
Camanachd Cup Final

Marine Harvest 
Challenge Cup Final

Skye Ladies defeated Lochaber 6-1 to lift the Marine Harvest 
Valerie Fraser Camanachd Cup for the first time in the club’s 
history. After two failures in recent years, no one could grudge 

the Islanders their cup final victory but credit must also go to 
Mike Delaney’s Lochaber squad who battled hard for eighty minutes 
but had no answer to the pace and movement of the Skye front line. 
Chief among their tormentors was half-forward Lorna MacRae who 
scored five goals in the course of the afternoon winning the trophy 
for player of the match to go along with the presentation caman 
which she also received as winning captain.

The Islanders’ successful afternoon started as early as their first attack 
when a strike from distance by Caitlin MacLean was kept out by 
Lochaber keeper Aeleen Campbell. Lorna MacRae however was 
first to the loose ball knocking it home with only three minutes on 
the clock. Lochaber fought back but got no change out of an excellent 
Skye defence though goalkeeper Sarah Jane Ferguson in particular 
did have to show her mettle to keep out a powerful strike from 
Lochaber’s Christy MacIntyre that looked net-bound all the way.

The introduction at the end of the first quarter of the experienced 
Sarah Corrigall gave fresh impetus to the Skye attack, and they went 
further ahead when MacRae again hit the target in 17 minutes after 

Earlier in day in the Marine Harvest Challenge Cup, the trophy 
reserved for lower division teams, Glengarry defeated a young 
Ardnamurchan side 7-1. Ardnamurchan actually started this 

match the livelier of the two sides but with ‘Garry keeper Siobhan 
West pulling off two good early stops and experienced international 
defender Laura MacKay settling quickly, Glengarry soon got the 
upper hand, going ahead in 13 minutes when eventual player of the 
match Joanne Gillanders converted a controversial penalty awarded 
by referee Duncan Kelly. 

The key to the game however came just before the break when 
’Garry manager Ewan Cameron switched full-centre Leona Falconer 
up to full-forward and her pace saw her get three goals in five minutes 

Skye 6 Lochaber 1

Glengarry 7 Ardnamurchan 1
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Skye and Glengarry 
take the honours at 
Women’s Cup Final day
(The crowds turned out at An Aird, Fort William on Saturday  
2nd September for women’s shinty’s biggest day of the year)

Marine Harvest Valerie Fraser 
Camanachd Cup Final

Marine Harvest 
Challenge Cup Final

Skye Ladies defeated Lochaber 6-1 to lift the Marine Harvest 
Valerie Fraser Camanachd Cup for the first time in the club’s 
history. After two failures in recent years, no one could grudge 

the Islanders their cup final victory but credit must also go to 
Mike Delaney’s Lochaber squad who battled hard for eighty minutes 
but had no answer to the pace and movement of the Skye front line. 
Chief among their tormentors was half-forward Lorna MacRae who 
scored five goals in the course of the afternoon winning the trophy 
for player of the match to go along with the presentation caman 
which she also received as winning captain.

The Islanders’ successful afternoon started as early as their first attack 
when a strike from distance by Caitlin MacLean was kept out by 
Lochaber keeper Aeleen Campbell. Lorna MacRae however was 
first to the loose ball knocking it home with only three minutes on 
the clock. Lochaber fought back but got no change out of an excellent 
Skye defence though goalkeeper Sarah Jane Ferguson in particular 
did have to show her mettle to keep out a powerful strike from 
Lochaber’s Christy MacIntyre that looked net-bound all the way.

The introduction at the end of the first quarter of the experienced 
Sarah Corrigall gave fresh impetus to the Skye attack, and they went 
further ahead when MacRae again hit the target in 17 minutes after 

good lead up play by MacLean. Lochaber got a toe-hold back in the 
game shortly afterwards following a fine strike by Alison MacVicar 
but Skye bounced back quickly when Corrigall set up MacRae for 
her hat-trick which she completed with an angled drive. 

The second half began with Skye manager Robbie Gordon again 
using his rolling subs with Jenna Beaton reintroduced for Corrigall. 
This freshened up the Skye attack and the Islanders went further 
ahead with MacRae once more on target. Beaton hit number five 
for Skye and with danger-girl Kirsty Delaney, who’d clearly been 
carrying an injury all match, now on the sidelines there was little 
Lochaber could do to stop MacRae notching up her side’s sixth and 
final goal of the game.

After the match team captain and top goalscorer Lorna MacRae received 
the Marine Harvest Valerie Fraser Cup from Iain Fraser representing 
sponsors Marine Harvest and shortly afterwards picked up her own 
personal player of the match trophy from sponsor Peter Gow.

Earlier in day in the Marine Harvest Challenge Cup, the trophy 
reserved for lower division teams, Glengarry defeated a young 
Ardnamurchan side 7-1. Ardnamurchan actually started this 

match the livelier of the two sides but with ‘Garry keeper Siobhan 
West pulling off two good early stops and experienced international 
defender Laura MacKay settling quickly, Glengarry soon got the 
upper hand, going ahead in 13 minutes when eventual player of the 
match Joanne Gillanders converted a controversial penalty awarded 
by referee Duncan Kelly. 

The key to the game however came just before the break when 
’Garry manager Ewan Cameron switched full-centre Leona Falconer 
up to full-forward and her pace saw her get three goals in five minutes 

off a tiring Ardnamurchan backline. After the break, Glengarry’s 
dominance continued with a brace from Elaine Cameron and a single 
from Emily Gordon before Ardnamurchan’s Annie MacDonald finally 
got her side on the scoresheet with a last minute strike.

Glengarry captain Leona Falconer was presented with the 
Marine Harvest Challenge Cup by Iain Fraser from sponsors 
Marine Harvest. 

‘Garry’s Joanne Gillanders was named player of the match.

Skye 6 Lochaber 1

Glengarry 7 Ardnamurchan 1
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Our annual youth shinty calendar contains details of the many competitions held under the auspices of the Camanachd 
Association at Primary, Secondary and Club Levels. There are also a number of independent youth competitions which 
are promoted by clubs, schools, and Associations

The number of these tournaments is such that it is impossible for the Shinty Year Book to provide a detailed report on 
each of them individually, although we may choose to highlight some of them *. However, it is the Year Book’s intention to 
record if possible the name of all the winning teams for posterity. We apologise in advance for any unwitting omissions.

C.A. Primary Competitions:

National First Shinty Tournament 2017 Winner P7 Portree Primary School

Winner P5 Inverlochy Primary School

National Disability Festival 2017 Winner Abercorn School

MacKay Cup 2017 Winner Taynuilt Primaries*

North World Cup 2017 Winners P7 (established) Alvie Primary

P7 (emerging) Balnain Primary School

P5 Dunvegan Primary

South of Scotland 2017 Winners P7 Taynuilt Primary School

P5 Taynuilt Primary School

Tulloch (North) 2017 Winner Kingussie Primary

Tulloch Trophy ( National) 2017 Winner Taynuilt Primaries

C.A. Secondary Competitions:

MacBean Cup 2017 Winner Kingussie High School

MacPherson Cup 2017 Winner Lochaber High School

Wade Cup 2017 Winner Kingussie High School

Donella Crawford (Girls) 2017 Winner Portree High School*

Girls League 2017 Winner Lochaber High School

Girls Development League 2017 Winner Glenurquhart High School

CA Youth Competitions

U17 London Shield  2017 Winner Kingussie*

U17 MacTavish Cup 2017 Winner Skye*

U 17 MacQuisten Cup 2017 Winner Oban Camanachd *

U17 WJ Cameron (Development Cup) 2017 Winner Skye

U17 Strathdearn sixes 2017 Winner Kingussie

U14 MacMaster Cup 2017 Winner Kingussie*

U14 Development Trophy 2017 Winner Ballachulish

U14 South 9’s League 2017 Winner Dunoon

U14 North Division 1 2017 Winner Kingussie

U14 North Division 2 2017 Winner Fort William

U13 South Competition 2017 Winner Cowal & Bute

Independent Youth Events

Robertson U14 Sixes 2017 Winner Glenurquhart High School 

Ross-shire 6s (Caberfeidh) 2017 Winners Strathpeffer/Kyle /Kinlochshiel

Macaulay Association Primary 6’s P5/7 2017 Winner Inverlochy / Bute

Fraser MacPhee Primary 5/7 (12 a side) 2017 Winner Inverlochy Primary

Inverness Sixes U14 (Ken Ross Trophy) 2017 Winner Lochaber

Shinty Shop Great Glen sixes 2017 Winner Portree 

C.A. Primary School Competitions:
National First Shinty Tournament 2016 Winner P7 Portree 

Winner P5 Inverlochy 
National Disability Festival 2016 Winner Abercorn School
Tulloch Trophy 2016 Winner Bute Primaries 
MacKay Cup 2016 Winner Bute Primaries
North World Cup 2016 Winners P7 (established) – Newtonmore 

P7 (emerging) – Balnain
P5 Inverlochy 

South Taynuilt 2016 Winners P7 Bute Primaries
P5 Taynuilt

C.A. Secondary Competitions:
MacBean Cup 2016 Winner Lochaber High School
MacPherson Cup 2016 Winner Kingussie High School
Wade Cup 2016 Winner Lochaber High School
Donella Crawford (Girls) 2016 Winner Kingussie High School 
Girls League 2016 Winner Portree High School
Girls Development League 2016 Winner Plockton High School
CA Youth Competitions
U17 London Shield 2016 Winner Oban Camanachd 
U17 MacTavish Cup 2016 Winner Skye Camanachd 
U 17 MacQuisten Cup 2016 Winner Oban Camanachd 
U17 WJ Cameron (Development Cup) 2016 Winner Lovat 
U17 Strathdearn sixes 2016 Winner Kingussie
U14 MacMaster Cup 2016 Winner Skye Camanachd
U14 Development Trophy 2016 Winner Ballachulish 
U14 South 9’s League 2016 Winner Kyles Athletic
U14 North Division 1 2016 Winner Skye Camanachd
U14 North Division 2 2016 Winner Lochaber
U14 North Division 3 2016 Winner Inverness
U13 South Competition 2016 Winner Cowal & Bute
Independent Youth Events
Ross-shire 6s (Caberfeidh) 2016 Winners Lochcarron/Dingwall/Kyle

U14 Dingwall
U14 Clubs Caberfeidh 

Williamson Primary sixes (Newtonmore) 2016 Winner Newtonmore 
Macaulay Association Primary 6’s 2016 Winners P7 Bute

P5 Inverlochy
Valerie Oliphant Memorial Trophy (Ross-shire) 2016 Winner Kyle Primary
Fraser MacPhee Primary 5/7 (12s) 2016 Winner Inverlochy Primary
Inverness Sixes U14 (Ken Ross Trophy) 2016 Winner Kinlochshiel 
Shinty Shop Great Glen sixes 2016 Winner Lochaber High 
Kingussie SC Primary sixes 2016 Winner Kincraig
Donnie MacLean U14 sixes 2016 Winner Fort William Shinty Club
Lanarkshire Primary Schools First Shinty 2016 Winners St Brides, Cambuslang
Lanarkshire Secondary Schools 6 a side 2016 Winners Uddingston Grammar
Far North 6’s 2016 Winners U14 Glengarry A

U17 Lochbroom
Open Kinlochbervie

Youth Shinty Results Round Up 2017
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Our annual youth shinty calendar contains details of the many competitions held under the auspices of the Camanachd 
Association at Primary, Secondary and Club Levels. There are also a number of independent youth competitions which 
are promoted by clubs, schools, and Associations

The number of these tournaments is such that it is impossible for the Shinty Year Book to provide a detailed report on 
each of them individually, although we may choose to highlight some of them *. However, it is the Year Book’s intention to 
record if possible the name of all the winning teams for posterity. We apologise in advance for any unwitting omissions.

C.A. Primary Competitions:

National First Shinty Tournament 2017 Winner P7 Portree Primary School

Winner P5 Inverlochy Primary School

National Disability Festival 2017 Winner Abercorn School

MacKay Cup 2017 Winner Taynuilt Primaries*

North World Cup 2017 Winners P7 (established) Alvie Primary

P7 (emerging) Balnain Primary School

P5 Dunvegan Primary

South of Scotland 2017 Winners P7 Taynuilt Primary School

P5 Taynuilt Primary School

Tulloch (North) 2017 Winner Kingussie Primary

Tulloch Trophy ( National) 2017 Winner Taynuilt Primaries

C.A. Secondary Competitions:

MacBean Cup 2017 Winner Kingussie High School

MacPherson Cup 2017 Winner Lochaber High School

Wade Cup 2017 Winner Kingussie High School

Donella Crawford (Girls) 2017 Winner Portree High School*

Girls League 2017 Winner Lochaber High School

Girls Development League 2017 Winner Glenurquhart High School

CA Youth Competitions

U17 London Shield  2017 Winner Kingussie*

U17 MacTavish Cup 2017 Winner Skye*

U 17 MacQuisten Cup 2017 Winner Oban Camanachd *

U17 WJ Cameron (Development Cup) 2017 Winner Skye

U17 Strathdearn sixes 2017 Winner Kingussie

U14 MacMaster Cup 2017 Winner Kingussie*

U14 Development Trophy 2017 Winner Ballachulish

U14 South 9’s League 2017 Winner Dunoon

U14 North Division 1 2017 Winner Kingussie

U14 North Division 2 2017 Winner Fort William

U13 South Competition 2017 Winner Cowal & Bute

Independent Youth Events

Robertson U14 Sixes 2017 Winner Glenurquhart High School 

Ross-shire 6s (Caberfeidh) 2017 Winners Strathpeffer/Kyle /Kinlochshiel

Macaulay Association Primary 6’s P5/7 2017 Winner Inverlochy / Bute

Fraser MacPhee Primary 5/7 (12 a side) 2017 Winner Inverlochy Primary

Inverness Sixes U14 (Ken Ross Trophy) 2017 Winner Lochaber

Shinty Shop Great Glen sixes 2017 Winner Portree 

Youth Shinty Results Round Up 2017
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BEAUTIFUL GARDENS - STUNNING VIEWS OF LOCH EIL & BEN NEVIS - PET FRIENDLY OPTION
5 MILES FROM FORT WILLIAM - FREE FISHING - WELL PLACED FOR DAY TRIPS - WI-FI AVAILABLE

BROCHURE SENT WITH PLEASURE - OPEN 15TH DECEMBER TO 31ST OCTOBER



Although many challenges remain, 2017 has continued to see 
positive progress across many aspects of the game. Overall, 
club youth membership has increased by 144 to 1,494 while 

at the same time the significant growth in school participation has 
continued in 2017. 

The number of Primary school children engaged with shinty has 
continued to rise encouragingly with more teams taking part in 
tournaments. Examples of this are the 2017 Shinty World Cup (327 
pupils/43 teams) and the 2017 MacKay Cup (400 pupils/25 schools), 
with a similar pattern across other school-based tournaments. 
Encouraging these new players to progress into membership of their 
local club is a continued focus for 2018.

Participation levels in Scottish schools during curriculum time 
however, remains under pressure. Where possible local club 
coaches are encouraged to work in partnership with schools and 
teachers to deliver school sessions in an attempt to engage more 
young people in shinty. 

Additional Secondary School S1 and S2 Festivals have increased 
to help maintain the link with pupils when Primary children move 
up to Secondary school. In the latest Festival 17 teams took part 
(11 schools, nearly 140 pupils). This transition requires a strong 
partnership between club(s), school, active schools and the 
Camanachd Association to ensure its success. 

Girl’s shinty continues to develop in an encouraging way. The High 
School Girls league was run again and saw eight teams (80 girls) 
participate in the Finals Day at Lochaber High School. The Donella 
Crawford Tournament was also successfully run at Ardnamurchan High 
School with 12 teams taking part which is an increase of 3 from 2016. 

The Development Team engages with the School Sports Leaders 
programme through Coaching and Refereeing workshops and 
courses. The comprehensive programme of Youth league and cup 
competitions provides the structure for youth involvement and we 
are pleased to report new teams at Dunoon U14 and Strathspey 
U14. This progress has been countered by the loss of Inverness 
U17. It is planned that more structured U14 opportunities will be 
available in the Central region in 2018. 

The youth results and fixtures are published alongside the senior 
game and we continue to promote and market the youth game 
through the social media sites and the youth website. The ability 
to keep all information up-to-date however depends on clubs 

submitting accurate information and scores as soon as possible 
following games. 

71 young players attended the five-day U17 National Player 
Development Camp at Strathallan School in Perthshire from 
the 16th to 20th July. The players had a programme of intensive 
coaching with the focus on the physical, technical, tactical and 
psychological aspects of the game. In conjunction with the Women’s 
Camanachd Association, supported by Marine Harvest, the National 
Development Camp for girls also took place at Strathallan School in 
Perthshire over the weekend of 8th and 9th July. The Camp brought 
together 50 girls of all abilities, backgrounds and ages for two days of 
top level coaching and a 6’s tournament.

The 2017 Scottish U17 District Select Squad travelled to Ireland on 
the 23rd to 26th July for a successful three-day shinty/hurling tour 
while in September, North and South Area Inter-district matches at 
U14 & U17 levels took place. The four North districts were Skye 
& Wester Ross, Lochaber, Inverness and Badenoch and they came 
together at Spean Bridge to contest the Ferguson Transport Shields. 
16 clubs were represented and 72 players participated at each of 
these tournaments which were held on consecutive Sundays. The 
South U14 and U17 squads were selected following a series of trials 
at Inveraray and a 6-a-side competition in Oban. Close to 50 players 
were involved in each age group. The U14 and U17 North v South 
representative matches went ahead on Sunday 1st October at An-
Aird, Fort William, with both matches being won by the North. 
Thanks go to the MacPhee family for supporting the U14 match and 
to Highland Council for supporting the event. 

Finally, it is a requirement of membership that all clubs have an 
identified and appropriately qualified Child Protection Officer. 
The Camanachd Association continues to work with clubs, to ensure 
that all coaches working with children complete the PVG (Protection 
of Vulnerable Groups) disclosure application process as part of the 
ongoing governing body operating requirements.

An “In Safe Hands” workshop was also organised and delivered for 
clubs in Lochaber. The Camanachd Association is one of the pilot 
Scottish Sports Governing Bodies working with Children 1st on 
new guidelines for future implementation. These new guidelines are 
nearing completion and Glengarry and Kingussie were selected as the 
two pilot Shinty Clubs to take part in the programme. The launch of 
the standards for Child Wellbeing and Protection in Sport took place 
on the 6th December 2017.

Youthdevelopment
Throughout the week, the young players 
received specialist training from Camanachd 
Association coaches based around all the key skills 
and tactics of the game. Also on hand was Stuart 
MacLaren, the Head of Youth Development at 
the Scottish Football Association to deliver a 
practical session, as well as an inspiring talk to 
all the players and coaches, and Maria Omma, 
a Strength and Conditioning Coach with the 
Institute of Sport delivered a lecture on, as well 
as leading a practical session on, the importance 
of incorporating Strength and Conditioning 
within individual and club training sessions.

At the conclusion of Thursday’s session a number of 
awards were presented to players who had achieved special 
distinction throughout the course of the week. The award 
winners were: 

From Sunday 16th until Thursday 20th July, 71 of the country’s 
brightest young shinty prospects descended upon Strathallan 
School in Forgandenny, Perthshire for the 2017 National Player 

Development Camp.

Each player, aged between 14 and 17, had been nominated by their 
youth or senior Club to take part in the Camp, designed to offer the 
very best in the technical, tactical, physical and psychological aspects 
of the game.

The seventeenth annual Disability First Shinty Festival took 
place at Aviemore over two days on Thursday 27th & Friday 
28th April 2017. Organised by C.A.’s Regional Development 

Manager, Ronald Ross and sponsored by the Celtic FC Foundation 
(facilitated by Scottish Disability Sport CEO, Gavin Macleod), the 
“Inspiring Sport” programme and the MacPhee Family of Fort 
William, this hugely enjoyable event saw Abercorn School from 
Glasgow emerge as winners for the third time in a row.

In total, seven teams took part. These were drawn from 
five schools including Inverness, Oban, Perth, Glasgow and 
North Ayrshire and the youngsters enjoyed coaching from 
qualified shinty coaches and a series of games throughout two 
action-packed day’s event culminating in the annual tournament 
for the Festival Trophy. The value of the tournament to the 
participants and to the wider shinty world is immense according to 
Camanachd Association Youth Director, Willie MacDonald, who 
attended the event. “This is one of the most rewarding events 
we hold annually as we are bringing together children who don’t 
get many opportunities to compete in shinty. The event grows 
in popularity each year so I hope we build on this success for 
next year”.

The tournament was played on a round robin format with all 7 teams 
playing each other once, with the top two sides making it through 

National Player Development Camp continues to play a vital 
role in nurturing Shinty’s stars of the future

Abercorn School win their third National Disability First 
Shinty Trophy in a row 
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submitting accurate information and scores as soon as possible 
following games. 

71 young players attended the five-day U17 National Player 
Development Camp at Strathallan School in Perthshire from 
the 16th to 20th July. The players had a programme of intensive 
coaching with the focus on the physical, technical, tactical and 
psychological aspects of the game. In conjunction with the Women’s 
Camanachd Association, supported by Marine Harvest, the National 
Development Camp for girls also took place at Strathallan School in 
Perthshire over the weekend of 8th and 9th July. The Camp brought 
together 50 girls of all abilities, backgrounds and ages for two days of 
top level coaching and a 6’s tournament.

The 2017 Scottish U17 District Select Squad travelled to Ireland on 
the 23rd to 26th July for a successful three-day shinty/hurling tour 
while in September, North and South Area Inter-district matches at 
U14 & U17 levels took place. The four North districts were Skye 
& Wester Ross, Lochaber, Inverness and Badenoch and they came 
together at Spean Bridge to contest the Ferguson Transport Shields. 
16 clubs were represented and 72 players participated at each of 
these tournaments which were held on consecutive Sundays. The 
South U14 and U17 squads were selected following a series of trials 
at Inveraray and a 6-a-side competition in Oban. Close to 50 players 
were involved in each age group. The U14 and U17 North v South 
representative matches went ahead on Sunday 1st October at An-
Aird, Fort William, with both matches being won by the North. 
Thanks go to the MacPhee family for supporting the U14 match and 
to Highland Council for supporting the event. 

Finally, it is a requirement of membership that all clubs have an 
identified and appropriately qualified Child Protection Officer. 
The Camanachd Association continues to work with clubs, to ensure 
that all coaches working with children complete the PVG (Protection 
of Vulnerable Groups) disclosure application process as part of the 
ongoing governing body operating requirements.

An “In Safe Hands” workshop was also organised and delivered for 
clubs in Lochaber. The Camanachd Association is one of the pilot 
Scottish Sports Governing Bodies working with Children 1st on 
new guidelines for future implementation. These new guidelines are 
nearing completion and Glengarry and Kingussie were selected as the 
two pilot Shinty Clubs to take part in the programme. The launch of 
the standards for Child Wellbeing and Protection in Sport took place 
on the 6th December 2017.

Throughout the week, the young players 
received specialist training from Camanachd 
Association coaches based around all the key skills 
and tactics of the game. Also on hand was Stuart 
MacLaren, the Head of Youth Development at 
the Scottish Football Association to deliver a 
practical session, as well as an inspiring talk to 
all the players and coaches, and Maria Omma, 
a Strength and Conditioning Coach with the 
Institute of Sport delivered a lecture on, as well 
as leading a practical session on, the importance 
of incorporating Strength and Conditioning 
within individual and club training sessions.

At the conclusion of Thursday’s session a number of 
awards were presented to players who had achieved special 
distinction throughout the course of the week. The award 
winners were: 

Player of the Camp: Roddy Young (Kingussie); 

Most Improved Player: William Boag (Bute); 

Outstanding Performance: Ruaraidh Graham 
(Inveraray);

Fitness Award: Somhairle Fraser (Kingussie).

Camp organiser, Ronald Ross commented: 
“The National Player Development Camp 
has once again proved a great success. Since 
its inception over 20 years ago, the camp 
has helped hundreds of young players from 

across the country to improve all aspects of their game from 
the technical to the physical elements of the sport. The camps 
are also an excellent way for the participants to meet other 
aspiring shinty players and to forge ties and friendships which 
will remain with them throughout the time when they are 
actively participating in the sport and hopefully, beyond”.

Each player, aged between 14 and 17, had been nominated by their 
youth or senior Club to take part in the Camp, designed to offer the 
very best in the technical, tactical, physical and psychological aspects 
of the game.

The seventeenth annual Disability First Shinty Festival took 
place at Aviemore over two days on Thursday 27th & Friday 
28th April 2017. Organised by C.A.’s Regional Development 

Manager, Ronald Ross and sponsored by the Celtic FC Foundation 
(facilitated by Scottish Disability Sport CEO, Gavin Macleod), the 
“Inspiring Sport” programme and the MacPhee Family of Fort 
William, this hugely enjoyable event saw Abercorn School from 
Glasgow emerge as winners for the third time in a row.

In total, seven teams took part. These were drawn from 
five schools including Inverness, Oban, Perth, Glasgow and 
North Ayrshire and the youngsters enjoyed coaching from 
qualified shinty coaches and a series of games throughout two 
action-packed day’s event culminating in the annual tournament 
for the Festival Trophy. The value of the tournament to the 
participants and to the wider shinty world is immense according to 
Camanachd Association Youth Director, Willie MacDonald, who 
attended the event. “This is one of the most rewarding events 
we hold annually as we are bringing together children who don’t 
get many opportunities to compete in shinty. The event grows 
in popularity each year so I hope we build on this success for 
next year”.

The tournament was played on a round robin format with all 7 teams 
playing each other once, with the top two sides making it through 

to the final. The round robin league was extremely competitive 
with some excellent play and great goals scored throughout the 
day. Glasgow’s Abercorn School eventually topped the group on 
maximum points with record holders Drummond clinching second 
place, two points behind. The final, surprisingly was a one sided 
encounter with defending champions Abercorn proving much too 
strong for their Inverness opponents Drummond and the Glasgow 
team eventually ran out convincing winners by 6 goals to nil.

National Player Development Camp continues to play a vital 
role in nurturing Shinty’s stars of the future

Abercorn School win their third National Disability First 
Shinty Trophy in a row 
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Camanachd Association President Jim Barr and Rosemary and 
Arran MacPhee present t-shirts and medals to all the players and 
coaches who participated.
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Skye retain the MacTavish Juvenile Cup 

Skye Camanachd U17 retained the 
MacTavish Juvenile Cup with a fine 3-1 
win over Kingussie U17 at The Bught 

Park, Inverness on Saturday 10 June 2017. 
However, in the opening phase it was Kingussie 
who took the lead when the excellent Dylan 
Borthwick put them ahead just after the half-
hour when his strike from wide on the right 
beat Skye goalkeeper Murphy Henderson. 
Despite efforts by the Skye youngsters to get 
back into the match they were unable to do 
so in the first half and Kingussie held on to 
their lead until the break. 

Matters changed after the restart however 
and a fine Ross Gordon strike in 51 minutes, 
after he’d controlled a Calum Robertson 
pass from the right, brought the Skye 
youngsters level. 

Two further goals for the Islanders, from 
Mark MacQueen on 55 minutes with a 
back-hand strike from the edge of the D and 
Ruaraidh MacLeod on 75 minutes after a 
good solo run finally sealed their win and sent 
the MacTavish Juvenile trophy back over the 
bridge for the second year in succession.

Skye captain Stewart Taylor received the 
trophy from Camanachd Association 
Chieftain Jock Turner, whilst Skye’s James 
Morrison received the Sandy MacKay medal 
for man of the match from Mina MacKay. 

Match Referee was Brian MacKay (Beauly)

Kingussie U17 4 Oban Camanachd U17 4 (AET Kingussie won 1-0 on penalties)

Kingussie U17 won the Marine Harvest 
London Shield, eventually edging out 
Oban Camanachd U17 on penalties 

following their 4-4 draw in what was a thrilling 
encounter at The Dell, Kingussie.

This was Oban Camanachd’s third successive 
London Shield final and they got off to a great 
start in this match, opening up an early two 
goal advantage thanks to strikes from Ross 
Campbell and Lewis Buchanan. A third Oban 
Camanachd goal could have killed Kingussie 
off at this stage but instead it was Roddy Young 
who got his side back into the game before 

the break when he slotted the ball past keeper 
Cameron Sutherland, to make it 2-1.

Ruaridh Anderson brought Kingussie level in 46 
minutes when he scored following a corner. 
Kingussie then took the lead for the first time 
on 67 minutes when a solo effort from Young 
saw him bag his second goal of the game. 
Oban Camanachd fought back however and 
Lennon Campbell equalised on 76 minutes 
when he got in ahead of the Kings defence to 
score and take the tie to extra time.

Kingussie started the better of the two in the 
extra-time period with Ruaridh Anderson putting 

them in front 4-3. With the clock counting 
down, Oban Camanachd pushed players 
forward and with five minutes remaining, they 
were awarded a penalty which Lewis Buchanan 
converted to make the final score 4-4. 

It was then on to penalties with the strike which 
made the difference being Kings’ fifth spot hit 
which Kieran MacPherson converted to give 
Kingussie a 1-0 shoot-out win leaving Kingussie 
captain Ruaridh Anderson to lift the London 
Shield from Iain Johnston from Marine Harvest. 

Match Referee was Deek Cameron 
(Fort William)

Kingussie win a thrilling London Shield Final

Kingussie win the Ken MacMaster Cup 
in thrilling contest with Lochaber

After last year’s disappointment of losing in the final 
to Skye, Kingussie U14 emerged as winners of 
the 2017 Kenneth MacMaster Cup. Played as a 

curtain raiser to the Tulloch Homes Camanachd Cup 
Final, this was an excellent contest between two well 
matched sides and though Kingussie started as pre-match 
favourites they had to fight all the way before eventually 
posting a 6-4 victory in this high scoring final. 

Kingussie took an early initiative with two goals from 
Ewan Baker and Michael Slimon. However Lochaber 
fought back and referee Steven MacLachlan awarded 
them a penalty which Lochaber captain Max Campbell 
converted from the spot to make it 2-1 at the break. Not 
long after the restart Campbell was again on target when 
he broke down the right to score his second and level the 
match. Kingussie regained their lead midway through the 
half with a nice goal from Ali Douglas, but again Lochaber 
countered and drew level through Dillon Brockie. Then 
Lochaber took the lead for the first time in the match 
with an excellent strike from Robbie Rydings.

On Sunday 3rd September 2017 Oban 
Camanachd Under U17 retained the 
MacQuisten Cup at Inveraray’s Winterton pitch 

after a hard fought 3-0 win over Col Glen. The more 
experienced Oban Camanachd side started the match as 
favourites but despite attacking from the off, they found 
that a combination of heavy conditions coupled with 
some wayward shooting meant that most of their attacks 
came to nothing. 

Eventually, it was a speculative effort that broke the 
deadlock when a high floated ball deceived Col Glen 
keeper Scott Symons who unfortunately turned it into 
his own net. Despite their efforts Col Glen managed 
only a few attacks however and when the ball did go 
forward their lack of a physical presence up front allowed 
Camanachd to defend effectively. Indeed Col Glen had 
keeper Symons to thank for keeping the score as tight as 
it was until half time making a number of saves including 
one in particular when he palmed a raking shot from 
Camanachd’s Lewis Buchanan behind for a corner.

Buoyed by their first half performance and urged on from 
the centre-line by Cally McNaughton and the equally 

Lochaber U14 4 Kingussie U14 6 

Oban Camanachd U17 3  
Col Glen U17 0

Oban Camanachd retain U17 MacQuisten Cup

Skye 3 Kingussie 1
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after a hard fought 3-0 win over Col Glen. The more 
experienced Oban Camanachd side started the match as 
favourites but despite attacking from the off, they found 
that a combination of heavy conditions coupled with 
some wayward shooting meant that most of their attacks 
came to nothing. 

Eventually, it was a speculative effort that broke the 
deadlock when a high floated ball deceived Col Glen 
keeper Scott Symons who unfortunately turned it into 
his own net. Despite their efforts Col Glen managed 
only a few attacks however and when the ball did go 
forward their lack of a physical presence up front allowed 
Camanachd to defend effectively. Indeed Col Glen had 
keeper Symons to thank for keeping the score as tight as 
it was until half time making a number of saves including 
one in particular when he palmed a raking shot from 
Camanachd’s Lewis Buchanan behind for a corner.

Buoyed by their first half performance and urged on from 
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Col Glen U17 0

Oban Camanachd retain U17 MacQuisten Cup

Skye 3 Kingussie 1

The final ten minutes of the match 
saw Kingussie score three times to 
seal the victory. The first of these 
goals came from Michael Slimon, 
then Ian Lynch found the net, and 
to complete the scoring Ewan Baker 
fired home a back hand shot from 
the edge of the box. 

Kingussie captain Cameron Leiper was 
presented with the MacMaster Cup by 
David MacMaster, son of the late Ken 
MacMaster of Caberfeidh, in whose 
memory the trophy was originally 
presented. It is worth noting that 
this is only the second occasion that 
Kingussie has won the Ken MacMaster 
Cup and the first time since 1994.

effective Kyle Kerr, Col Glen, managed 
to exert some more pressure on 
Camanachd in the second half but it 
always looked like the red and blacks 
were the favourites to score and 
finally did so when Lennon Campbell 
turned the ball into the Col Glen 
net 10 minutes into the second half. 
Credit to Col Glen, they kept pressing 
but were unable to prevent Blair 

MacFarlane sealing the victory with his 
sides third strike of the afternoon. 

Great credit has to go to both teams for 
producing an exciting and competitive 
match in trying circumstances. Credit 
must also go to referee Des McNulty who 
controlled the match superbly in trying 
conditions and Camanachd Association 
Director Colin Cameron who presented 
the medals and trophy to the winning 
captain Craig Easton.
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Taynuilt come  
out on top
South of Scotland 
Championships 

Tulloch Trophy 

Twenty two teams spread across the 
primary 7 and 5 sections arrived at 
Taynuilt Playing Fields on Sunday 

May 7th to compete in the annual South of 
Scotland Primary School Championships. 

In the P7 section Kilmory and Rockfield 
shared a goalless draw to give each other 
a steady start in the competition while the 
Balla Bears and Rockfield Rockets beat Bute 
and Edinburgh respectively to get off to a 
flyer. With the P7 games being 5 minutes in 
length this ensured that most of the games 
were tight and made for an exciting group. 

The P5’s were equally exciting with some 
high scoring games ensuring there plenty 
of action for the spectators to see. At the 
end of the group stages the four teams 
qualifying from the P7 section were 
Taynuilt, Rothesay, Glasgow Gaels and 
Aberdour respectively. Taynuilt Tigers and 

Inverkeithing qualified from their P5 
section whilst Glen Aray and Dunollie 
qualified from their group.

Possibly the most exciting match of the 
tournament came in the P5 semi-final 
where Inverkeithing came back from two 
goals down to eventually beat Glen Aray 
2 -0 on penalties. Taynuilt continued their 
impressive form and beat Dunollie to 
reach the P5 final where they won the 
trophy for the second year in succession 
eventually beating Inverkeithing in a tight 
match.

In the P7 section both Taynuilt and Rothesay 
won by the same 3 goals to 1 scoreline against 
Glasgow Gaels and Aberdour respectively. 
Eventually Taynuilt beat Bute by two goals to nil 
to make it a double for the Taynuilt youngsters.

This year’s individual winners were 
Ewan Donnan, Glen Aray, who won the 
P5 player of the tournament and Callum 
McMillan, Rothesay, who won the P7 award. 
In addition to this Regan Craig from Bute was 
presented with the Sheena Cameron Memorial 
Shield by Dougie Cameron for his outstanding 
effort and sportsmanship on the day.

The 2017 Tulloch Trophy Final took place at 
a sunny Eilan, Newtonmore on Saturday 
3rd June, with Taynuilt Primaries defeating 

Kingussie Primary by 5 goals to 0.

The final started with chances at both ends but 
it was Taynuilt who stuck first through Innes 
Jackson. The Taynuilt goalkeeper Kai MacKechnie 
then produced an excellent save from Kingussie’s 
Rory Anderson. Taynuilt then scored two more 
goals before half-time with goals from Mathew 
Sloss and Innes Jackson.

The second half followed the same pattern as the 
first with chances at both ends but it was Taynuilt 
who scored again with a well taken goal from 
Mathew Sloss. Taynuilt driven on by the impressive 
Louie MacFarlane then scored their fifth goal of 
the day with the deadly Innes Jackson notching his 
hat-trick and his team’s fifth and final goal.

Camanachd Association Youth Director Willie 
MacDonald presented Taynuilt Primaries captain 
Briana Sloss with the Tulloch Trophy.

Taynuilt 5 Kingussie 0

Double Success for the North in the 
representative matches
North U14 11 South U14 2

The North U14s, coached by 

Kingussie pair Iain Borthwick and 

Dallas Young, were convincing 11-2 

winners over South U14 in their noon throw 

up at An Aird on Sunday 1 October 2017.

Meetings between the North and 
South at U17 level are usually 
keenly contested and this 2.30pm 

throw up at An Aird on Sunday 1 October 
2017 was no exception. In the end a more 
accomplished North side, coached by David 
Pringle (Skye) eventually came out on top by 
three goals to one.

First blood came from Kingussie’s Dylan 
Borthwick who gave the North a 15 minute 
lead with the only goal of the first half. The 

North U17 3 South U17 1
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In the P7 section both Taynuilt and Rothesay 
won by the same 3 goals to 1 scoreline against 
Glasgow Gaels and Aberdour respectively. 
Eventually Taynuilt beat Bute by two goals to nil 
to make it a double for the Taynuilt youngsters.

This year’s individual winners were 
Ewan Donnan, Glen Aray, who won the 
P5 player of the tournament and Callum 
McMillan, Rothesay, who won the P7 award. 
In addition to this Regan Craig from Bute was 
presented with the Sheena Cameron Memorial 
Shield by Dougie Cameron for his outstanding 
effort and sportsmanship on the day.

Taynuilt 5 Kingussie 0

Double Success for the North in the 
representative matches
North U14 11 South U14 2

The North U14s, coached by 

Kingussie pair Iain Borthwick and 

Dallas Young, were convincing 11-2 

winners over South U14 in their noon throw 

up at An Aird on Sunday 1 October 2017.

An early strike by Lochaber’s Max Campbell 

on 10 minutes gave the North the lead with 

a goal from Beauly’s Euan MacCormick 

doubling their advantage midway through 

the first half.

The North then went on to 
dominate winning the game 
the game with something 
to spare to retain the Fraser 
MacPhee Memorial Cup. The 
other North scorers were 
Taylor Matheson (Skye); Declan 
Brannan (Newtonmore); 
Michael Slimmon (Kingussie); 
Ross MacKinnon (Inverness) 
with a brace each.

The young South squad, for 
whom Ross Campbell and 
Gregor MacDonald (both Oban 
Camanachd) got the goals on 
the day were ably led by captain 
Neilly MacNaughton (Dunoon), 
and having battled hard will have 
learned a lot from the game. 
The South were coached by 

Alan MacKechnie (Glenorchy).

After the match the trophy was presented 
to North captain Michael Slimmon by Mrs 
Rosemary MacPhee.

Meetings between the North and 
South at U17 level are usually 
keenly contested and this 2.30pm 

throw up at An Aird on Sunday 1 October 
2017 was no exception. In the end a more 
accomplished North side, coached by David 
Pringle (Skye) eventually came out on top by 
three goals to one.

First blood came from Kingussie’s Dylan 
Borthwick who gave the North a 15 minute 
lead with the only goal of the first half. The 

South squad who were coached by Brian 
MacNaughton (Col Glen/Dunoon) continued 
to battle hard and managed to keep the North 
at bay for the rest of the opening period 
though they rode their luck at times.

Led by captain Daniel MacCuish (Oban 
Camanachd) South increased their efforts after 
the break but failed to score the vital goal that 
might have changed the shape of the game. 
They then paid the price for that failing when 
Skye Camanachd’s Martin Pringle made it 

2-0 in 58 minutes. The game still remained 
competitive however with Fort William’s Victor 
Smith extending the North lead when he 
scored his sides’ third with ten minutes to go 
only for Oban Camanachd’s Lewis Buchanan 
to pull one back just before full time making the 
final score 3-1 in favour of the North.

The North captain Calum MacDougall 
(Kilmallie) was presented with the Cup by 
Camanachd Association Youth Director 
Willie MacDonald.

North U17 3 South U17 1
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Shinty continues to progress in the Central Belt. Rinn na h-Albannaich a’chuis air na 
h-Eirinnich aig Iomain Cholmcille

National Volunteering award for  
Kingussie’s John Robertson

When Tayforth player and PE 
teacher Lee Thompson 
joined the PE department 

at Uddingston Grammar School 
back in 2015, he started up a Shinty 
club within the school. The school 
club started as a lunchtime club with 
only two pupils attending at first, but 
due to Lee’s dedication, persistence, 
and hard work, the club has been 
expanding ever since its inception.

In 2016 the club began to attract 
some female players, as well as the 
already well established boys section, 
and now the extra – curricular club 
has 42 players in total, 14 girls and 28 
boys.

Over the last couple of years the club 
has been playing competitively as 
much as they possibly can. They’ve 
played development leagues, regional 
selection events, University 6’s 
competitions, as well as the usual School 
competitions.

On top of their hectic Shinty schedule 
they have also hosted and travelled to play 
international Shinty/Hurling matches against 
St Judes GAA and Naomh Olaf GAA across 
the Irish Sea in Dublin. They will be returning 
to Ireland in 2018 to play a further three teams 
from Co. Dublin and Meath. The hard work 
of the pupils has also started to gain attention 
from senior clubs, and some of their older 

players have now begun training and playing 
for senior clubs within the Central area.

Looking to the future, the Uddingston 
Club put in place a development strategy. 
They recently supported 18 pupils through 
a Camanachd Association Foundation 
coaching course. Those pupils, along with Mr 
Thompson, are now coaching after school 
Shinty clubs within 3 of the primary schools 
which feed in to their School. Muiredge PS, 
Bothwell PS, and Aitkenhead PS all now have 

after school clubs running, coached by the 
high school pupils, with well over 50 primary 
kids attending and playing regularly.

Beyond that local company Tunnocks have 
kindly backed the club in terms of sponsorship, 
supplying the club with their playing kit, as well 
as helping out with the odd caramel wafer 
as well. Full marks to Lee Thompson for his 
drive, commitment and enthusiasm which has 
brought the club to this point, and will hopefully 
enable it develop further in the future.

At a ceremony in Stirling Court Hotel 
on Wednesday November 8th 2017, 
John Robertson of Kingussie Shinty 

Club had his service to the sport recognised 
when he received the National Volunteer of 
the Year award from Mel Young, Chairman of 
sportscotland. Indeed this was John’s second 
award for the Kingussie committee man had 
picked up a lifetime award for volunteering 
only a few weeks previously at a High Life 
Highland Awards ceremony in Dingwall.

An active member of the club’s committee 
since he stopped playing back in 1989, John 
has dedicated countless hours to developing 
his home club as well as striving to raise the 
overall awareness of the sport of shinty.

Most recently, he has been 
the driving force behind 
the club’s expansion of its 
facility at the Dell sourcing 
over £172,000 from 
various funders to cover 
construction, electricity and 
pitch costs. When completed, 
the development will include 
the introduction of a café, 
toilet facilities, improved car 
parking and a stand area which will make the 
complex one of the most up to date in the 
sport.

For John, typically, the award goes beyond 
the personal. “So many people do so much 
to run all the shinty clubs that it is a privilege 
to even be considered for an award like this. 

It is nice to see Sportscotland recognising 
shinty for a National award and I will accept 
it on behalf of our whole club who work so 
well together. One of the things that make 
shinty so enjoyable is the people you meet. 
The best characters I have ever met are all 
in the sport of shinty.”

Thog Fireannaich na h-Alba Corn Cholmcille le buaidh sgoinneil 
an aghaidh Fir Uladh Disathairne aig Iomain Cholmcille a Deich 
anns a’ Ghearasdan air an 6mh latha den Damhair 2017.

Airson a’ chiad uair riamh, bha am Fèis Iomain airson luchd-labhairt 
na Gàidhlig ga chluich aig a’ Mhòd Nàiseanta Rìoghail agus nochd 
sluagh mòr ann aig Àrd-sgoil Loch Abar, far an robh an fharpais ga 
gluasad nuair a bha An Aird ro fhliuch.

Dh’atharraich seo crùth na farpaise cuideachd, le sgiobaidhean nas 
lugha agus puist camanachd gan cleachdadh seach na puist eadar-
nàiseanta, ach rinn seo an sealladh buileach na b’ fheàrr le geamannan 
beòthail agus làidir air feadh an latha.

Cupa Bhòrd na Gàidhlig
Alba Òg 3 – Gaelcholaiste Dhoire 1

Buannaich Alba Cupa Bhord na Gaidhlig 3-1 an aghaidh Gaelcholaiste 
Dhoire. B’ e seo a’ chiad uair a bha geam den leithid ann, agus le 
Aonghas MacAonghais o Ghlaschu Meadhan Earra-ghaidheal aig an 
stiùir, rinn na h-Albannaich òga a’ chùis air na h-Èirinnich 3-1 le tadhail 
o Jamie MacLeòid agus Iain Mac an t-Sealgair. Thog Jamie MacGillIosa 
an duais ùr Cupa Bhòrd na Gàidhlig, agus tha Iomain Cholmcille a-nise 
a’ coimhead ri sgioba Alba Òg a chumail a’ dol san àm ri teachd.

Shinty/Hurling Exhibition
Alba 5 – Micheál Breathnach 1

Bha cothrom aig sgioba fir na h-Alba beagan ullachadh a dhèanamh le geam 
goirid an aghaidh Cumann Micheál Breathnach. Bha Doneil MacLeòid à 
Inbhir Nis na àrd-choidse air an sgioba, le taic o Sean MacLeòid agus Iain 
Mac na Ceardaich à Leòdhas agus bha e air a dhòigh mar a thug an sgioba 
aige às a chèile fir Chonamara. Bha e cuideachd a’ còrdadh ri muinntir a’ 
Ghearasdain, gur e na balaich às a’ bhaile fhèin, Jack agus Mark Friseal, agus 
Lachlann Seathach a chur ceithir de na còig tadhail a-steach. Fhuair Ally 
MacDonald às an Eilean an còigeamh fear ann am buaidh 5-1.
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Shinty continues to progress in the Central Belt. Rinn na h-Albannaich a’chuis air na 
h-Eirinnich aig Iomain Cholmcille

after school clubs running, coached by the 
high school pupils, with well over 50 primary 
kids attending and playing regularly.

Beyond that local company Tunnocks have 
kindly backed the club in terms of sponsorship, 
supplying the club with their playing kit, as well 
as helping out with the odd caramel wafer 
as well. Full marks to Lee Thompson for his 
drive, commitment and enthusiasm which has 
brought the club to this point, and will hopefully 
enable it develop further in the future.

It is nice to see Sportscotland recognising 
shinty for a National award and I will accept 
it on behalf of our whole club who work so 
well together. One of the things that make 
shinty so enjoyable is the people you meet. 
The best characters I have ever met are all 
in the sport of shinty.”

Thog Fireannaich na h-Alba Corn Cholmcille le buaidh sgoinneil 
an aghaidh Fir Uladh Disathairne aig Iomain Cholmcille a Deich 
anns a’ Ghearasdan air an 6mh latha den Damhair 2017.

Airson a’ chiad uair riamh, bha am Fèis Iomain airson luchd-labhairt 
na Gàidhlig ga chluich aig a’ Mhòd Nàiseanta Rìoghail agus nochd 
sluagh mòr ann aig Àrd-sgoil Loch Abar, far an robh an fharpais ga 
gluasad nuair a bha An Aird ro fhliuch.

Dh’atharraich seo crùth na farpaise cuideachd, le sgiobaidhean nas 
lugha agus puist camanachd gan cleachdadh seach na puist eadar-
nàiseanta, ach rinn seo an sealladh buileach na b’ fheàrr le geamannan 
beòthail agus làidir air feadh an latha.

Cupa Bhòrd na Gàidhlig
Alba Òg 3 – Gaelcholaiste Dhoire 1

Buannaich Alba Cupa Bhord na Gaidhlig 3-1 an aghaidh Gaelcholaiste 
Dhoire. B’ e seo a’ chiad uair a bha geam den leithid ann, agus le 
Aonghas MacAonghais o Ghlaschu Meadhan Earra-ghaidheal aig an 
stiùir, rinn na h-Albannaich òga a’ chùis air na h-Èirinnich 3-1 le tadhail 
o Jamie MacLeòid agus Iain Mac an t-Sealgair. Thog Jamie MacGillIosa 
an duais ùr Cupa Bhòrd na Gàidhlig, agus tha Iomain Cholmcille a-nise 
a’ coimhead ri sgioba Alba Òg a chumail a’ dol san àm ri teachd.

Shinty/Hurling Exhibition
Alba 5 – Micheál Breathnach 1

Bha cothrom aig sgioba fir na h-Alba beagan ullachadh a dhèanamh le geam 
goirid an aghaidh Cumann Micheál Breathnach. Bha Doneil MacLeòid à 
Inbhir Nis na àrd-choidse air an sgioba, le taic o Sean MacLeòid agus Iain 
Mac na Ceardaich à Leòdhas agus bha e air a dhòigh mar a thug an sgioba 
aige às a chèile fir Chonamara. Bha e cuideachd a’ còrdadh ri muinntir a’ 
Ghearasdain, gur e na balaich às a’ bhaile fhèin, Jack agus Mark Friseal, agus 
Lachlann Seathach a chur ceithir de na còig tadhail a-steach. Fhuair Ally 
MacDonald às an Eilean an còigeamh fear ann am buaidh 5-1.

Corn Sgáthaich – Shinty/Camogie
Cois Fharraige 4 – Alba 0

An uairsin, chluich boireannaich na h-Alba an aghaidh Cumann Cois 
Fharraige airson Corn Sgáthaich. Bha na ban-Èireannaich ro làidir 
anns a’ chiad leth agus chaidh iad air adhart 4-0 le tadhail o Tiffany Ní 
Choistealbha, Treasa Ní Chadhain, Sorcha Ní Fhrighil (a fhuair duais 
na sàr-chluicheadair) agus Becky Ní Eallaithe. Anns an dara leth, rinn 
Alba na b’ fheàrr, le Màiri NicDhonnchaidh agus Caitlin NicGilleathain 
a’ dèanamh iomlaid ann am meadhan na pàirce. Is e Claire Delaney a 
fhuair duais mar shàr-chluicheadair na h-Alba.

Corn Cholmcille
Alba 4 – Fir Uladh 0

Anns a’ chuairt dheireannach, bha an cluiche luath agus làidir, ach ged a 
bha làmh an uachdair aig na h-Albannaich, cha b’ urrainn dhaibh am ball 
a chur dhan lìon,ach bha Lachlann Seathach air leth mì-fhortanach le dà 
pheilear a bhuail am post. Anns an dara leth ge-tà, fhuair iad ann an gleus 
agus rinn na bràithrean Frisealach a’ chùis, Jack le dhà agus Mark le aon, le 
tadhal eile o Eòghan Caimbeul on Mhanachainn a’ sgòradh an ceathramh 
tadhail airson buaidh a thoirt do dh’Alba. Thog Greum MacIlleDhuibh an 
cupa airson a’ chiad uair ann an Alba o 2010 le gairdeachas.
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Lochaber High School are 2017 
Donella Crawford Winners

Lochaber High School 
were crowned Donella 
Crawford sixes winners 

at the annual tournament in 
Ardnamurchan on Wednesday 
1st March 2017.

After an exciting day’s shinty, Lochaber beat Portree 1-0 in the final.

The match seemed destined for extra-time but there was last minute 
drama as a Mairi Duncan corner ended up in the net, with a Portree 
defender seeming to get the final touch.

Ballachulish win the National 
U14 Development Trophy

On Saturday 23rd September Ballachulish defeated Oban Lorn 6-2 
in the final of the National U14 Development trophy at Mossfield, 
Oban. 

Both teams had come through their respective area groups, in 
this case as winner and runner-up in the South section then won 
their semi-finals to meet again in the final. Ballachulish entered 
as favourites, having managed to edge out Lorn in their previous 
league encounters. 

The match started well for Ballachulish who enjoyed most of the 
early possession but couldn’t find the net and they were nearly 

made to pay for their carelessness when Oban created, but failed to 
take, the first real chance of the game. 

This fright kick-started the Ballachulish youngsters into action and 
they went three goals to nil up when the prolific Lewis Moran 
netted a hat-trick within eight minutes to give them a strong grip 
on the final. Oban Lorn, however refused to lie down and battled 
back to score twice through Coll MacKay and Duncan MacEwan 
before referee Alec MacVicar blew the half time whistle. After 
the break, however, Ballachulish once again regained the 
upper hand scoring three goals without reply within the first 
six minutes. This time there was to be no way back and though 
Lorn continued to press forward, the Ballachulish defence were 
able to see out the game without further loss.

Kingussie High Win 
MacBean Cup Kingussie U17 Win 2017 

Strathdearn  
Sixes

Kingussie U17 retained 
the Strathdearn Sixes 
at The Bught Park, 

Inverness on Thursday 22nd 
June 2017.

In a round-robin tournament, 
Kingussie won all their league 
matches – beating Caberfeidh, Glenurquhart, Kilmallie, Lovat, Skye 
Camanachd and Strathglass – without conceding a goal.

Kingussie then defeated Lovat 5-0 in the semi-finals before going on 
to beat Skye 2-1 in the final.

Kingussie High School 
won the MacBean Cup 
at An Aird on Wednesday 

3rd May 2017.

Kingussie beat Glenurquhart 
High School in a close final which 
went all the way to penalties to 
decide the winner.

Lochaber 
High win the 
Macpherson Cup 

This year’s competition a triangular 
tournament between Dunoon, 
hosts Kingussie and Lochaber 

took place at the Dell. 

Lochaber and Kingussie opened with 
Lewis Clark giving Lochaber an early lead. 
He then doubled his sides lead before a 
strike by Lachie Shaw made it 3-0 at half-
time. In the second half Clark completed 
his hat-trick to give Lochaber a 4-0 win.

Dunoon making their first appearance in 
the competition for several years faced 
Kingussie and after an evenly contested 
match, the tie ended 1-0 in favour of 
Dunoon who went forward to face 
Lochaber in the final.

In the final, Jamie Duncan, Cameron 
Whyte, Lachie Shaw and Victor Smith 
were all on target to give Lochaber a 
well merited 4-0 victory. After the match, 
referee Alexander Michie presented the 
MacPherson Cup to Lochaber captain, 
Ryan Boyle.
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to beat Skye 2-1 in the final.

Lochaber 
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This year’s competition a triangular 
tournament between Dunoon, 
hosts Kingussie and Lochaber 

took place at the Dell. 

Lochaber and Kingussie opened with 
Lewis Clark giving Lochaber an early lead. 
He then doubled his sides lead before a 
strike by Lachie Shaw made it 3-0 at half-
time. In the second half Clark completed 
his hat-trick to give Lochaber a 4-0 win.

Dunoon making their first appearance in 
the competition for several years faced 
Kingussie and after an evenly contested 
match, the tie ended 1-0 in favour of 
Dunoon who went forward to face 
Lochaber in the final.

In the final, Jamie Duncan, Cameron 
Whyte, Lachie Shaw and Victor Smith 
were all on target to give Lochaber a 
well merited 4-0 victory. After the match, 
referee Alexander Michie presented the 
MacPherson Cup to Lochaber captain, 
Ryan Boyle.

Macaulay Sixes 2017

In a mixture of weather conditions at 
Mossfield Park Oban the Macaulay 
Association held their annual six-a-side 

tournament on Sunday 11th June . A total of 
25 teams took part for the three trophies.

The main event for the Ian Cumming memorial 
trophy for P7 and under was won by Bute who 
defeated Inverlochy by two goals to nil.

The Alastair Campbell Shield for P5 and 
under was won by Inverlochy who defeated 
Taynuilt by two goals to nil.

The Macaulay Development Cup was won by 
Dunollie Dynamos from Park School Oban.

The boy player of the tournament was Robin 
McAlister from Bute. The girl player of the 
tournament was Briana Sloss from Taynuilt.

Courtesy of Artemis the main sponsor each 
team was given a back pack filled with first 
aid essentials.

Youth Shinty 
Cup  
(Gaelic-Medium 
Primary Schools)

The finals of Cupa Iomain na h-Òige – 
Youth Shinty Cup – took place on 
Friday 6th October at An Aird, 

Fort William.

Cupa Iomain na h-Òige is supported by the 
Highland Council and Bòrd na Gàidhlig. Iomain 
Cholmcille presented the Cupa Iomain na 
h-Òige itself to the winners, and the Highland 
Council provided support for a trophy, Duais 
Gàidhlig Iomain na h-Òige – Youth Shinty 
Gaelic Award – which goes to the team most 
committed to using the language at the event, 
as well as special medals which were presented 
to each participant.

Twelve teams from urban and rural schools 
took part ranging from Edinburgh in the east 
to Mallaig on the west coast with teams also 
travelling from Glasgow, Inverness, Dingwall, 
and Lochaber. After a competitive day’s play 
Glasgow Gaelic Primary School were victorious 
in the shinty competition with Portree Primary 
being presented with the Duais Gàidhlig for 
commitment to the language.

Fort William Councillor Allan Henderson 
presented the ‘Duais Gàidhlig Iomain na 
h-Òige’ to Portree Primary and the Shinty 
Cup to Glasgow Gaelic Primary School.

2017 University 
Trophies 

Strathclyde University confirmed their 
student shinty domination by adding the 
Littlejohn Trophy to the Students League 

title in March.

Strathclyde beat Edinburgh University 1-0 in the 
Littlejohn Final with Skye Camanachd’s Will Cowie 
getting the goal midway through the second half.

Edinburgh University won the Women’s Student 
League whilst Robert Gordon University collected 
the McHugh & Porter Trophy.
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1902 and 1903 Camanachd Cup 
Winner’s Medals return from ‘Oz
In February 2014, a Kingussie 

Camanachd Cup winner’s medal 
from 1902 came up for auction in 

Melbourne, Australia. The medal is solid 
gold and is inscribed with ‘D.MacKenzie 
Kingussie team’, on the back. Kingussie’s 
then first team manager, David Anderson, 
was nominated to bid for the medal on 
the On-line Auction site and after a tense 
bidding war he was successful.

After the Kingussie club had purchased 
the medal it was discovered that the 
medal had been presented to Donald 
MacKenzie, one of two brothers in 

the team for the 1902 Final, played at 
Inverness (a 3-1 win over Ballachulish). In 
fact there were four MacKenzie brothers 
playing regularly for Kingussie at that time 
and two of them (Donald and Angus) 
played in the 1902 final.

Years later, one of Donald’s sons, 
Alastair, emigrated to Australia and it is 
assumed his father gave him the medal 
to take with him. In the photograph (left) 
David Anderson and John MacKenzie 
show John’s Grandfather’s 1902 
Camanachd Cup winner’s medal. 

However, the story does not end there for 
in 2017, the grandson of Donald MacKenzie, 
Stuart MacKenzie accompanied by his wife 
Frances travelled to Kingussie from Australia 
bringing with them Donald’s 1903 medal 
which was won after a controversial final 
against Inveraray.

In the photograph (below) he can be seen 
alongside his wife, presenting the medal 
to members of the Kingussie Club Donnie 
Grant and Joe Taylor, with John MacKenzie 
in attendance. Both medals will now 
remain in the safe keeping of Kingussie 
Shinty Club in perpetuity.

Beauly Shinty Club celebrate 
125 years
Season 2017 saw Beauly Shinty 

Club reach a significant milestone 
as the club celebrated its 125th 

anniversary.

The highlight of the celebrations was a 
reception and dance in late August held 
at Braeview Park. The reception was 
preceded by a game against Inveraray and 
in one of the team’s best performances of 
the season they ran out 3-2 winners. 

The 125th reception also saw the 
unveiling of a limited edition Beauly Shinty 
Club 10 Year Old Single Highland Malt 
Whisky by Elgin based whisky specialists, 
Gordon and MacPhail. Stuart Hutton, 
from the Priory Hotel kindly, assisted 
in their production and with the label 

featuring a sketch by renowned author 
and illustrator, Mairi Hedderwick.

The club are looking to finish off their 
125th Anniversary celebrations by publishing a 
book that captures the successes of the last 25 
years and also the memories of some of those 

involved. Written by Club Secretary, Steven 
MacKenzie, the book is called “The Fifth Quarter: 
Beauly Shinty Club 1992 – 2017”. Copies cost 
£10 each and can be ordered by contacting 
Steven on: Mobile: 07968 437655 or by E-mail:  
steven.mackenzie98@aberdeen.ac.uk

Both Scots Student Squads 
pass cross code test in Belfast 
On Friday the 1st December, Scottish Student teams headed to Belfast for their Annual cross code challenge 
matches with Queens University Belfast, once again providing the opposition.

Queens University 13 – 31 Scotland

Despite their relative inexperience, 
there were 13 new caps in the 
19 man squad, Scotland’s men 

took the initiative from the outset, settling 
quickly thanks to an early two points from 
Craig Anderson and a well taken goal from 
Iain Robinson.

After the break, a two pointer from 
Rory MacKeachan settled any second 
half nerves, and the ever impressive 
Robinson notched his second goal 
of the game along with another two 
pointer. 

Ewan Fraser also grabbed himself a 
brace to go with a single point, just 
before a nicely crafted goal from Sandy Elrick. Following on 
from this Daniel Lamont hit the best goal of the match with 
a one handed, overhead, volley finish. Though the game as a 
contest was over with ten minutes left to play, there was still 

Though this game started off at high tempo it was Scotland who 
began the stronger having with the bulk of the pressure in the 
first 15 minutes. Indeed, they were unlucky not to take an 

early lead when a Megan Ralph strike came back off the upright and 
was scrambled away to safety by the Irish defenders.

Queens gradually began to get into the game with some excellent 
soloing and attacks forward but the Scottish defence was solid 
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Stuart MacKenzie accompanied by his wife 
Frances travelled to Kingussie from Australia 
bringing with them Donald’s 1903 medal 
which was won after a controversial final 
against Inveraray.

In the photograph (below) he can be seen 
alongside his wife, presenting the medal 
to members of the Kingussie Club Donnie 
Grant and Joe Taylor, with John MacKenzie 
in attendance. Both medals will now 
remain in the safe keeping of Kingussie 
Shinty Club in perpetuity.

Beauly Shinty Club celebrate 
125 years

involved. Written by Club Secretary, Steven 
MacKenzie, the book is called “The Fifth Quarter: 
Beauly Shinty Club 1992 – 2017”. Copies cost 
£10 each and can be ordered by contacting 
Steven on: Mobile: 07968 437655 or by E-mail:  
steven.mackenzie98@aberdeen.ac.uk

Both Scots Student Squads 
pass cross code test in Belfast 
On Friday the 1st December, Scottish Student teams headed to Belfast for their Annual cross code challenge 
matches with Queens University Belfast, once again providing the opposition.

Queens University 13 – 31 Scotland

Queens University 0 - 3 Scotland

Despite their relative inexperience, 
there were 13 new caps in the 
19 man squad, Scotland’s men 

took the initiative from the outset, settling 
quickly thanks to an early two points from 
Craig Anderson and a well taken goal from 
Iain Robinson.

After the break, a two pointer from 
Rory MacKeachan settled any second 
half nerves, and the ever impressive 
Robinson notched his second goal 
of the game along with another two 
pointer. 

Ewan Fraser also grabbed himself a 
brace to go with a single point, just 
before a nicely crafted goal from Sandy Elrick. Following on 
from this Daniel Lamont hit the best goal of the match with 
a one handed, overhead, volley finish. Though the game as a 
contest was over with ten minutes left to play, there was still 

time for some further points from Duncan Gorman, and a goal 
from Craig Anderson. 

This was an impressive performance all round by the men’s squad, 
with all 19 players getting game time.

throughout. Late on in the first half Scotland perseverance near to 
the Queens goal paid off when once again Megan Ralph scored 
following a Catriona Stark rebound to put the Scots three points up 
with a fine strike which left the Irish keeper stranded.

The second half continued in the same vein with the Scots girls 
exerting considerable pressure on the Queens goal. This pressure 
continued for the majority of the second half but unfortunately, 

though additional chances were created the 
Scottish forwards were just unable to convert 
them. 

With only a minute to go it looked like 
Scotland were going to hold on comfortably 
for the win, which they eventually did, but 
not before an almighty scare right at the death 
when victory was only secured thanks to a last 
minute goal line save from Scotland’s Taryn 
Neilson. Fortunately the final whistle came 
shortly after and Scotland had come away 
with the win though at the end it had been 
too close for comfort. A mention has to go to 
player of the match, Rona Stewart who was 
unstoppable in her centre midfield role and 
had an outstanding match from start to finish.

Though this game started off at high tempo it was Scotland who 
began the stronger having with the bulk of the pressure in the 
first 15 minutes. Indeed, they were unlucky not to take an 

early lead when a Megan Ralph strike came back off the upright and 
was scrambled away to safety by the Irish defenders.

Queens gradually began to get into the game with some excellent 
soloing and attacks forward but the Scottish defence was solid 
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Hugh Dan MacLennan

September’s 2017 Tulloch Homes 
Camanachd Cup Final marked 80 years 
of live BBC radio transmissions from 

Camanachd Cup Finals as well as being the 
80th anniversary of the opening of the “new” 
stand at the Bught Park, which had been 
handed over by Inverness farmer William 
McBean primarily for the sport of shinty. 
This 1937 match – between Newtonmore 
and Oban Camanachd-was also the first 
shinty match where teams used numbers 
on players’ backs. These were required 
for the practical reason of 
helping the commentators 
to identify them.

The lead commentator on 
that first ever live radio 
broadcast of the Camanachd 
Final in 1937 was Roderick 
MacSwan Boyd. He was of 
course very familiar with the 
game having played with 
some distinction alongside 
his brothers in Portree 
for Skye Camanachd. Like 
many others, Boyd left the 
island to go to Glasgow, 
where he found a vibrant 
Highland and Gaelic scene, 
populated by many of his 

island friends and others he would have 
been familiar with and whilst there he 
played for Glasgow University where he 
had enrolled as a student of English and 
Latin with a view to eventually becoming 
a minister, a vocation which he was not to 
achieve until well into the next decade.

Boyd’s skill with the caman led to his 
selection for a Scottish select which 
took on an Irish team at Parkhead in 
Glasgow, in a game famously captured 

on film and started by one Peggy O’Neil. 
Unfortunately for Boyd, however, 
post 1921 Ireland was deemed “too 
dangerous” and family considerations did 
not permit him to travel for the return leg 
which was part of the famous Tailteann 
Games held in Dublin in 1924 as the 
newly formed Irish state tried to find its 
feet and stamp its sporting credentials on 
an unsuspecting world. 

Boyd had a fascinating history in a really 
interesting period when 
Gaelic, and indeed Scottish 
broadcasting were in their 
earliest days. A Gaelic 
speaker who went on to do 
radio services, he eventually 
ended up playing shinty for 
Aberdeen University and 
it was at this point when 
already serving as a minister 
in Alness in Easter Ross that 
he was taken on board the 
BBC by recently appointed 
producer Hugh MacPhee 
of Ballachulish, and 
thereby became involved 
in the ground-breaking 
transmission of 1937.

80 years of shinty’s 
“Running Commentaries” 
on the BBC

The Camanachd Association would like to thank all those who 
contributed the articles and photographs to the production 
of this edition of the Shinty Year Book. 

Special thanks to Alasdair Bruce @ skyecamanachd.com for 
providing a range of copy and to the editor of The National, 
the Oban Times and the Strathspey & Badenoch Herald. 
Further copy and help with the production of the Year Book 
was also provided by the C.A. staff especially Operations 
Manager Astie Cameron. Fraser Mackenzie wrote the bulk 
of the articles in Shinty Year Book 2017 but copy was also 

provided by David Calder, Stuart Reid, Paul MacArthur, 
Katy Drain, Eoghan Stewart, Hugh Dan MacLennan, 
Michael Bentley and Craig-Lee Holt. Neil Paterson took 
the bulk of the photographs but thanks must also go to 
Willie Urquhart, Iain Ferguson, John Paul, Stephen Lawson, 
Gavin Hart, Katy Drain, Michael Bentley, Lindsay Bradley, 
Domhnall Eoghainn MacFhionguin, & Aishling Nic an Mhaistir 
who also provided pictures. The Shinty Year Book was edited 
by Fraser Mackenzie with the advertising sales and page design 
being undertaken by Scottish Provincial Press.

Thanks and Acknowledgements

Shinty News from England

2016-17 saw the South West Shinty 
League expand into Devon creating 
the tightest contest imaginable 

amongst the five teams. With the new 
Devon side ably skippered by former 
Aberdeen Uni and current ESA Captain 
James Hopkinson and the neighbouring 
parish sides Mabe and Constantine in hot 
contention, it was always going to be a tight 
competition. All five teams remained in 
contention with just two weeks to go but 
eventually Mabe were able to retain the 
Hanaf Kernow trophy after a thrilling finale. 

The senior competition kicked off in March 
with the English Shinty Championships 
held in Bristol where once again Cornwall 
retained the Championship via penalties. 

There was strong ESA representation at 
the St Andrews Sixes with Oxford making 
the Semi-finals and Cornwall continuing 
their fine form, pushing Aberdour close in 
the final. London eventually found their feet 
in June at the Oxfordshire Sixes with their 
two teams making the final an all capital 
affair. London’s dominance would continue 
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provided by David Calder, Stuart Reid, Paul MacArthur, 
Katy Drain, Eoghan Stewart, Hugh Dan MacLennan, 
Michael Bentley and Craig-Lee Holt. Neil Paterson took 
the bulk of the photographs but thanks must also go to 
Willie Urquhart, Iain Ferguson, John Paul, Stephen Lawson, 
Gavin Hart, Katy Drain, Michael Bentley, Lindsay Bradley, 
Domhnall Eoghainn MacFhionguin, & Aishling Nic an Mhaistir 
who also provided pictures. The Shinty Year Book was edited 
by Fraser Mackenzie with the advertising sales and page design 
being undertaken by Scottish Provincial Press.

Thanks and Acknowledgements

Shinty News from England
Craig Lee-Holt

2016-17 saw the South West Shinty 
League expand into Devon creating 
the tightest contest imaginable 

amongst the five teams. With the new 
Devon side ably skippered by former 
Aberdeen Uni and current ESA Captain 
James Hopkinson and the neighbouring 
parish sides Mabe and Constantine in hot 
contention, it was always going to be a tight 
competition. All five teams remained in 
contention with just two weeks to go but 
eventually Mabe were able to retain the 
Hanaf Kernow trophy after a thrilling finale. 

The senior competition kicked off in March 
with the English Shinty Championships 
held in Bristol where once again Cornwall 
retained the Championship via penalties. 

There was strong ESA representation at 
the St Andrews Sixes with Oxford making 
the Semi-finals and Cornwall continuing 
their fine form, pushing Aberdour close in 
the final. London eventually found their feet 
in June at the Oxfordshire Sixes with their 
two teams making the final an all capital 
affair. London’s dominance would continue 

through the London Shinty 
Festival where they took the 
title by beating Oxford 2-0 in 
a penalty shoot-out after the 
final ended 1-1. 

Last year ESA held their first 
ever Eastern Tri-Series however 
this year this competition was 
replaced by a series between 
Oxford and London. Each 
team picked up victories in the 

first half of the year before a dramatic 4-4 
draw in London in the summer caused the 
capitalists cause for concern; however, they 
eventually took the series with a 7-3 victory 
in Oxford in November.

Players from the English teams compete in 
CA competitions as the ESA. In February, 
ESA sent to a team to the Dropkicks sixes 
in Musselburgh. They put in a good showing 
but failed to get out of the group stage.

In April ESA ran out winners (7-1) against 
St Andrews University in a warm up for 
the Bullough Cup. This year’s first round 
took place in May and saw ESA travel to 
Tighnabruaich to play Kyles 2nds. ESA 
managed to keep the score at 1-0 until the 
43rd minute when Kyles scored a second 
just before half time. Eventually the match 
finished 7-0 however without Man of the 
Match goalie Amayas Varcoe it could have 
been a lot more.

2017 also saw the return of the ESA summer 
tour. The tour started off in shinty’s heartland 

against Kingussie as legends from the 90’s 
humbled us on the pitch and played fantastic 
hosts off the pitch. The squad then competed 
in the Inverness Sixes alongside a Cornwall 
team where both sides reached the Semi Finals 
of the Rosedean Shield. From here the squad 
travelled to play both Lewis and Skye. The final 
game of the tour saw ESA play GMA. Despite 
losing all the games on the tour, the experience 
was fantastic and the players learnt a lot. 

In Ladies’ shinty in England, London continue 
to dominate the tournaments and remained 
undefeated this season. Cornwall also hosted 
a Ladies development tournament in May 
where St Andrews travelled south, and 
Camogie players travelled east from Ireland to 
play matches in celebration of Ladies Shinty. 

In April the Ladies competed in their first 
ever WCA Challenge Cup match where they 
were narrowly defeated 2-1 on penalties by 
Cowal & Bute Ladies after the match ended 
3-3 after extra time. 

It was an historic year for ESA off the pitch 
as well after the club gained its first ever 
principal shirt sponsor, Abbot Risk Consulting 
(ARC) with new strips debuting next year. 

Next year the club looks forward to its 5th 
Anniversary. To celebrate, the club are 
looking to play their first ever home game. 
If you are interested, please contact the 
secretaryenglishshintyassociation@mail.com

For more information visit: Englishshinty.com 
or English Shinty Association on Facebook.
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Shinty in America 
Every year we are setting records in 

the US, at least that is how we like to 
see it. While not yet celebrating 125th 

anniversaries or even centenaries, every 
year we get more players involved in shinty, 
and more folks exposed to the sport as 
spectators. In a country and culture without 
the shinty tradition, this is how we hope to 
build the kind of interest and infrastructure 
that will support continued growth of shinty 
in the years ahead.

Our first new record was set on January 1st 
when Northern California Camanachd (NCC) 
played its 10th consecutive New Year’s Day 
match on the sands of Half Moon Bay. More 
than 80 players have participated in the New 
Year’s Day game over those 10 years, and 
2017 saw the largest turnout for the event to 
date. Add to this the hundreds of spectators 
introduced to shinty’s most traditional game 
simply by going for a stroll on the beach, and 
you have a success!

Part of the challenge of spreading shinty in the US 
is finding the right events that will bring people 
out and introduce them to the sport, and to 
our community. Gatherings like the New Year’s 
beach matches, while not the best venue for 
teaching fine skills are perfect for garnering some 
attention and engaging with club members and 
their families. We are also developing different 
approaches for different areas, whether it is 
helping to provide equipment and coaching 

Michael Ross Bentley
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than 80 players have participated in the New 
Year’s Day game over those 10 years, and 
2017 saw the largest turnout for the event to 
date. Add to this the hundreds of spectators 
introduced to shinty’s most traditional game 
simply by going for a stroll on the beach, and 
you have a success!

Part of the challenge of spreading shinty in the US 
is finding the right events that will bring people 
out and introduce them to the sport, and to 
our community. Gatherings like the New Year’s 
beach matches, while not the best venue for 
teaching fine skills are perfect for garnering some 
attention and engaging with club members and 
their families. We are also developing different 
approaches for different areas, whether it is 
helping to provide equipment and coaching 

materials for a teacher in Oklahoma, or shipping 
camans to Colorado and Florida for use at 
Highland Games and other such events.

In California, our biggest public event of 
the year is the Pleasanton Scottish Games 
and Gathering, which takes on place the 
first weekend in September. This Highland 
Games welcomed nearly 50,000 attendees 
for its centenary in 2015. 2017 was the 
10th year of tournament shinty at this event, 
and in keeping with our theme of breaking 
records, became NCC’s longest running 
competitive fixture. 

The weekend itself presented some serious 
challenges to the club, as temperatures were 
also breaking records. The mercury reached 
45C at game time on Saturday, and this on top 
of poor air quality caused by Northern California 
wildfires, caused grave concerns for the health 
of the participants. These challenges brought 
out the best in the California shinty community, 
and everyone came together to allow our 
event to go forward. Some brought extra shade 
tents, others electrolyte powder and ice packs. 
The Games Committee provided additional 
water, and the club leadership reconfigured 
the format into a two-team, rolling sub match 

(instead of the usual round 
robin tournament), with shorter 
periods and longer breaks. In 
the end the participants were 
able to enjoy their shinty, and the 
weekend finished without any 
serious injuries or heat issues. 

In so many ways the experience 
of NCC and Central California 
Camanachd Club at the 
Pleasanton Games exemplifies 
the biggest success for US shinty 
to date. While not the largest 
tournament or best attended 
match, the fact that so many 
people were committed to 
making the event happen in the 
face of extreme challenges shows 
a strong community spirit, and 
without a strong community no 
sport can thrive, either in the US 
or in Scotland.

Michael Ross Bentley
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It is a key part of a Club’s duty of care to 
have an appropriately trained First Aider 
with each team, plus a fully stocked first aid 

kit. A range of local first aid courses delivered 
by Local Authorities and other partners are 
regularly promoted to Members via the CA 
website, Facebook & Twitter. 

Heartstart Camanachd, in association with 
Lucky2Bhere, are continuing the quest to see 
every shinty club in Scotland in possession of 
a Defibrillator along with personnel trained 
in its use.

There is a growing list of shinty clubs who 
have received defibrillators and associated 
Emergency Life Saving training: Aberdeen 
University – Beauly – Fort William (2) – 
Glenurquhart – Kingussie – Newtonmore – 
Lochaber – Lovat – Skye (2) – Strathglass – 
Kincraig – Kinlochshiel – Dunadd 
(Defibrillator TBA) – Bute – Taynuilt – 
Carrbridge/Strathspey.

We encourage all remaining clubs to consider 
the benefits to their club and community 
of having some defibrillators and trained 

personnel. We would also remind all clubs 
that have undergone training and have a 
defibrillator, to ensure they have a designated 
person responsible for Medical matters and 
that they are checking the equipment and 
requirements for new or update training on 
a regular basis and keeping the Camanachd 
Association and Lucky2Bhere up to date. 

Please contact National Development 
Manager Graham Cormack graham.
cormack@shinty.com 07894 533538 for 
further information or to register interest. 

Coach Education continues to 
be a focus for the Association in 
its drive to progress the sport

Looking after players medical welfare 
a key part of Club’s responsibility

The Camanachd Association continues 
to support the recruitment and 
development of coaches at all levels 

throughout the sport. To do this we work 
with member Clubs and Associations, 
sportscotland, sportscoachUK, Scottish 
Qualification Authority (SQA), Skills 
Development Scotland and Local Authorities. 
All such activity is driven by the Association’s 
annual Coaching Action Plan and guided by 
the Strategic Plan for Shinty 2015 – 2017. 

We are proud to report that our United 
Kingdom Coaching Certificate (UKCC) Level 

1 & Level 2 courses have been re-accredited 
for a further three years 2017-2020. This 
endorsement by UKcoaching guarantees 
that Camanachd Association courses are 
on a par with those delivered by any other 
sport in the UK. The resource materials are 
highly commended by UKcoaching and the 
Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA). We 
also have now available a pilot UKCC Level 
2 course which includes an on-line pre-
course element that allows a reduction in 
the on-course time commitment required. 

Two UKCC Level 1 Courses have been 
delivered in 2017 
to 21 candidates. 
Sixteen Foundation 
coaching courses 
were held in 2017, 
reaching 112 
coaches across the 
country of which 43 
were female and 69 
male.

A series of 16 
Continuous Personal 
Development (CPD) 
workshops on the 

Core Skills of Shinty were promoted and 
delivered in partnership with the Woman’s 
Camanachd Association during 2017. A 
range of additional development workshops 
provided by other partners, e.g. First Aid, 
Child Protection and Funding, were also 
promoted throughout the year. 

The CA series of compilation videos 
continues to be extended with new 
examples, including videos on rules of 
the game, produced and uploaded to the 
Camanachd Association Coaching YouTube 
channel. 

The Association is extremely grateful for 
the support of the 12 volunteer Coach 
Educators who support CA staff in the 
delivery of coach training packages across the 
country. Finally, the ongoing development of 
the coaching database continues to improve 
communication with and between coaches. 
This provides an important vehicle for the 
Association to target training opportunities at 
relevant individuals. The CA encourages all 
clubs and schools to support their coaches 
in their continued development. Quality 
coaching will increase participation and 
improve performance across the sport.

   Many properties achieve over 48 
bookings each year

   Personal service from a letting expert 
based in your area

   36 million website visits each year

   Trusted by thousands of cottage owners 
for 35 years

   Free property listing on over 700 partner 
websites including Booking.com

cottages.com is proud to be the title sponsor of this year’s MacTavish Cup!

Unlock the potential of your holiday home

Call 0345 268 8591  
cottages.com/let-your-property

CDC - Shinty Ad - A4.indd   1 21/02/2018   14:57
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The Strategic Plan for 
Shinty 2018-2022
Following a robust consultation period, the Strategic 

Plan for shinty has been evolved from the feedback 
of club committees, players, coaches, Associations and 

staff and has been presented to the Board of the Camanachd 
Association for approval.

This is a strategic plan for shinty to aid clubs, associations 
and members as we all aspire to sustain shinty as a vibrant 
and integral part of Scottish life. 

Our Vision – To protect and enhance shinty’s 
position in the landscape of Scottish sport and sustain shinty 
as a vibrant and integral part of Scottish life.

Our Mission – Provide the greatest amateur sport 
experience for players, officials, coaches, volunteers and 
supporters.

Shinty’s 8 Priorities for 2018-2022 are: 

To develop well organised clubs and 
associations – these will use good decision making, 
effective stewardship and a planned approach to continuous 
development.

Growth and membership retention – 
Engage the largest possible audience in shinty through 
focused interventions that support sustained participation 
and planned growth.

Coaching, Officiating and Volunteering –  
Enhance our coach, official and volunteer resources and 
develop them from good to great.

Club Culture – We will deliver a more vibrant, 
welcoming and character building environment that nurtures 
a values based development of the game.

Profile – You will see and hear about a range of 
opportunities in shinty and be inspired by the skill and 
athleticism required to be successful in Shinty. 

Collaboration – We will work in partnership with 
clubs and associated partners that share our values and 
vision for shinty.

Competitions – Prepare, administer and review 
competition calendar to provide regular opportunities to 
participate at all ages and stages.

Pitches and Facilities – Work in partnership 
to address the growing demand for shinty facilities.

In bringing these priorities to 
fruition we will always maintain our 
core values.

Respect, Responsibility, Community 
and Continuous Improvement. While 
our vision provides our ultimate direction and our mission 
expresses how we will achieve our vision, our values guide 
our behavior and define how we do things in shinty.

Active Scotland Outcomes
In the creation of this plan the Camanachd Association 
recognises the important role that shinty plays to the 
broader outcomes for an Active Scotland and we are 
committed to maximising opportunities to improve health 
and wellbeing. 

Raising the bar
Our strategy emphasises the merits of sporting inclusion 
and strategies to overcome exclusion in rural and urban 
communities. We have identified how we can work with 
sportscotland and other national agencies to overcome 
these barriers, and encourage greater participation in 

shinty in both town and country.

Shinty’s role in the community
Shinty enriches the communities in which it is played by 
fostering a greater sense of identity and pride as well as 
directly encouraging skill and athleticism. As an amateur 
sport shinty’s success is largely dependant on volunteers 
and we must not underestimate the role volunteering plays 
in strengthening communities and contributing greatly to 

social inclusion.

Shinty and its connection to Gaelic
Shinty is a valuable tool in the expansion of Gaelic 
education. The natural combination of Gaelic and shinty 
brings a richness of identity and culture to the language, 
the sport and the participants. 

The strategic Plan for Shinty 2018-2022 can be found 
from February 2018 on www.shinty.com

‘Shinty Memories’ 

project  
expands 
northwards
A briefing meeting was held at 

Caberfeidh’s club base in Strathpeffer 
on Wednesday September 20th 

2017 to allow interested clubs to find out 
more about the benefits of setting up shinty 
memories groups in their communities.

The Camanachd Association and Alzheimer 
Scotland are collaborating on a project 
which will see the sport’s archives and other 
resources used to help people with dementia 
or who are living with other circumstances 
requiring support.

The late Dougie Mackintosh first 
joined the Executive Council of 
the Camanachd Association in the 

1970s. He served in this capacity for more 
than 30 years and in doing so became a 
central figure in what was arguably the 
most significant period in the sport in the 
20th century.

A member of the newly-founded Shinty 
Yearbook committee in the early 1970s he was 
closely involved in every key development of 
the time, some truly ground-breaking such as 
the Shinty Forum (1974) and the initial forays 
into major sponsorship deals particularly 
with the Glenmorangie Whisky Company. 
He was also the Founding President of the 
Camanachd Referees’ Association in 1974, 
serving as Referees’ Convener after 1981 
and then as President of the Camanachd 
Association from 1985 to 1990. He was 
thereafter Vice-Chief and in 2000 became 

How Dougie Mackintosh and the 
Pioneers of the 70s helped shape 
the modern game of shinty
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Shinty is a valuable tool in the expansion of Gaelic 
education. The natural combination of Gaelic and shinty 
brings a richness of identity and culture to the language, 
the sport and the participants. 

The strategic Plan for Shinty 2018-2022 can be found 
from February 2018 on www.shinty.com

‘Shinty Memories’ 

project  
expands 
northwards
A briefing meeting was held at 

Caberfeidh’s club base in Strathpeffer 
on Wednesday September 20th 

2017 to allow interested clubs to find out 
more about the benefits of setting up shinty 
memories groups in their communities.

The Camanachd Association and Alzheimer 
Scotland are collaborating on a project 
which will see the sport’s archives and other 
resources used to help people with dementia 
or who are living with other circumstances 
requiring support.

Memories Shinty Club, which has its own 
Facebook and Twitter presence, has already 
been established. Modelled on Alzheimer 
Scotland’s successful Football Memories 
project, which has proved to be very 
successful as a therapeutic intervention, the 
plan to create sets of resources to be used 
to help people with dementia improve their 
recall, communication skills, and boost self-
esteem and confidence is well under way. 
The project team will offer training to support 
groups.

Based at Hampden Park in Glasgow and 
managed by the Sports Heritage Scotland 

group, of which the Camanachd Association is 
a member, the project is currently preparing 
a series of 100 cards containing information 
about players, venues, trophies and teams. The 
project team will develop further resources as 
the project develops and will be supported to 
produce Gaelic versions as well.

Michael White, who is leading the project, 
was present at the briefing and he was 
accompanied by sports historian Dr Hugh Dan 
MacLennan who is the Resource Manager for 
the project and working with the Camanachd 
Association to establish a National Archive for 
Shinty.

The late Dougie Mackintosh first 
joined the Executive Council of 
the Camanachd Association in the 

1970s. He served in this capacity for more 
than 30 years and in doing so became a 
central figure in what was arguably the 
most significant period in the sport in the 
20th century.

A member of the newly-founded Shinty 
Yearbook committee in the early 1970s he was 
closely involved in every key development of 
the time, some truly ground-breaking such as 
the Shinty Forum (1974) and the initial forays 
into major sponsorship deals particularly 
with the Glenmorangie Whisky Company. 
He was also the Founding President of the 
Camanachd Referees’ Association in 1974, 
serving as Referees’ Convener after 1981 
and then as President of the Camanachd 
Association from 1985 to 1990. He was 
thereafter Vice-Chief and in 2000 became 

the Chieftain of the Association, the true 
‘elder statesman’ of the game. 

Dougie played an influential part in 
developing this sporting and cultural 
relationship with the G.A.A in Ireland, often 
against ingrained traditional prejudice and 
gained warm notice in the Irish national 
press when, at the height of the Troubles in 
the North, he took the Newtonmore team 
in 1972 to Dublin to play against Na Fianna, 
an ‘all-stars’ Ireland side.

As President of the Camanachd Association, 
he shared the notable responsibility of 
establishing since 1988 the current series 
of International engagements in which 
Scotland has been successful against all the 
expected odds. His period in the office of 
President also covered an important time of 
reorganization, including the appointment 

of Alistair MacIntyre as the sports first 
professional executive officer.

Douglas MacKintosh received the MBE in 
the Queen’s Birthday Honours List in 2000 
for his services to shinty and, appropriately in 
November 2001 when he attended the Palace, 
he was the longest-serving member of the ruling 
body’s Executive Council at the time. 
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Referee recruitment and training 
remains a key priority for the CA

As in recent years, the recruitment and development of match 
officials at senior level remains a critical issue and is identified as a 
priority concern for the sport in both the current and new Strategic 

Plans for Shinty. 

Although some progress has been made, the Association recognises 
that the situation remains fragile and requires the proactive support of all 
Member clubs and associations to help increase and develop the number 
of officials regularly active within the game. 

The Match Officials Pathway has been developed further and is available on 
the CA website https://www.shinty.com/mens/officiating/oppurtunities 

During 2017, a total of 34 referees were allocated to Senior games, the 
same as in 2016. Three new referees were introduced at senior level 
during 2017. The new Youth/University/ WCA Referee course, which 
was introduced by the Development Team in 2016 to encourage people 
to become involved in refereeing, has been a significant success in engaging 
participants with 121 people have completed the new course so far.

A key focus in the new strategic plan for shinty is progression and this is 
something we aim to encourage for all new officials starting their journey 
as a referee or goal judge. Eight Area and one National Development 
Workshops for Match Officials & Assessors were delivered during 2017. 
Example video clips are available on the CA YouTube channels (Main & 
Coaching) to encourage understanding of the Rules and the decision-

Wendy Chamberlain  
joins 
Camanachd 
Association 
Board
The election of Wendy Chamberlain at the 2017 AGM as 

the first woman to serve on the board of the Camanachd 
Association underlines just how the traditional sport continues 

to move with the times. 

Currently a Capability Manager for Diageo, Wendy has always been close 
to the game through her family ties with Tighnabruaich. Her father Billy 
Paterson was a member of the successful Kyles Athletic team of the 1970s, 
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while her grandfather Celly Paterson also 
a Kyles Player went on to be Chieftain of 
the Camanachd Association.

A latecomer to the playing side of the sport, 
she made her debut in 2017 at the age 
of 40 in the colours of Aberdour, Wendy 
turned out for what is effectively the Fife-
based club’s mothers and daughters’ 
development team, specially formed to ensure they can maintain a fixture 
list for players in their teens, that difficult age when too many youngsters, 
girls in particular, tend to drop out of sport in general.

“One of the things I’ve been asked to help with is around the development 
of diversity and inclusion strategies,” she explained. “I want us to be diverse 
in more ways than just gender though. Diversity is about much more than 
gender. The social inclusion aspect is very important.”

Also joining the Camanachd board this year was Colin Cameron, a 
newspaper editor in Argyll with a rich family tradition in shinty. Colin joined 
the senior ranks at Strachur at a young age and was a member of the 
successful Strachur team that reached the Camanachd Cup and Macaulay 
Cup finals as well as a number of Celtic Society Cup finals in the 1980s. 
Upon joining the Camanachd Association Colin stated his desire to support 
communities and clubs faced with falling school rolls, an ageing demographic 
and economic austerity to ensure that shinty continues to flourish.
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that the situation remains fragile and requires the proactive support of all 
Member clubs and associations to help increase and develop the number 
of officials regularly active within the game. 

The Match Officials Pathway has been developed further and is available on 
the CA website https://www.shinty.com/mens/officiating/oppurtunities 

During 2017, a total of 34 referees were allocated to Senior games, the 
same as in 2016. Three new referees were introduced at senior level 
during 2017. The new Youth/University/ WCA Referee course, which 
was introduced by the Development Team in 2016 to encourage people 
to become involved in refereeing, has been a significant success in engaging 
participants with 121 people have completed the new course so far.

A key focus in the new strategic plan for shinty is progression and this is 
something we aim to encourage for all new officials starting their journey 
as a referee or goal judge. Eight Area and one National Development 
Workshops for Match Officials & Assessors were delivered during 2017. 
Example video clips are available on the CA YouTube channels (Main & 
Coaching) to encourage understanding of the Rules and the decision-

making challenges Referees encounter. These include: kicks, players on 
the ground, one handed play, free hits, pushing, fouls and dangerous play. 
Further clips are in production at this time for inclusion.

Presentation to Balliemore Cup sponsor 
Lord Smith of Kelvin
Lord Robert Smith of Kelvin, former SSE Chairman and personal sponsor 
of the Balliemore cup for 21 year was presented with a silver mounted 
caman by outgoing President of the C.A. Jim Barr for his personal 
contribution to the sport. Lord Smith is better known to the wider 
Scottish public as the author of 
the Smith Commission report 
into the future governance 
of Scotland following upon 
the Referendum on Scottish 
Independence which took place 
in September 2014.

Here he walks across the pitch at 
Taynuilt, prior to The Balliemore 
Cup Final in 2014, along with 
his brother-in law, Camanachd 
Association Chieftain Jock Turner 
of Kyles Athletic.

Wendy Chamberlain  
joins 
Camanachd 
Association 
Board
The election of Wendy Chamberlain at the 2017 AGM as 

the first woman to serve on the board of the Camanachd 
Association underlines just how the traditional sport continues 

to move with the times. 

Currently a Capability Manager for Diageo, Wendy has always been close 
to the game through her family ties with Tighnabruaich. Her father Billy 
Paterson was a member of the successful Kyles Athletic team of the 1970s, 
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Last year the SYB reported on the initial 
stages of major ground developments at 
Kingussie, Kinlochshiel, Newtonmore 

and Lovat. This year these projects continue 
into their latter stages with the notable 
addition of Kyles Athletic Shinty Club which 
has committed to spend a sum approaching 
£20,000 from its own resources on 
improving the drainage of their Tighnabruaich 
pitch which will hopefully benefit not only 
the club but the wider community for years 
to come.

Lovat take their Pavilion 
fundraising challenge to 
the next stage
Having a secured an anonymous donation of 
£100,000, Lovat Shinty Club have continued 
their fundraising drive into 2017 to enable 
work to start on a new sports pavilion at 
Balgate Park. The new building will not only 
house male and female changing rooms but 
is also intended for regular use by the wider 
community with the facility incorporating 
treatment rooms suitable for physiotherapists 
and NHS staff as well as social areas available 
for hire to the local school and other local 
groups.

One of the main planks of the Kiltarlity Clubs 
fundraising activities during the summer of 
2017 was a 400 mile fund-raising cycle around 
all 10 Marine Harvest Premiership shinty clubs 
which raised a total of £14,000. The fund-
raising effort smashed an original £10,000 
target with two great causes due to benefit 
as the proceeds were split equally between 
the Lovat Shinty Club New Community 

Clubhouse Fund and Highland Hospice. 
Lovat cyclists and first team players Stuart 
MacDonald, Drew Howie, Daniel Grieve, 
Callum Cruden, Greg Matheson and first 
team manager Fraser Gallacher began the 
journey, which in total involved a 16,000ft 
climb, at Glasgow Mid Argyll’s Yoker pitch at 
the end of July 2017 from there, the players 
made their way to Oban Camanachd’s 
Mossfield Stadium via a stop-off at Kyles 
Athletic’s Tighnabruaich ground. The 
following day, the group headed up the A82 
to visit Kilmallie at The Canal Parks before 
branching off to Lochaber’s Spean Bridge 
ground and then finishing the day at The Eilan, 
Newtonmore and Kingussie’s The Dell. The 
team then journeyed west to Kinlochshiel’s 
Kirkton home before setting off the following 
morning to Glenurquhart’s Blairbeg pitch at 
Drumnadrochit. The players held a penalty 
shoot-out at each pitch, the 
majority of which they claim to 
have won!

The lads then continued on over 
the hill from Drumnadrochit to 
complete the challenge on their 
home turf at Balgate, after which 
they were greeted by a large 
crowd when they appeared on 
the main stage at the nearby 
Belladrum Music Festival.

Callum Cruden from Lovat 
Shinty Club said: ‘The cycle was 
harder than any of us anticipated 
and the horrendous weather 
didn’t help matters, however, 
it was an amazing experience 
and we were truly humbled by 

the response from everyone especially the 
shinty community and the clubs we visited. 
‘We had secretly hoped to raise £10,000 in 
total and we have exceeded expectations 
with an amazing total of £14,000.

‘Thank you to everyone who donated and 
with the exciting news that the rest of the 
funding has been secured we can really look 
forward to our new community pavilion 
becoming a reality.’

On behalf of the Highland Hospice, 
Fundraiser Katie Gibb added: ‘We are 
really grateful to Lovat Shinty Club for their 
continued support and for choosing to split 
their fundraising with Highland Hospice. 
‘Seven thousand pounds is a tremendous 
boost to the hospice and we can’t thank 
the team enough for everything they have 
done.’

Preparing grounds for the future 
The new Strategic Plan for 
Shinty (2018-2022), like 

the previous one, continues 
the commitment of the 
CA at the strategic level 
to work in partnership to 

address the growing demand 
for shinty facilities

Jim Barr  
(President of the Camanachd Association)

618 plus pics
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“Now in third generation of makers”

Manufacturers for over 36 years 
of top quality clubs.

Our fully laminated clubs can be 
custom made to suit all ages.

KYLES CAMANS
PA21 2AG

Tel: 01700 811569 / 01700 811738 
Email: john.blair@hotmail.co.uk    www.kylescamans.co.uk

3840

KILMALLIE ROAD • CAOL • FORT WILLIAM
TEL: (01397) 701078

Eat whErE 

thE locals Eat!

OPENING HOURS
Monday - Friday 5.00 - 10.30pm
Saturday 4.00 - 10.30pm

Rhoda Grant MSP &  
David Stewart MSP

Members of The Scottish Parliament 
for the Highlands and Islands Region

Keeping in touch with local people 
enables us to represent you better 

in the Scottish Parliament.  
Why not get in touch with us?

Highlands and Islands MSPs 
PO Box 5717, Inverness, IV1 1YT 

www.himsps.org.uk/rhodagrant @ rhoda.grant.msp@parliament.scot
www.himsps.org.uk/davidstewart david.stewart.msp@parliament.scot

Twitter.com/RhodaGrant Facebook.com/MSPRhodaGrant
Twitter.com/DavidStewartMSP Facebook.com/DavidStewartMSP

3 Gordon Terrace, Inverness, IV2 3HD 34 Cromwell Street, Stornoway,HS1 2DD
01463 716299 01851 709822



2017 Marine Harvest 
National Shinty Awards
The 2017 Marine Harvest National Shinty Awards Winners were announced on Friday 20th October 
at a ceremony and dinner in the Drumossie Hotel, Inverness. The awards were presented by 
Marine Harvest’s Business Support Manager, Steve Bracken.
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Donald Skinner, Glasgow 
(award collected by 
Archie Robertson)

Marine Harvest Coach of the Year  
James Perlich, Kyles Athletic

Marine Harvest Player of the Year  
Andrew King, Kyles Athletic

Marine Harvest Club of the Year  
Kinlochshiel 
(award collected by Chris Nixon & 
Duncan MacLeod)

Marine Harvest Premiership 
Coach of the Year  
Johnston Gill, Kinlochshiel

Marine Harvest National Division 
Coach of the Year  
Peter Gordon & Willie 
Cowie, Skye (Peter also collected 
Fair Play Award 2 Team Club)

Marine Harvest South Division 1 
Coach of the Year  
Gareth Evans, Lochside 
Rovers

Marine Harvest North Division 1 
Coach of the Year  
Ali MacLeod, Kingussie

Marine Harvest South Division 2 
Coach of the Year  
Ross MacDonald & Ali 
Mirrlees, Strachur (award 
collected by Iain MacMillan)

Marine Harvest North Division 2 
Coach of the Year  
Ewen Cameron, Glengarry 
(Ewan also won WCA Marine 
Harvest North Div 2 Coach of 
the Year)

Marine Harvest Premiership Player 
of the Year  
Mark MacDonald, 
Kinlochshiel

Marine Harvest National Division 
Player of the Year  
Blair Morrison, Caberfeidh

Marine Harvest South Division 1 
Player of the Year  
Cameron Sutherland, 
Lochside Rovers

Marine Harvest North Division 1 
Player of the Year  
Ewen Fraser, Aberdeen 
University

Marine Harvest South Division 2 
Player of the Year  
Ollie Adrian, Strachur (award 
collected by Cameron Sutherland)

Marine Harvest North Division 2 
Player of the Year  
Nick Dalgetty, Glengarry

The Johnny “Ach” MacRae Quaich 
Referee of the Year  
Lachie Wood, Lochgilphead
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WCA Marine Harvest 
Development League West Player 
of the Year  
Freya Strachan, Strathglass

WCA Marine Harvest Volunteer of 
the Year  
Karen Williamson, Glengarry

MARiNE HARvESt  
CENtENARy AWARD MARiNE HARvESt AWARD WiNNERS 2017

LEAGUE COACHES & PLAyER AWARDS

WOMEN’S CAMANACHD ASSOCiAtiON AWARDS

Under 17 Player of the Year  
Calum MacDougall, Kilmallie

WCA Marine Harvest 
Development Coach of the Year  
Elaine Wink, Fort William 
(award collected by Katherine 
Ann Gall)
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National Shinty Awards
The 2017 Marine Harvest National Shinty Awards Winners were announced on Friday 20th October 
at a ceremony and dinner in the Drumossie Hotel, Inverness. The awards were presented by 
Marine Harvest’s Business Support Manager, Steve Bracken.
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Marine Harvest Club of the Year  
Kinlochshiel 
(award collected by Chris Nixon & 
Duncan MacLeod)

Marine Harvest North Division 1 
Coach of the Year  
Ali MacLeod, Kingussie

Marine Harvest National Division 
Player of the Year  
Blair Morrison, Caberfeidh

Marine Harvest North Division 2 
Player of the Year  
Nick Dalgetty, Glengarry

Emerging Referee of the Year  
Des McNulty, Dalmally

Fair Play Award 1 Team Club  
Lewis Camanachd & 
Lochcarron (award collected by 
David MacCuish, Lochcarron)

The Johnny “Ach” MacRae Quaich 
Referee of the Year  
Lachie Wood, Lochgilphead
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WCA Marine Harvest 
Development League West Player 
of the Year  
Freya Strachan, Strathglass

WCA Marine Harvest South 
Division 2 Player of the Year  
Lucy MacMillan, 
Ardnamurchan (award 
collected by Kate Bradley)

WCA Marine Harvest North 
Division 2 Player of the Year  
Jade Longworth, Strathspey

WCA Marine Harvest National 
Division 1 Player of the Year  
Lorna MacRae, Skye

WCA Marine Harvest Club of the 
Year  
Skye Ladies (award collected by 
Ilana Paterson & Lorna MacRae)

Marine Harvest Youth Coach of 
the Year  
Dallas Young & Iain 
Borthwick, Kingussie

Under 14 Player of the Year  
Max Campbell, Lochaber

YoutH AWARDS

VoLuNteeR

WCA Marine Harvest Volunteer of 
the Year  
Karen Williamson, Glengarry

WoMeN’S CAMANACHD ASSoCIAtIoN AWARDS

Under 17 Player of the Year  
Calum MacDougall, Kilmallie

Under 21 Player of the Year  
Arran MacPhee, Fort William

Donella Crawford Award for Youth 
& Schools 
Alasdair Lamont, Lewis 
(Alasdair also collected Fair Play 
Award 1 Team Club)

William Paterson Salver Volunteer 
of the Year  
Dondy Robertson, 
Fort William

WCA Marine Harvest 
Development Coach of the Year  
elaine Wink, Fort William 
(award collected by Katherine 
Ann Gall)

WCA Marine Harvest South 
Division 2 Coach of the Year  
Lyndsay Bradley, 
Ardnamurchan

WCA Marine Harvest National 
Division 1 Coach of the Year  
Robbie Gordon, Skye

WCA Marine Harvest Development 
League East Player of the Year  
Isla MacKay, tayforth & Hope 
Borthwick, Badenoch & 
Strathspey (award collected by 
Hope Borthwick)

Media Award  
Charles Bannerman
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In Memoriam
Over the course of this past year the shinty community has said 
goodbye to many dear friends. Here the Year Book pays tribute to 
those who are no longer with us.

Murdoch “Murdie” Cameron, Glasgow Skye Shinty Club
One of the last members of the Glasgow Skye Shinty Club passed 
away at his home in Hamilton in August aged 83. Murdoch (Murdie) 
was brought up in Hamilton and was coached as a youngster by 
his uncle Donald Dunn a well known Ballachulish and Glasgow 
exponent of the caman. 
He played for Glasgow Skye and was their last secretary when they 
folded in 1959. He then played for a couple of seasons with Glasgow 
Mid-Argyll.

Brian Davies, Shinty Referee
Shinty lost one of its refereeing stalwarts when Brian Davies passed 
away on Friday 10th November 2017. 
An excellent football referee Brian switched sports at the instigation 
of the late Willie MacDonald, Ballachulish and became one of the top 
referees in shinty.
The highlights of Brian’s shinty refereeing career came in both 1986 
and in 1993 when he refereed Camanachd Cup Finals.

Gregor Denoon – Aberdeen University and Glasgow 
Kelvin
The shinty fraternity in Glasgow were saddened to hear of the 
passing on 25th July 2017 of Gregor Denoon, Gregor who was 
a prominent member of the Glasgow Kelvin shinty team who 
played in the Southern League between 1964 and 1973. Born 
in Abriachan, Inverness-shire, Gregor attended Fort Augustus 
Primary School and Glen Urquhart Senior Secondary School 
before studying civil engineering at Aberdeen University. He 
captained the university team in season 1960-61 and was 
awarded full blues the following year. He also played in Scottish 
Universities select teams in the early sixties. 

Martin Duncan, Kilmallie
Martin Duncan died suddenly on 28th  August 2017, whilst 
on a golfing trip to Ireland with 20 members of Fort William 
Golf Club.
Born in Caol, Martin he was a member of the Caol Primary 
School and Lochaber High School teams that swept all before 
them. Still a schoolboy, he was drafted into the Kilmallie first 
team squad where he became a prolific goal scorer. He was 
also a member of the 2005 Camanachd Cup squad, coming 
on in the final against Fort William. Sadly Martin’s shinty career 
was cut short due to a recurrent back injury and the game was 
prematurely deprived of a talented player it could ill afford 
to lose. 

Hugh John Fraser, Fort Augustus 
Hugh John Fraser (Badger), Fort Augustus passed away on Friday 
18th August 2017.
Hugh John was instrumental in the resurrection of ‘Glengarry Shinty 
Club’ in the early 1970s as an active committee member, coach, 
manager and secretary for many years.   
Within primary school shinty he coached ‘Fort Augustus’ where he 
had success in the Mackay Cup, Bank of Scotland Cup and Aviemore 
Sixes.

Donald Lamont, Kilmallie
Donald Lamont who died on Saturday 27th May 2017 was a faithful 
servant to Kilmallie for over two decades and served the club as 
player, committee member, and latterly groundsman. Even when 
clearly unwell, Donald continued to cut the grass at the Canal Park 
and continued to do so right up until just before he died.
From his earliest days, Donald showed his love of sport in shinty and 
football and he went on to excel at both, playing for Kilmallie at all 
levels and for Ross County in the Highland League. 
Donald won many medals at shinty and football, but the true measure 
of the man is that for every medal he won, he won ten times more 
friends. Those friends will remember him for the good times they 
spent with him and his undoubted ability. 

Tom MacDiarmid, Glenurquhart Shinty Club
Tom MacDiarmid, passed away on Tuesday 16th of May 2017 in 
Highview Nursing Home, Inverness. Brought up in Glenelg, “Big 
Tom” played his early shinty with Straths Athletic, winning the 
McGillivray Junior League cup with them in 1949.
He moved to work in Drumnadrochit in 1951 married and settled 
there, and so was on hand to become a key member in the revival 
of Glenurquhart Shinty Club in 1956. He captained Glenurquhart to 
their first ever triumph in the MacDonald Cup against their traditional 
rivals Strathglass in that same year.  Big Tom continued to wear the 
black and red until his retiral from the sport after their 1963 season 
in which he captained Glenurquhart to Sutherland Cup victory over 
Kyles Athletic at Spean Bridge.

Jennifer MacDonald, Caberfeidh
Jennifer MacDonald, Maryburgh, former secretary of Caberfeidh 
Shinty Club, passed away at her home on the evening of Tuesday 
14th February, after a long illness. Jennifer was involved in a serious 
road accident a number of years ago from which she did not 
recover. Jennifer was the daughter of the late Tommy MacDonald, 

In the early 1990’s Johnnie Walker whisky appointed Evan as the 
world’s first ‘whisky ambassador’ and in this capacity he relocated to 
the United States where he spent the rest of his days.

Jimmy Jackson, Appin

Jimmy Jackson passed away on 22nd December 2016 at the age 
of 81. He was a member of the Appin side which won the Munro 
Shield in 1951as well as the Bullough Cup in 1953. Jimmy also played 
for Ballachulish, prior to the Club folding in the late 1950s.

He then joined Oban Camanachd for a couple of seasons, before 
going back to play for the re-formed Ballachulish Club in 1964. Jimmy 
enjoyed further success with Ballachulish, winning the Bullough Cup, 
the Munro Shield and the Campbell Cup in season 1964-65. In the 
1965-66, season, he was also a member of the Ballachulish team 
that won the Dunn Cup. Jimmy retired from playing in 1967.

Johnnie MacCorquodale, Appin

Johnnie MacCorquodale passed away on 24th December 2016 at 
the age of 94. He played for the successful Appin side of 1951 (Munro 
Shield) and 1953 (Bullough Cup) winning teams. In 1957, Johnnie, 
joined the Ballachulish Club, and took part in an epic Macaulay cup 
semi-final against Inverness, which took 3 games to determine which 
club would play in the final. The first match, played at Inverness, 
finished 3-3, with Johnnie scoring one of the Ballachulish goals. The 
replay at Spean Bridge finished 6-6. The second replay, again at 
Spean Bridge, finished 4-2 to Inverness, therefore, depriving Johnnie 
of a Macaulay Cup final appearance.

Donald ‘Donut’ MacDonald, Strachur

“Donut”, as he was affectionately known, was associated with shinty in 
Strachur since his family moved to the village in 1962, and last played 
in 2014. He was a member of the Strachur side which overcame 
the odds to beat Newtonmore at Mossfield in the 1983 Camanachd 
Cup semi-finals before two late goals meant they eventually lost out 
3-2 to Kyles Athletic in the final at Fort William. Strachur were also 
beaten by Kingussie in the Macaulay Cup Final that same year.

He always had Strachur Shinty Club at heart and was one of the 
driving forces behind the new sports field and pavilion at 

who, along with his brother Huisdean, was well known throughout 
the shinty world.

Johnnie (Munerigie) MacDonald
John MacDonald, Fort Augustus (Johnnie Munerigie) passed away 
suddenly, but peacefully with his family at his side on Sunday 16th July. 
Johnnie ran the West End Garage in Fort Augustus for many years 
and apart from many other positions in his local community he also 
served as President of Glengarry Shinty Club. The fine state of the 
Garry pitch throughout recent, and not so recent seasons, is ample 
testament to his skills as groundsman and grass cutter.

Coll MacDougall, Shinty Journalist, Oban
Coll MacDougall who was a well-known shinty journalist passed away 
peacefully at Eadar Glinn Care Home, Oban, on September 23rd. 
He loved the sport of shinty and its people – and in that community 
he was well known for his regular shinty column for the Times 
of London. For the people of Oban he will however always be 
remembered as the writer of a weekly column in Oban Times 
entitled “View from the Tower” which he published under the name 
McCaig.

John MacEachan, Oban
One of the best known figures in shinty circles in Argyll, former Oban 
Celtic player, John MacEachan, passed away on Sunday 12th Feb 2017. 
Having retired after a distinguished career in the building industry as 
Sales Director with Keyline and then Burdens, John had a keen interest 
in a variety of sports prominent amongst which was shinty which 
he supported as a spectator and also through his many fund-raising 
efforts. The Macaulay Association and Oban Celtic Shinty Club as well 
as a variety of other local bodies will miss him immensely. 

Neil “Nonny” MacInnes, Oban Camanachd
Neil MacInnes passed away on Tuesday 28th March 2017 at the age 
of 46, following a short but bravely fought illness. “Nonny”, was a 
colossal part of the Oban Camanachd Club during his lifetime not 
only as an player but latterly as an administrator and supporter. An 
outstanding player, who won international honours against the Irish 
Hurlers, his greatest triumph was to lead Oban Camanachd to victory 
as captain in the 1996 Camanachd Cup Final against Kingussie. His 
position on the field was half back but beyond that he was a natural 
leader and on that day he led by example bringing his team back 
from an initial deficit of 2-0 to win 3-2. Nonny also won the Albert 
Smith Medal for “man of the match” on two separate occasions at 
Camanachd Cup Finals as well being chosen as a “man of the match” 
at the Macaulay Cup Final. 

Donnie Mackenzie (Snr) Lochaber 
After a period of failing health Donnie MacKenzie (Snr) of Altour 
Road, Spean Bridge died in the Belford Hospital, Fort William on 
Saturday, December 16th. 
Born in Fort Augustus the second youngest of a family of eight, in 
his working life  Donnie was a noted stock-man and breeder of 
Charolais cattle, and in shinty terms he was equally industrious his 
time willingly to shinty  with roles on the Disciplinary Committee and 
as Secretary, Chairman and President of his home team Lochaber 
Camanachd.  Most notably, he was the second President of the 
Camanachd Referees’ Association from 1981-86, succeeding his 
great friend Douglas MacKintosh of Newtonmore*.
A shinty player himself, with Spean Bridge and Fort William, Donnie 
was one of the leading figures who fund-raised in the 1980s to build 
the Lochaber Camanachd changing rooms and kitchen at the playing 
field, which put Lochaber ahead of most clubs at the time in terms 
of facilities.
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Club’ in the early 1970s as an active committee member, coach, 
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Tom MacDiarmid, Glenurquhart Shinty Club
Tom MacDiarmid, passed away on Tuesday 16th of May 2017 in 
Highview Nursing Home, Inverness. Brought up in Glenelg, “Big 
Tom” played his early shinty with Straths Athletic, winning the 
McGillivray Junior League cup with them in 1949.
He moved to work in Drumnadrochit in 1951 married and settled 
there, and so was on hand to become a key member in the revival 
of Glenurquhart Shinty Club in 1956. He captained Glenurquhart to 
their first ever triumph in the MacDonald Cup against their traditional 
rivals Strathglass in that same year.  Big Tom continued to wear the 
black and red until his retiral from the sport after their 1963 season 
in which he captained Glenurquhart to Sutherland Cup victory over 
Kyles Athletic at Spean Bridge.

Jennifer MacDonald, Caberfeidh
Jennifer MacDonald, Maryburgh, former secretary of Caberfeidh 
Shinty Club, passed away at her home on the evening of Tuesday 
14th February, after a long illness. Jennifer was involved in a serious 
road accident a number of years ago from which she did not 
recover. Jennifer was the daughter of the late Tommy MacDonald, 
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John MacDonald, Fort Augustus (Johnnie Munerigie) passed away 
suddenly, but peacefully with his family at his side on Sunday 16th July. 
Johnnie ran the West End Garage in Fort Augustus for many years 
and apart from many other positions in his local community he also 
served as President of Glengarry Shinty Club. The fine state of the 
Garry pitch throughout recent, and not so recent seasons, is ample 
testament to his skills as groundsman and grass cutter.

Coll MacDougall, Shinty Journalist, Oban
Coll MacDougall who was a well-known shinty journalist passed away 
peacefully at Eadar Glinn Care Home, Oban, on September 23rd. 
He loved the sport of shinty and its people – and in that community 
he was well known for his regular shinty column for the Times 
of London. For the people of Oban he will however always be 
remembered as the writer of a weekly column in Oban Times 
entitled “View from the Tower” which he published under the name 
McCaig.

John MacEachan, Oban
One of the best known figures in shinty circles in Argyll, former Oban 
Celtic player, John MacEachan, passed away on Sunday 12th Feb 2017. 
Having retired after a distinguished career in the building industry as 
Sales Director with Keyline and then Burdens, John had a keen interest 
in a variety of sports prominent amongst which was shinty which 
he supported as a spectator and also through his many fund-raising 
efforts. The Macaulay Association and Oban Celtic Shinty Club as well 
as a variety of other local bodies will miss him immensely. 

Neil “Nonny” MacInnes, Oban Camanachd
Neil MacInnes passed away on Tuesday 28th March 2017 at the age 
of 46, following a short but bravely fought illness. “Nonny”, was a 
colossal part of the Oban Camanachd Club during his lifetime not 
only as an player but latterly as an administrator and supporter. An 
outstanding player, who won international honours against the Irish 
Hurlers, his greatest triumph was to lead Oban Camanachd to victory 
as captain in the 1996 Camanachd Cup Final against Kingussie. His 
position on the field was half back but beyond that he was a natural 
leader and on that day he led by example bringing his team back 
from an initial deficit of 2-0 to win 3-2. Nonny also won the Albert 
Smith Medal for “man of the match” on two separate occasions at 
Camanachd Cup Finals as well being chosen as a “man of the match” 
at the Macaulay Cup Final. 

Donnie Mackenzie (Snr) Lochaber 
After a period of failing health Donnie MacKenzie (Snr) of Altour 
Road, Spean Bridge died in the Belford Hospital, Fort William on 
Saturday, December 16th. 
Born in Fort Augustus the second youngest of a family of eight, in 
his working life  Donnie was a noted stock-man and breeder of 
Charolais cattle, and in shinty terms he was equally industrious his 
time willingly to shinty  with roles on the Disciplinary Committee and 
as Secretary, Chairman and President of his home team Lochaber 
Camanachd.  Most notably, he was the second President of the 
Camanachd Referees’ Association from 1981-86, succeeding his 
great friend Douglas MacKintosh of Newtonmore*.
A shinty player himself, with Spean Bridge and Fort William, Donnie 
was one of the leading figures who fund-raised in the 1980s to build 
the Lochaber Camanachd changing rooms and kitchen at the playing 
field, which put Lochaber ahead of most clubs at the time in terms 
of facilities.

Douglas MacKintosh, M.B.E. Newtonmore
Dougie who passed away on 10th Jan 2017 in Raigmore Hospital 
Inverness was the President of the Camanachd Association from 
1985 to 1990 and Chieftain from 2000 until 2008. After a successful 
playing career with Newtonmore, Dougie devoted many years 
to the sport as an administrator and referee. He also served as a 
Committee Member for Newtonmore Camanachd and as Secretary 
and eventually Chieftain from 1972 to 1975. He refereed every 
major final, including two Camanachd Cup Finals and Shinty/Hurling 
International between Scotland and Ireland in Glasgow in 1976.
(A detailed consideration of Douglas’ unique contribution to development 
of the modern shape of shinty is included elsewhere in this copy of the 
Year Book) 

Dougie MacLachlan, Kilmallie
Dougie MacLachlan passed away on November 8th 2017. A native of 
Glasgow, Dougie resided at Kilmallie Road, Caol, the family home into 
which the MacLachlan family moved when the village was first built.
Dougie missed the Kilmallie Academy (Banavie School) and as a 
result his shinty ability was not noticed until he was in the teens. 
He then had a short spell in Kilmallie U17 and Junior teams before 
being called up to do his National service, some of which he spent 
in Korea. Back in Caol, he became a key figure in one of the most 
successful clubs in the 60s and early 70s, which won most of the 
competitions open to it including the Camanachd Cup in 1964. After 
retirement Dougie continued to keep an interest in Kilmallie, though 
latterly poor health did keep him away from attending the matches. 

Willie MacLean, Lovat
It is with great sadness that Lovat Shinty Club noted the passing on 
Tuesday 25th April 2017 of William MacLean, aged 91, following 
a short illness. Willie was a member of the victorious Lovat team 
who won the Camanachd Cup in 1953 the excitement of which he 
relived when Lovat were again winners of the Camanachd Cup in 
2015. Willie is survived by his sons Derek and Neil and their families. 
His grand-daughter Caroline maintains a link with Lovat as she plays 
for Lovat ladies team and Willie was both delighted and proud to see 
Caroline lift both the League and Challenge Cup in 2016 as Lovat 
Ladies team captain.

Duncan James (“Pasha”) Rodger, Fort William & 
Kilmallie 
The sudden death of Duncan “Pasha” Rodger, who died on Monday 
May 29th shocked the whole shinty community as was demonstrated 
by the hundreds who gathered at his Glen Nevis grave-side in Fort 
William on Tuesday 6th June, to pay their last respects to one of the 
most gifted players of the modern period. 
A former U21 captain of Scotland, Duncan also won full international 
caps as well as five Camanachd Cup winners medals playing for Fort 
William and other medals which he won in the colours of Kilmallie in 
the second phase of his playing career.
An outstanding sportsman in all sorts of areas; a local golf champion 
commonly with the longest drive, a bowler, snooker, table-tennis, 
cricket, badminton and squash player, his untimely passing left a huge 
hole in the heart of his community as well as in Lochaber shinty 
circles.

Donnie Ross, Kingussie
Donnie Ross, the captain of the Kingussie team which won the 1961 
Camanachd Cup, passed away peacefully at his home at Leault Farm 
on Sunday 22nd January 2017. An outstanding leader on the field he 
represented Kingussie at every level during the 1950’s and 60’s with 
the highlight of his career being the 2-1 victory over Oban Celtic at 
King George V Park, Fort William in 1961.
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The Camanachd Association has teamed 
up with the Highland Print Studio (HPS) 
who have appointed four professional 

artists to work in collaboration with their 
designated clubs on a new shinty-related visual 
arts project.

The project, entitled Throw Up 20.18, will see 
each artist create a series of artworks inspired 
by the contemporary culture and heritage of 
shinty. Each artist will work in collaboration 
with HPS and spend time with their designated 
club during the 2017 and 2018 seasons. The 
artists will get to know the people involved in 
their club, from players, to volunteers, to fans, 
and through them find out more about the 
sport, the club and its history.

The artists appointed are:
Tom Smith (Beauly Shinty Club); 
Roddy Buchanan (Fort William 
Shinty Club): Deirdre Nelson 
(Newtonmore Camanachd) & 
John McNaught (Skye Camanachd): 

Each artist, in collaboration with 
Highland Print Studio, will produce a 
series of original prints that will form 
a contemporary visual art archive 
that will be a legacy for the clubs.

The artwork will be exhibited at 
the Camanachd Cup 2018 final. 
It will then be exhibited at the Shinty/Hurling 
International 2018, before going on tour. 

This project is funded by Highland Culture 
Strategic Board’s ‘Highland Culture: Take Pride, 
Take Part’ programme.

Two floors of the Highland’s main theatre 
complex, Eden Court, was the venue 
for shinty photographer Neil Paterson’s 

summer exhibition of black and white action 
pictures of the indigenous sport. 

The exhibition which ran from Tuesday 1st 
to Thursday 31st August 2017 was entitled 
‘Cleeks, Blocks and Kicks’ and featured 60 

of Neil’s shinty pictures – all 
of them taken over the eight 
seasons since 2009 during 
which he has been the game’s 
foremost action photographer.  
His work appears regularly in 
national and local publications, 
amongst them the Press & 
Journal, The National, The 

Sunday Herald, The 
Oban Times, The 
Highland News 
and the Inverness 
Courier, as well as 
the BBC.

“I am delighted with 
the reception that my pictures 
received locally though I am 
aware that there was not much 
opportunity for those who live 
in other shinty areas to view 
my work. It would certainly be 
worthwhile to take the exhibition 
to other areas, to Skye, Lochaber 
and the Oban area, and perhaps 
with a more local focus rather 

than the wider view of the game I presented 
in the initial display.

The main driver behind the exhibition was 
my desire to get more of the many shinty 
pictures I have taken over the years out 
to a wider audience.  People often only 
see the work which appears in the papers 
but there are many more. Each of the 
pictures on display was in black and white 
because I believe that imparts a timeless 
quality and elegance to any photograph.”

Camanachd Association supports new 
art venture: Throw Up 20.18

Successful Exhibition of Shinty 
Photographs in Inverness
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Strategic Board’s ‘Highland Culture: Take Pride, 
Take Part’ programme.
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pictures I have taken over the years out 
to a wider audience.  People often only 
see the work which appears in the papers 
but there are many more. Each of the 
pictures on display was in black and white 
because I believe that imparts a timeless 
quality and elegance to any photograph.”

Camanachd Association supports new 
art venture: Throw Up 20.18

Successful Exhibition of Shinty 
Photographs in Inverness George Hotel

Main St East, Inveraray, Argyll PA32 8TT
Tel: 01499 302111  Email: info@thegeorgehotel.co.uk www.thegeorgehotel.co.uk

THE

Award winning food and real ales 

Locally sourced food 
served all day - every day.

We offer a wide range of 
whiskies, real ales 
and wines 
within our two bars.

With live music on every 
weekend.

The hotel has 17 quirky 
bedrooms.

1860
Run by six generations 

of the Clark family

Award winning food  
served all day - every day.
We offer a wide range 
of whiskies, real ales, 
wines, gins and cocktails 
within our two bars.
Live music on every 
weekend.
Quirky Bedrooms.

The Loch Ness Inn

www.staylochness.co.uk

Loch Ness Inn
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Caberfeidh 
Electrics Ltd

Electrical Contractor 
It's Better with the Bodach

• ToTal HeaTing • indusTrial 
 • CommerCial 

• domesTiC insTallaTion
• rewiring • mainTenanCe 

• disTanCe no objeCT 
• CompeTiTive raTes

1 HeaTHerfield, porTree isle of skye
Tel: (01478) 612972 • mobile: 07771 864 327 

email: joHnmaCkenzie127@bTinTerneT.Com

niCeiC approved ConTraCTor 01463 713131 - www.barres.co.uk

Working to Save You Money

Specialists in both ground and air source heat pumps, 
underfloor hea�ng, solar thermal and solar PV systems

•

Experienced design team able to provide the most 
efficient hea�ng system possible for your property

•

Fully trained maintenance team able to provide a�er 
care support for your hea�ng system

J. FRIER
FORESTRY AND GARDEN SUPPLIES  
Kilmory Ind. Est. Lochgilphead, Argyll

SALES ALL MAKES SERVICE • VARIED HIRE SELECTION 
• PROFESSIONAL MACHINERY

Email: john.frier@btconnect.com

efco

SILKYHAYTER

FLYMO

MAIL ORDER PARTS

Tel/Fax:
07748 58585501546 606898

HUSQVARNA
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Great Glen 
Trading 
Centre

LET US GIVE YOU A HIGHLAND WELCOME

GREAT GLEN TRADING CENTRE 
Fort Augustus

Tel: 01320 366 365 •  Fax: 01320 366 788

THE TARTAN HOUSE: Has an extensive range of interesting books, 
postcards, greetings cards, calendars, gifts. Exclusive Scottish jewellery 
and exquisite clothing. Border Fine Arts and other fine ceramics, Pewter 
and quality souvenirs.

GROCERIES & SELECTIVE FOODS: Fresh bread and milk daily - 
Fresh Fruit and vegetables - Wide selection of Groceries - Chilled and 
frozen foods - Delectable Scottish speciality foods - Exotic, Continental 
and European “Deli” delights. Excellent selection of Fine Malts, Whisky, 
Spirits and International Wine Selection. Fine Ales and Beers.

HOmE & HARDwARE: We now stock a wide range of hardware 
to accommodate most needs. From Stock Pans to Screwdrivers, from 
Pyrex ware to Paint and Paintbrushes, from Quality Crockery and 
Cutlery to Nuts, Bolts and Screws, from Masking Tape and Spirit Levels 
to Electrical Plugs, Fuses and Electrical accessories. If you need it, we 
try to have it, or we can order it.

THE GREAT GLEN TRADING CENTRE is your one stop shop in 
the heart of Fort Augustus to accommodate your every need. Gulf Petrol 
and Diesel, Quality Motor Oils and emergency car accessories. Calor 
and Camping Gas, Cameras, Films and Batteries, Sunday Papers and 
so much more!

• PHARMACY NOW OPEN •

THE TARTAN HOUSE: Has an extensive range of interesting 
books, postcards, greetings cards, calendars, gifts. Exclusive 
Scottish jewellery and large range of Nessie products. Very large 
range of handbargs, scarves and accessories for ladies.

GROCERIES & SELECTIVE FOODS: Fresh bread and milk 
daily - Fresh Fruit and vegetables - Wide selection of Groceries 
- Chilled and frozen foods - Delectable Scottish speciality foods 
- Exotic, Continental and European “Deli” delights. Excellent 
selection of Fine Malts, Whisky, Spirits and International Wine 
Selection. Fine Ales and Craft Beers.

THE GREAT GLEN TRADING CENTRE: is your one stop 
shop in the heart of Fort Augustus to accommodate your every 
need. Gulf Petrol and Diesel, Quality Motor Oils and emergency 
car accessories. Camping Gas, Cameras, Films and Batteries, 
Sunday Papers and so much more!

Pharmacy • Post office • NewsageNt

TEL: 01320 366 365
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Web: norscot.co.uk • Email: sales@norscot.co.uk
Bower, Wick. T: 01955 641303 • 20 Carsegate Rd, Inverness. T: 01463 224040

KIT HOMES
Build a superior home with an
energy efficient 
Norscot 
Eco Kit

IMPROVING YOUR HOME-BUILDING A NEW HOME
IT PAYS TO BUY LOCALLY WITH NORSCOT
WINDOWS AND DOORS
Reduce energy costs with Norscot high performance windows & doors

KIT HOMES
Build a superior home with an
energy efficient 
Norscot 
Eco Kit

IMPROVING YOUR HOME-BUILDING A NEW HOME
IT PAYS TO BUY LOCALLY WITH NORSCOT
WINDOWS AND DOORS
Reduce energy costs with Norscot high performance windows & doors
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MORE THAN A GAME!

For all the latest news, views, fixtures and results visit the 

Camanachd Association official website www.shinty.com

Supporting 
Jobs, Communities 
and Business in the 
Highlands & Islands

#scottishsalmon
scottishsalmon.co.uk

As a key player in Scotland’s rural 
economy, salmon’s success has 
driven employment up by 13%, with 
capital investment of £63M and 
over £390M spent last year in the 
Scottish supply chain.

Last year, salmon farming supported 
local causes to the value of 
£735,000. From volunteering to 
sports to community projects 
salmon farming companies 
actively support their staff and 
the community activities that are 
important to them.

High Quality Aggregates  
& 

Contracting Services 
 in Argyll

Tel: 01866 833 355 
Mobile: 07717 006 923
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MORE THAN A GAME!

For all the latest news, views, fixtures and results visit the 

Camanachd Association official website www.shinty.com



www.tulloch-homes.com

MOST SHOWHOMES/MARKETING SUITES OPEN 
THURSDAY TO MONDAY. FOR OPENING TIMES VISIT 
OUR WEBSITE OR CONTACT 01463 229300.

Inverness 
North Kessock
Fortrose
Conon Bridge
Muir of Ord
East Kilbride
Aberdeen

For the best selection of new 
homes in Scotland visit a  
Tulloch showhome today…
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